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SEE VOTE REFEREES IN HAYWOOD AREA
From 'Darlings' To 'Goats'
AN EDITORIAL
When the courageous students of Memphis help-
ed pry the lid off the Pandora box of segregation
evils in this city, they were hailed as the "Darlings
of Democracy." By the thousands Negroes turned
out to mass meetings to applaud their sit-in move-
ment and to make plans to back up their fight.
But last week, these same students and others,
looked more like "goats" than "darlings." They parad-
ed up and down in front of the headquarters of the
Cotton Makers Jubilee, urging Negroes to turn away
from the segregated cotton celebration and put their
money where it belongs — in the Freedom Fund. But
few heeded their advice.
Instead, thousands trouped into the carnival
grounds between Linden and Beale and turned over
untold thousands of dollars to the operators of gam-
bling games who were blind to the tender ages of many
of their victims. On the night of the Jubilee Parade,
Beale street was jammed such as it has never been
jammed before and Memphis Negroes by the thou-
sands ignored the pleadings of the students' signs
begging them to forget pleasure and turn to the fight
for dignity. But the brave college pickets were swal-
lowed up in the crowd which happily accepted the
second-rate cotton celebratie,n while the fabulous
events on the city's river front went merrily about it's
lily-white way.
Meanwhile, news has come to Memphis that the
results of college students' sit-in demonstrations in
Nashville are highly encouraging. Lunch counter
segregation is a thing of the past in Tennessee's capi-
See EDITORIAL, Page 2
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
rREJUDICE!
There's a terrific article in
the May 24 issue of Look Maga-
zine. Title of the article is
"What Is Prejudice?". It is
presented in the form of an in-
terview with an internationally
famous social scientist, Dr. Ma-
rie Jahoda, formerly associate
director of New York University
Research Center for Human Re-
lations.
L
Orientals, Mexicans, Jews,
Puerto Ricans . . . yes, even
native white Protestants . . .
get their share of prejudice
too."
The doctor didn't mention it,
but she might have gone to
town outlining the "faces" of
prejudice which may be found
within a group . • . like Negroes
being prejudiced toward each
other . . . or the feeling be-
tween orthodox and unorthodox
o, the article has everything Jews . . . or the prejudices
eeds in the way of impor-
tance. It's carried in a publi-
cation that reaches over six
million readers. It has the think-
ing of an arcepted authority on
the subject. And it comes at
a time when the ugly head of
prejudice is intruding into more
human hearts than ever be-
fore in history ... if no other
reasms than that there are more
human hearts today than ever
before.
Major premise of the article
Is that prejudice should be rec-
ognized for what it is. The harm
of it should be noted. The dang-
er and cruelty of it should be
outlined. The .basis of it (igno-
rance) should be evaluated. And
everybody should take steps to
insure his freedom from the
virus of the disease. It is pos.
sible to be free frogs prejudice
(0 whether it pertains to race,igion, color, or class.
F "ir' POINTS
For the benefit of "Shadows"
readers who may not have seen
the Look article, a few pertin-
ent paragraphs are reproduce
here with a hit of pertinent
comment Here's hoping every-
one whose eye falls thereon
will let the suggestings pene-
trate to his or her inner con-
sciousness Search yourself.
Dr. Jahoda was asked
"What is prejudice?". Her an-
swer was: "Prejudice can
meat, different things to dif-
ferent people. tly prejudice,
mean a hostile attitude toward
a whole group of people, or
toward one person simply be-
cause he is a member of that
group. The Americans who
bear the greatest brunt of hos-
tility today are Negroes. But
*
different times in our his-
y different groups were hat-
ed, and in different parts of
our country today Catholics,
that exist between and among
white people.
The interviewer asked Dr.
Jahoda whether or not pre-
judice is instinctive. .wheth-
er a person is born with it.
She said, "No. Prejudice is
never found in children who
have not been exposed to it.
Every psychological and socio-
logical study shows that pre-
judice, like any social attitude,
is learned "
LIKE A WEED
A lot of mothers don't realize
that a child's attitude towards
its lather is shaped by the
way she (the mother) looks at
the man, mentions him, talks
to him. The child is watching
and absorbing like a sponge.
The words "N—r" and "peck-
erwood" are picked up quick-
er b, children than the first
two words of the Lord's Pray-
er, "Our Father". Prejudice is
like a weed . . . it grows fast-
er than a desired flower.
Two very interesting pas-
sages of Dr. Jahoda's state-
ment on prejudice were: "Pre-
judice is a form of conformity.
117ost o us have a strong need
to go along with the views of
people we like. To feel in
agreement with others gives us
a sense ot belonging, of be-
ing accepted."
From here, that means a lot
of people are prejudiced against
other people because their as-
sociates are prejudiced against
them. It the people we admire
and follow are in favor of
a person, so are we. But if our
heroes say, "Hate him," we
fall °ye' backwards summon-
ing ths hate mood.
And speaking of hate, brings
on Dr Jahoda's second very in-
teresting closing statement.
She said, Some people are pre-
See SHADOWS, Page 2
HAYWOOD COUNTY, Ten-
nessee, Negroes confer with
Atty. J. F. Estes of Mem-
phis as they prepare to peti-
tion the U. S. Justice Depart-
ment for Federal referees to
register them for voting. Ne-
groes in Haywood county
HELP!
y ourse
your iffy
y 0 t race
were denied the right to reg-
ister Monday after officials
had assured them the books
would be open. Talking with
Atty. Estes, seated, are left
to right Odell Sanders, Sher-
man II. Coleman, R e y.
George Washington Douglass,
'Bar Group
Trying To
Register
The Tri-State Defender learn-
ed Monday that members of
the Haywood County Welfare
and Civic league will make di-
rect application to the U. S.
Justice Department for Feder-
al referees to enter the county
and register them for voting.
This may well be the first
application under the new
civil rights bill which set up
the plan for federal referees
to register Negroes who have
been barred from voting by
local officials.
Atty. J. F. Estes of Memphis
confirmed the report after
Negroes had been denied right
to register Monday. League
members had been assured by
officials that the registration
books would be open to Negro-
es Monday for the first time
since Reconstruction days.
Registration was scheduled
for District 8 of the county in
Malcolm Smith's Store. How-
ever, James T. Bond, a league
member, told the Defender
when he and 19 other Negroes
showed up to register, they
were turned away.
"This is a public store," Mr.
Bond said they were told, "and
it's not going to happen here."
The battle to win the right
to vote in Haywood county is
an old one. In recent months,
election commissioners have
been appointed to take the
place of 'others who resigned.
lee GROUP, Page 2
Jame3 Bond, George Gray,
presiden. of the Haywood
County Civic and Welfare
League; Joe L. Sanderlin,
Mrs. Betty Douglas, League
secretary; and Thad Turner,
financial secretary. Staff
photo by Hardin.
Funerals Set For Victims Of
Cove-In That Claimed 3 Lives
Final rites for one of three -
men killed in a cave-in in
Whitehaven were held Tuesday
at ths Shady Grove Baptist
church on Kansas. Funeral ser-
vices for another will be held
Sunday, May 22, in Mississippi.
The men, Woodrow Taylor,
40, of 1844 Benford; Emmett
Moore, 41, of 585 Williams:
and Joseph Harris, 36, of 778
Newman court, were killed last
Friday, when on their job as
ditch diggers working on a
subdivision site, they were
buried under more than 15
feet of dirt when a bank they
were standing under caved in.
John A. Springfield, 37, of
2431 Vandale, was the only sur-
vivor of the four who were cov-
ered witl. dirt for over 45 minu-
tes
hioore was the father of 10
children, living with their
mother in Los Angeles, Calif.
They are Dianna, Mildred,
Co r a, Richard, Emmette,
Josie, Joe, Cannon, Thomas
and Willie.
His wife, Mrs. Willie B.
Moore is planning to attend
his funeral Sunday, May 22,
at the Mt. Olive CMS: church
of Nesbitt, Miss. Rev. D. E.
Gardner, pastor of the church
will preach the eulogy. He will
be assisted by Rev. W. H.
MR. MOORE MR. TAYLOR
Walker. Moore will be buried in
the church cemetery located
East of Rabbit Ridge near
Nesbitt.
Taylor is survived by five
children, Fannie, Woodrow,
Jr., Wilde Lee, Mettle Mat
and Ruthie Mae; brothers WO-
lie J. Arssie, Lloyd, Mitchell;
sisters Mrs. Aline Richmond
of Memphis and Mrs. Feodia
Houston of Oakville, Tenn.
Funeral services for Taylor
were held Tuesday, May 17,
at the Shady Grove Baptist
church here in Memphis. Rev.
J. W. Hardaway is the pastor.
Rev J. E. Clark of Oakville
assisted Rev. Hardaway with
the services.
Wake for Taylor was held
Monday night preceding the
funeral in the same church.
Harris' relatives could not be
reached by the Tri-State De-
fender.
The ditch where the men
lost their lives is located just
north ot Old Hickory road and
east o. Highway 51 south in the
Whitehaven area. Other men
working near the disaster site
said the men didn't know what
hit them The cave-in happen-
ed quickly and silently. The
bank under which the ill fated
men stood suddenly cirnProd
out of sight.
HERE SHE i — Sor the
second straight year an Amer-
ican Negro beauty has walked
off with top honors in the
Cannes Miss Film Festival
contest in Cannes, France.
She is 19-year-old Miss La-
Jeune Huntley of Washington,
D. C. Coached by Miss Ophe-
ha De% ore, president of the
New York charm school which
bears her name, the gorgeous
queen hopes to become an ac-
tress. Last year, lovely Miss
Cecelia Cooper became the
first American, the first non-
French girl and the first
Negro ever to reign over this
International film event.
9 Resume Sit-Ins
BULLETIN
Five students were arrest-
ed at Walgreens Drug Store
Tuesday in Memphis, Tenn.
for not leaving after their
lunch counter sit-in closed
the store.
At Woolworth's, three
white thugs dragged T. C.
Heard out of the store and
pushed Woodrow Miller off
a lunch counter stool and out
of the store.
Eye witnesses reported
that Memphis police stood by
and did not intervene. Two
co-eds remained at t h e
Woolworth lunch counter.
By BURLEY HINES, JR.
Nine Negro collegians broke
the sit-in silence in Memphis
Tuesday as they concentrated
their non-violent protest on
Walgreen and Woolworth's res-
taurants, both on Main st. The
students took their seats at
both lunch counters at approx-
imately noon, five at Wal-
green's and four at Wool-
worth's downstairs lunch
coounter.
No arrests were made be-
cause store officials refused to
prosecute.
Walgreen's promptly ordered
the doors to its establishment
closed admittine no one but po-
lice. Woolworth's chose to keep
the store open and closed only
the lunch counter at which the
Negroes sat.
POLICE EVERYWHERE
Fifteen minutes after the Ne-
groes entered the stores, po-
lice swarmed over Main at.
They enteted Walgreen's, con-
ferred with the manager and
left as abruptly as they came.
One officer was heard to re-
mark, "we're going to let them
See SIT-INS, Page 2
Ask Deseg
In Memphis
Recreation
Another lawsuit was added
last week to the growing list
of desegregation action which
Memphis Negroes are filing in
an effort to break the back of
segregation in this city.
Eleven plaintiffs have asked
for an injunction to keep of-
ficials from maintaining the
"white only" tag on recreation-
al facilities including the city
museum, art galleries, golf
courses, tennis courts, play-
grounds, parks and boat docks.
fhe City of Memphis was
natned as a defendant in the
latest suit along with H. S.
Lewis, superintendent of the
Memphis Park Commission,
aod members of the commis-
sion.
Attys. A M. Willis, Jr. and
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., filed
the petition.
Only 6%
In Dixie
Integrated
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Only
six per cent of the south's Ne-
gro school children have been
integrates: into white schools
since the U. S. Supreme Court
ordereci desegregation six years
ago, according to the executive
secretary of the National Asso-
Cation for the Advancement of
Cokred People.
Roy Wilkins said in a state-
men. Monday there were still
2,500,000 Negro children in seg-
regate,. schools.
"This kind of cheating, six
years after the Supreme Court
ruling, is crippling the Negro
citizen of 1980," Wilkins said.
Blair Hunt Named
To Juvenile Post
Juvenile Court Judge Eliza-
beth McCain last week appoint-
ed Prof. Blair Hunt to the
post of deputy probation office.
The 71-year-old former educa-
tor is also pastor of Mississippi
Boulevard Christian church.
7/ith his duties yet to be
assigned, Prof. Hunt, according
to Judge McCain "will work
directly with the Negro proba-
tion officers and will counsel
with juveniles and parents who
are assigned to these officers."
To Place Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 6-11397
4
YO
TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A
WOLFE HOME
Winner of the National
Association of Ho in.
Builders 1669 Merit
Award for Conussualtf
Development.
IN
LAKEVIEW
GARDENS
1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighbor-
hood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
S. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious land-
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary de-
signed homes.
11. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14. 1 and 2 ceramic.
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
17. Carports and
concrete drives.
IS. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood
floors.
20. Quality materials
and workman-
ship.
Priced from
47,450
•
NOTES AS
LOW AS
$49
Per Month
WE TRADE
DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Highway
41 to Horn Lake Road,
south on Horn Lake to
ono block south of Gaet-
a'. School.
WOLFE
HOMES, INC.
IX 74343
NIILDOIS"
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Stillman's :Amazing' Growth
Sparks Plans For Expansitn
The ever-increasing populari-
ty of Stillman college in the
educational world has caused
its enrollment to surge to rec-
ord heights. Only 10 years ago
Stillman was a small junior col-
lege with an enrollment of only
125 students mainly from Ala-
bama. Now it is a full four year
liberal arts, co-educational col-
lege with a student body of 475.
It is fully accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleg-
es and Secondary Schools. Its
graduates are awarded B.S. and
A.B. degrees and are fully cer-
tified for teaching in public
schools.
The faculty has grown from
a small one with very few ad-
vanced degrees to one now
numbering 35 full time and 10
part time with every one ex-
cept two instructors holding at
least a masters degree. There
are presently seven doctorates
on the faculty and within the
next 12 months at least four ad-
ditional doctorates will be add-
ed.
Close personal contact and su-
pervision by faculty of student
work is afforded by an ample
and conscientious faculty group.
The very success of StWman
college has created a problem
in that its facilities and space
are being crowded by the great
Editorial
(continued From Page 1)
tal city. And all because of one overwhelming reason.
After the students put the spotlight on this traditional
form of discrimination, the Nashville Negro com-
munity rallied behind the Negro collegians in an un-
precedented show of unity. They got together and
they stuck together.
When leaders of the movement called for a "stay-
away-from-downtown" protes t, Nashville's major
business district stayed as clear of Negroes as lovers
of the symphony shy away from Elvis, the rock'n roll
shouter. When the power of the dollar began to stran-
gle the economic base of Nashville's shopping nerve
center, the door was opened for honest-to-goodness
negotiations and all of a sudden that city's power
structure decided it was all right for Negro and white
customers to sit down and eat side by side.
However, in Memphis, the picture is different -
and darker. Somehow, the real spirit of the student
movement and the fight for freedom have not pene-
trated the minds and hearts and souls of Negroes
here. Our leadership has failed to come up with the
technique which will weld our people together once
and for all. Atlanta is coming right along. Other com-
munities in the South are solving this critical
problem.
Perhaps, we need to send a study team into one or
more of these communities and learn what it takes to
sell freedom to people who are so unaccustomed to it,
they barely take time to ponder its real meaning.
Actually, we are teaching our youngsters to accept
segregation when we put them in a segregated parade
and then stand alongside the curbstones and cheer
them when they march by, stepping lively to the tunes
of their own disrespect.
Freedom is man's most precious possession. No
matter what role you play - parent, teacher, minister,
or just one more soldier in the faceless army of work-
ing folk - it is your responsibility to make Memphis
a better place for our young people. So we've got to
teach them that there is no price tag to be placed on
freedom. It's too valuable. But in order to teach our
kids, we've first got to learn the lesson ourselves.
Let's get on with the job and waste no more time
about it.
influx of students. The Women
of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States, represented
in all the Southeastern states,
have recognized this problem.
They have set out this year
to raise funds for the construc-
tion of a new classroom-admin-
istration building to help re-
lieve the strain on classroom
and office space. The funds will
be handed to Stillman in the
Summer of 1960 and the build-
ing construction will begin al-
most immediately.
So, Stillman college takes
another big step forward in its
amazing progress and develop-
ment and it continues to make
every effort possible to be a
shining example of an educa-
tional institution with a defin-
ite Christian atmosphere in ev-
ery phase of its campus life.
You are invited to investigate
the possibilities of becoming a
part of this experience. Write:
Registrar, P. 0. Drawer 483,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Shadows
(Continued From Page 1)
judiced out of a deep and
desperate need to "hate"
someone else. The hostility of
these people-has become an es-
sential part of their personality.
They even attack those who
don't hate as they do. Every-
body's an "Uncle Tom" who
doesn't hate as they do! Psy-
chological tests show us that
people who are driven by the
need to hate reveal their first
and deepest hate as . . . them-
selves.
Childhood experiences make
some people exceedingly in-
secure emotional. If they have
not been loved, praised and
cherished by their parents, if
they have been rejected, derid-
ed, despised, they often come
DEDICATION - The Dedi-
calory sermon for the Friend-
ship District Association,
Inc. building was delivered
by Rev. A. E. Campbell (ex-
treme left), pastor of the
Columbus Baptist church and
president of the Tennessee
Regular BM & E Convention,
and vice president of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention,
Inc. The District Temple, lo-
cated on highway at, Eads,
Tenn., is a most beautiful
and colorful edifice with a
dining room and all the most
Sit-Ins
(Continued From Page 1)
sit there."
Thirty minutes after the stu-
dents entered the stores only
a curious crowd remained. The
lest interested by standers con-
tinued their shopping at Wool-
worth's leaving the students to
themselves.
On lookers at Walgreen's
peeped through the window at
the five Negro students sitting
at the lunch counter. The lights
in the Walgreen's lunch count-
er were turned off but the stu-
dents sat on every other stool
reading books, sometimes turn-
ing to converse with each oth-
er.
'GO UPSTAIRS'
Woodrow Miller, 19, a soph-
omore at LeMoyne, was sit-
ting at Woolworth's.
"We came into the store at
about noon," he said. "We
took seats and I asked the
waitress for a cup of coffee.
She told me to go upstairs to
the Negro counter. I told her
I wanted the coffee here. She
refused."
Miller told the Tri-State De-
to think of themselves as basi- fender that students plan to
cally unlovable. So, just as a keep sitting until the counters
lame person needs crutches, are desegregated. He said if
unloved people search for emo-
tional crutches. Prejudice can
serve as such a crutch." open and return later in the
The whole article is most re- day.
vealing and useful for those
who are disturbed by the
"faces" of prejudice being en-
countered during these perilous T. C. Heard, Gloria Soory, Sa-
times, that make so many of die Sawyer, at Woolworth.
us psychiatric cases. Now, John Hooks, Grace Austin,
whatchubet! Stewart Tuly, Willie Miles and
Pan Lee Holt at Walg,reen's.
All are Memnhians and attend
LeMoyne college.
the counters are closed they
will leave, wait until th e y
Group
(Continued From Page 1)
New commissioners would
then resign and the technique
has kept Negroes from register-
ing for an extended period.
"It looks like we are going to
have to call for Federal re-
Other students taking part
in the sit-in were identified as
though' we had this problem
solved but we'll have to take
the last resort."
Neighboring Fayette County
has been ordered to stop di-
scriminating against Negroes at
the polls and they are expected
to vote for the first time in
ferees," Mr. Estes said. "We recent years on August 1.
FURS FOR MILDAY - Mem-
bers of the Les Voguettes
Club are seen examining furs
of Earl Thompson of Kansas
City. Mo., in the home of Mrs.
T. .1. Beauchamp, in prepara-
tion for the organizations an-
nual fashion show and an-
nouncement of the "Ten Best
Dressed Women," to be held
Sunday May 29, at 8 p.m. at
Currie's Club Tropicana.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS
&owls
eRI
Open
Nites
Free
Parking
760 Union
Beaters
Ports
Ave. -J
Radio
Cords
and Ports
Vacuum
and
A 7-2631-2268 Park
and TV Tubes Chtec4441
Sags Hose
Ports
Serving
You
Since '32
Fashions for the show will be
courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Thompson, who sell a fine line
of clothing in their shop in
Kansas City. Seen left to right
are Miss En tine Hooks,
Miss A. M. Peeples, Mr.
Thompson, Mrs. J. C. Spring-
field, Miss Evelyn BagsbY,
Miss Gertha Sermons, Mrs.
Martell Jones, Miss Elaine
Fields and Mrs. Beauchamp.
"
-s
modern conveniences. The
building, is complete. Taking
active parts in the ceremony
were, from left, Rev. Camp-
bell; Rev. R. M. Mann, mod-
erator of the AID Benevolent
Association; Rev. L. R. Don-
son, pastor Belmont Arling-
ton, Tenn., St. Luke, Coving-
ton, Tenn, and miderator
Friendship District Associa-
tion, Inc., and Mrs. Eliza Col-
lins, member of the Keel Ave.
Baptist church, president of
the Women's Convention of
Tennessee Regular BM & E
Convention, Inc. (Photo by
Blakeley)
Woodstock News
By C. ETTA WHITE
& ELAINE MAYHORN
"HONOR SOCIETY'
On April 27, the charter
members of the Supreme Cir-
cle Chapter of the National
Honor Society tagged approxi-
mately 21 new members. This
was a surprise for most of the
new members and everyone en-
joyed it!
Some of those tagged were
Estella Woods-junior, E th el
Boyd-senior, James Peete
senio r, Donna Todd-senior,
Dorothy Thomason-sophomore,
Emma Bridgeforth-sophomore,
E s the r Guin-senior, George
Shannon-senior, Peggy Hall-
sophomore, Irene Turner-sopho-
more, Shirley Harris-senior,
Norma Sanders-Sophomore and
many others.
We, the charter members of
the "Supreme Circle" welcome
these new members and ad-
monish other students to study
hard and possibly YOU may be
tagged next!
The. ZoZo's Annual Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scout show was
held at Owen college May 2.
My own co-write., Miss Elaine
Mayhorn, was the lucky talent
scout from "Woodstock", for
her talent won third place in
the show. As one of the masters
of ceremonies, William Terrell,
stated, it was two hits and a
MISS!
The hits were none other than
our own Walter "Micey" Woods
and Willie Young. The young
MISS was Joyce Boyd. Even
though they didn't capture first
place, "We think they're stu-
pendous, vivacious and fabu-
lous!
"SCHOOL PLAY"
The annual high schocl play
was held in the gymnasium
Wednesday night, May 11. The
title of the play was "Mystery
In The Night." Students partic-
ipating in the play were from
either the sophomore or junior
classes or both.
The advisors were Mrs. V.
Jordan and Mrs. N. Williams.
both are English teachers of
the high school department
"PROM"
The annual "Junior-Senior
Prom" this year will be held in
our gymnasium on the night of
May 20. The theme for this
year is, "Dancing In The
Dark". The students will enjoy
the latest in classical and mod-
ern jazz music rendered by
Charles Keel and his orchestra.
Featured on drum will be our
own band director J. Lartigue
This is promised to be the cul
tural affair held on our campus
for the school year 1959-60.
"OPEN-HOUSE"
On April 24, from 2 until 4
p.m., the students and faculty
of this great institution eeld
Open House for our many
friends and visitors. ExhilAs
were shown in the rooms of
each division of grades one
through 12.
Afterwards, from 4 until 6
p.m., the Annual PTA Spring
Tea was held in the auditorium.
The tea was preceded by cho
rug groups, readings and re-
Ave.-FA 3-8507
Fro*
NOW!
Approved For Veterans!
Learn The Barbering Profession
Under GI Bill At The Top Barber
College In The Nation.
For Information Contact
TYLER BARBER COLLEGE
156 Beale-Mrs. Louis Donahue, Mgr.
JA. 5-9251
The World's Largest Chain 04 Barber Colleges
marks by Mrs. Mattie L. Har-
ris, PTA president; Mrs. P.
Smith, former PTA president;
R. J. Roddy, principal of our
school; and our acting princi-
pal, Mrs. I. U. Hill. During the
tea the school band furnished
music. All in all, it was a most
enjoyable occasion!
We are elated to say that our
track team is the greatest.
They visited Nashville to
participate in the state track
meet and brought several firsts
home with them.
Patsy Guinn won third place
in the broad jump, she jumped
14.2 and the first place winner
jumped 18.7 3-4. In the 75 yard
dash Maggie Johnson won third
place, the winner won the raze
In 8.8 seconds. Para Lee Ware
won first place in the 220 yard
dash, she did it in 26.1, and won-
first place in the 100 yard dash
setting a new record of 11.5.
The old record was 11.6.
Our girls relay team won
first place. The team consists
of Maggie Johnson, Paralee
Ware, Gracie Harris and Elsie
Jean Hall. The relay was WOD
in 54.4.
The boys did a wonderful job
also. Alfred Jones won third
place in the high jump. He
leaped 5'11" and the first place
winner jumped 6.1. 3-4, setting
a new record. He won fourth
place in the 440 yard dash
In the 880 run, Jerry Fisher
won third. Archie Haymon won
first in the mile run and has
won it for three years straight.
This year he was presented
with a trophy for 1958-1959 and
for the 1959-60 track meet.
Last week our track team left
J. D. Smith
Speaker At
A&T College •
GREENSBORO, N. C. - An
all-time great athlete at A&T
College will deliver the main
address at the annual All-Sports
banquet to be held at the col-
lege on Friday evening, May 20.
J. D. Smith, former Aggie
fullback, now an All-Pro back
with the San Francisco "Forty-
Niners" and who last season
ranked number two in rushing
in the National Football League,
will speak at the dinner meet-
ing.
Seventy - five athletes, mem-
bers of varsity squads for foot-
ball, basketball, track and base-
ball, will receive the official
monogram, emblematic of var-
sity competition a n d several
others will be singled out for
erecial awards for extraordi-
nary performance during th
current seasons.
The affair will be held in
Murphy Hall beginning at 7:30
p.m., and dancing will follow
at the Charles Moore Gymnas-
ium.
for Tuskegee, Ala., to partici-
pate in the track meet there.
ACHING MUSCLES
Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
muscles with STANBACK Pow-
ders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) brings
faster, more complete relief from
pain. Remember.. .Snap back
With STANBACK!
HENRY CLAY
Brilliant Senator
and statesman of
the early 1800's
TASTE THE
CREATNESS
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's
preferred
bourbon
Light • Mild •90 Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTR. BY NATIONAL DIST. PROD. CO
You don't need glasses
to see why . . .
TRI-STATE
BANK
386 BEALE STREET
Is a leader in banking services
• HIGHEST INTEREST ON SAVINGS
• LOWEST NEW • HOME IMPROVEMENT • NO MI
NIMUM
CAR FINANCING LOANS BALANCE
$5 PER $100 PER YEAR • FREE P ARKING • CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Accounts Insured Up 'to $10,000
Complete • Courteous • Confidential Banking Services
Member of Federal Dep. Ins. Corp.
1
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It
member of the pep squad mix-
ed choruse, English Club, and
science. In the Who's Who elec-
tion, she was chosen as "Miss
Brain." The students of Manas-
sas High salute you Edna, for
being such a charming young
lady.
The Manassas Tigers played
Lester's team, and defeated
them by a score of 14-1. Theo-
dore McKnight pitched a very
good seven innings allowing
only one hit from the defeated
team.
Outstanding players were
Chester Visor, and James Walk-
er, both hitting a homerun a
piece. Other players are: Joe
Griffin, Frank McRee, George
Wainwright, Johnny Carter and
Jessie Laird.
WHO'S WHO AT THE PROM:
Cooperative — Ernest With-
est — McArthur Smith and
Betty Shannon; Neatest —
Robert Walls and Elizabeth
It's Easy
Clip and Mail the Entry Blank --
Club House Contest
c/o Tri-State Defender
P. O. Box 311
• Memphis, Tennessee
IManassas High News
STUDENTS TOUR
Wednesday, members of the
F.B.L.A., along with other stu-
dents in the commerce classes,
made a tour of Universale Life
Insurance Company. This was
a very enjoyable trip. These
Students learned much about
the company and they also
k of machines they had.
to learned about the many types
The instructors of the com-
merce department are, Mrs. M.
Graham, and Mrs. M. Ulen.
Some . of the officers of the
F.B.L.A., are: Lucy Barber,
president; Carol Jackson, vice
president; Rosie Blanchard,
secretary; Charles Pole. busi-
ness manager; and Benjamin
Lanier, treasurer.
JUNIOR
-SENIOR PROM
Everyone now islalking about
the feature attraction of the
month, the Junior
-Senior Prom. ers and Rosie Blanchard;
The prom will be held at Cur-;Friendship — Oliver Haney
ries tonight beginning at 8 p. m. and Mattalyn McKinney; Witt-
The juniors and seniors will be
clad in their very charming
clothes fit for the occasion. The
fellows have let the young Prudent (B.T.W.); Best Dresses
ladies stew awhile before they — Rodgers Lewis and Selonia
( made
a special date for this Cox; Popular — Ervin Baker
night. Everyone is expected to
have a grand time. The
weather, we are hoping, will
be fit just perfect for the oc-
casion, and the music will bejust grand.
All of you Seniors come on
out to the prom, for the Juniors
have said, "this is going to be
a very enjoyable affair."
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight turn to
a 17 year old senior, Edna
Elizabeth Madison. Edna re-
sides with her parents, Rev.
and Mrs. W.
L.. Madison of
355 Leath St.
She is a mem-
ber of the Shi-
loh Baptist
Church where
she serves as
pianist.
After erad-
iation she plans
to further her
education atMiss Midison
Michigan State university,
where she will major in math.
Here at Manassas, she is major-
ing in math, and minoring in
science and education. She has
Won awards in math and also in
a typing contest. Orders IntegrationAround the school she is a
member of the National Honor In New OrleansSociety, parlimentarian of the
Mu Aftha Thea, business man-
ager of the Double Ten Society,
and Bobbie Gary; Most Gentle-
man and Ladylike — 
and Carol Jackson; Flirtest —
Charles Poole and Annie Pearl
Baker; Talented — Theodore
McKnight and Viola Trueheart;
Versatile — Albert Thompson
and Edna Madison, Mr. and
Miss Brains — Walter Plum-
mer and bell Jones; Most
handsome and Prettiest —
Robert Simpson and Shirley
Bonner.
Rodgers Lewis, have you de-
cided on which girl you will
take to the Prom? I was asked
by a student, which young lady
has your noise open, Patricia
Bowles or Barbara Flecher?
TOP TEN FELLOWS
Robert Walls, Steve Sanders,
Ernest Withers, Edward Stew-
ard, William Scott III, Charles
"Cool" Poole, Willie Shinnault,
Edward Friends, Clinton Tay-
lor, and Haywood Crowder.
TOP TEN CO-EDS
Corrine Smith, Carol Jack-
son, Carol Bass, Rosie Brews-
ter, Sarah McNairy, Faith
Jackson, Rosie Blanchard,
Shirley Armour, Vera Hender-
son, and Lucy Barber.
INGROWN NAIL
HURTING YOU?
fransahrt•
ROO I
few drops of OUTGROS bring blamedlef from tormenting pain of ingrown refl.OUTORO toughens the skin underneath the
sail, allosin the nail to be rot and thus pro-
vum further pain and diecomfort. OUTOROIs available at all drug counters
NEW ORLEANS, La.—(UPI)
—Federal District Judge J.
Skelly Wright Monday ordered
New Orleans public schools to
integrate their first grade clas-
ses in September.
Wright, holding true ..to his
promise that he would come
up with a plan of his own if
the school board didn't submit
one by Monday, ordered inte-
gration for the first grade
only.
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
BEAUTICIANS MEET — The
Excelsior Chapter No. 2 of
Beauticians held its Annual
Installation service recently
at the YWCA. Atty. H. T.
Lockard installed the officers.
Officers taking seats were,
from left seated, M r s.
Amanda Webster, treasurer;
Mrs. Pearl Jackson, vice
pres.; Mrs. Margaret Pem•
broke, pres.; Mrs. Teretha
Downey, sec. Standing, from
left, Mrs. Selena Baker, re-
porter; Mrs. Florence McGin-
nis supervisor; Mrs, A I in e
Jefferson, financial secretary;
Mrs. Alice Littlejohn, chair-
man sick committee. and
Mrs. Geneva Williams, chap-
lain. Gifts were presented to
Mrs. Pembroke and to Mrs.
Ficrence McGinnis by M r s.
Bankhead. Three presidents
of other chapters were on
hand in the persons of Mrs.
Ruby L. Bankhead, chapter
No. 7; Mrs. Clara Nunnaley,
a
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Alphas Ses Up Work
1 Bureau For Brothers
i
A special meeting of ripre j
sentatives of all the Tennessee;
chapters ot Alpha Phi Al Asa
fraternity was held in Mem;bis
recently in the lecture hall of
the LeMoyne college adminis-
tration building. Southern Reg-
ional director Robert F. Jacox,
who called the meeting to or-
;der, told the representatives
present that the purpose of the
meeting was to organize a
state association which will
help to coordinate the 11 grad-
Nice president of No. 5; and
Mrs. Ruby Stanback of Chap-
ter No 3. Mrs. Addle Owens
was the mistress of ceremon-
ies. A delightful menu was
served consisting of f ried
chicken with all the trim
mings. Mrs. Selena Baker,
reporter. (Staff photo by
George E. Hardin)
Presbyterians Start
172nd Meet In Ohio
CLEVELAND, Ohio. — (UPI)
Presbyeterians from all
parts of the country began ar-
riving Monday for the 172nd
general assembly of the Unit-
ed Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A.
Describe Cuba As Top Vacation
pot; Equal Treatment For All
Cuba today offers the most
fantastically attractive travel-
bargain you'll find anywhere.
The land which its discoverer,
Christopher Columbus, called
the most beautiful the human
eye has ever set-n. is tourist
rich in every sense of the -word
—fabulous hotels, well appoint
ed restaurants, beaches, clubs,
sight-seeing, sports, and a semi-
tropical climate with an annual
temperature of approximately
75 degrees.
Cuba is a country completely
endowed with everything. How-
ever, one of its most important
advantages is that it is a place
where every man will receive
first class treatment as a first
class citizen. This is so from
gay colorful Havana, the capital
city through every island.
Unlike some of the press re-
ports about the people of this
Latin nation, the people a r e
among the friendliest in the
world and are in no way hos-
tile to Americans. In fact, the
government demands that
Americans be treated with re-
spect despite the political chess
game which is going on be-
tween the two governments.
With everything it has to of-
fer, Cuba Is today the cheapest
vacation spot on this hemis-
phere or in Europe. At present,
the Cuban Tourist Commission
has started a permanent tour-
ist promotional plan that's fan-
tastic in scope. This plan in-
I eludes a special $1.00 bonus per
person per night at any of Its
fabulous hotels. Also a 15 per-
cent commission on all prepaid
all-inclusive tours of the coun-
try. Now, special low summer
rates are in effect with hotel
rates ranging from five to eight
dollars per night per person in
luxury spots.
Going into May 20th, the anni-
versary of the Cuban independ-
enct, Premier Castro, himself
Lis inviting Americans to visit
Cuba and take part in their gi-
gantic celebration. The period
from the 20th through the long
weekend of the 30th will be
marked by carnivals through-
Block U.S. Newsmen
TOKYO — (UPD—Commun•
IA China said no American
newsmen would be allowed to
enter Red China unless the U.S.
allows Red China's newsmen to
enter the U.S.
A giant clam may weigh as
much as 600 pounds
out Cuba and special events in
Havana.
Special low rates have been
worked out with travel agenc-
ies throughout the country.
Some of them are running spe-
cial chartered planes to accom-
modate organizations a n d as first class citizens.
groups who have been invited
to this freedom celebration.
This marks the first time that
an official of a country h a s
gone all out to invite Negroes
to his country with an assur-
ance of first class treatment
State PTA Racks
Student Sit -
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —,
Support of student sit - in
demonstrations has come from
the 30,000 member Tennessee
Congress of Colored Parents
and Teachers. During its 30th
annual conference the group
passed the following resolu-
tion:
Realizing that the world has
plunged into a New Age — that
we cannot go backward, we
must go forward—that dignity
and understanding must be re-
stored if American democracy
is to be saved. Realizing too,
that Tennessee, as a vital part
of this total picture, must
make progress along with the
rest of the world in the realm
of moral, ethics and spiritual
guidance, pledge to exert our
eneigies to tasks that are need-
ed to be done.
We, the Tennessee Congress
of Colored Parents and Teach-
ers, with the membership of
nearly 30,000 parents and teach-
ers, in session in Murfressboro,
Tennessee in its 30th Annual
Convention, resolve to promote
the welfare of children and
youth in the home, school,
church and community. To this
end — we strongly endorse and
support non- violent, passive
resistive, christian movements
— aimed at: (1) respect for
the dignity of all individuals
and (2) equal opportunities for
all in education, vocation, re-
creation, residence and public
utilities. Thus we urge the
granting of protection and free-
dom to exercise these rights.
Be it known publicity that
we, the Tennessee Congress of
Colored Parents and Teachers,
feel proud to be a part of a
generation, where the youth
of this generation, is willing to
stand on a house top and let
the world know that they want
to be free
MAY DAY AT
PATTERSON HIGH
Principal Chastine Thompson
of T. W. Patterson, jr., High
school announced activities for
their May Day celebration this
week. These are the activities
that students will participate in
on May 25: May Pole wrapping,
crowning and gynmastics. The
celebration will start promptly
at 2 p.m.
THE WRIGHTS (Mr. and
Mrs. William) celebrated
their 61st wedding anniver•
sary recently in the home of
Mrs. Mark Donaldson, Hum-
boldt, Tenn., a long time
friend of the Wright family,
A beautiful buffet dinner was
served to the honorees and
members of the immediate
family. Open house was held
from 4.7 p.m., as many
friends came to call. A lovely
array of girts was received
by the happy pair.
CHURCH
NOTES
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METROPOLITAN
An elaborate Spring Tea will
be given at the Metropolitan
Baptist Church Sunday, May
22 from 4 — 6 p. m. The af-
fair, which will be held on the
lower level of the Educational
building, will benefit Missions
and education. The public is
invited.
Mrs. Isabel Flagg is chair-
man of the tea; Mrs. Willie
B. Roby, co-chairman; Mrs.
Hattie Shields, publicity chair-
man.
SOUTH SIDE
The third Annual Men's Day
- - —
Lambda Upsilon Chapter
(Henderson Business College, Inc.)
of
Chi Rho International Fraternity
Presents
"Lambda Upsilon's Evening At The Tropicana"
Jazz Show and Dance
Friday Night May 27, 1960 Currie's Club Tropicana
10:00 P.M. Donation $1.00(Benefit Henderson Business College Library Fund)
will be held at South Side
Baptist church, Sunday May
22. The 3 o'clock speaker will
be 0. Z. Evers. The General
Theme will be "Ready For
Service." The Public is invited
to come out and Hear this
great Speaker. South Side is
located at 3209 Ford road.
Bro. Roy Tolbert, general
chairman: Rev. J. T. Free-
man, pastor.
See Church Notes, Page 4
uate and undergraduate chap-
ters of Tennessee.
Walter Washington. Southern
vice-president elect, made these
suggestions as to what such an
organization could promote.
Such an organization could
serve to reclaim inactive broth-
ers by setting up such p r o-
jects and promoting such ac-
tivities which would serve to
stimulate interest and enhance
brotherhood.
Citing the many prominent
Alphas in varied fields of en-
deavor, Washington suggested
that a employment bureau in
in the state could be set up to
recommend top-flight positions
to brothers finishing school. A
state social affair was also
recommended. •
The representatives present
selected as the name of the or-
ganization, the Tennessee Asso-
ciation of Alpha Phi Alpha Fra-
ternity, Inc
The following officers were
elected. Chairman, Wiley Bow-
den Tau Lambda, Nashville;
[Assoc. Chairman, P er son
Kemp, Beta Phi, Jackson; Sec-
retary, Monroe Senter, Alpha
Mu Lambda, Knoxville; Treas-
urer, Edison Morrison, Alpha
'Delta Lambda, Memphis; Pub-
lic Relations Director, Charles
C. Washburn, Alpha Delta
Lambda, Memphis ;and Chap-
lain, Rev. J. L. Powell, T a u
Lambd. , Nashville.
BOARD OF ADVISORS
West Tennessee: Thomas Per-
kins, Alpha Delta Lambda,
Lemphis; Johnny Watson, Beta
Xi, Memphis.
Middle Tennessee: William
D. McKinney, Tau Lambda,
Nashville; Cupid Poe, Beta Om-
icron, Nashville.
East Tennessee: J. L. Pitts,
Alpha Mu Lambda, Knoxville.
The meeting was climaxed
with a banquet at the L a k e-
view Country club, with Alpha
Delta Lambda chapter serving
as host.
The newly-elected officers
will be held in Nashville on
May 21 on the Fisk university
campus.
You HAVE TO TRY IT
TO BELIEVE III
ette
RUA. BLADE
10 for 694
FITS ALL SILLETTE RAZORS
An African
sizes up Harlem
• Why do some Harlem women marry
African men'
• Why do most Negroes regard New
York as a hostile world>
• Why are many Harlemites dead-set
against integration?
These are some of the questions African
novelist Peter Abrahams asks — and an-
swers — in the June Holiday. Be sure
to find out what on African thinks about
life inside Harlem
YOU'LL ENJOY THE JUNE
HOLIDAY
On sole sow. A Curtis Magaaas.
Season Opens June 24 ANNOUNCING season Opens June 24
Southland Racing's
(Greyhound Racing At It s Best)
SOUTHLAND HAS A NEW CLUB HOUSE - WE WANT YOU TO GIVE IT A NAME
IF THE NAME YOU SUBMIT IS, USED YOU'LL WIN • 
(Contest Closes June 17) Plus: A Life-Time Pass
NAME THE CLUB HOUSE CONTEST
> FREE
$10000OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
To Southland's Name The Club House Contest
NAME:
ADDRESS: 
CITY and STATE:
PHONE:
My name for Southland New Club House Is:
1.
1.
3.
CASH
Decision of the Judges
Is FINAL.
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CHRIST 'TS MP LE
On Tuesday and•-"eiyoued— ay,
May 17-18, at 7:30 P. in.', Miss
Naomi Doles, a native Virgin-
ian and member of the Chriat
Temple, will tell of her ex-
periences as a missionary in
Monrovia, Liberia, West
Africa. She is presently in the
United States on leave. The
public is cordially invited to
hear the information Miss
Doles will give.
Mrs. Anna Morris has named
general chairman of Annual
--
Women's Day. The occasion
will be celebrated in the
church sanctuary on Sunday,
July 24. Mrs. Lurline Thur-
mond will serve as co-chair-
man.
Tuesday, May 3, marked the
ending of the Adult Education
classes of the church. Mrs.
Anna Willis, Mrs. Carolyn Hay-
wood.
Mrs. Willie and Mrs. Hay-
wood are county school teach-
ers. The class was entertained
by the Sunday School Depart-
ment. Plans are being made to
offer special classes during
Summer vacation,
Mrs. Margaret Falls of Bethel
Presbyterian was istress of
ceremonies. Mrs.. Ruth Scott
is the reporter. Rev. C. L. Car-
hee is the pastor.
SALEM GILFIELD
Sunday, May 22, will be
Young Peoples Day at the
Salem Gillield Baptist church
of 937 Florida st. The guest
speaker will be Miss Alice
Morgan of St. John Baptist
church. Miss Morgan will be
introduced by Miss Bobby Ann
Banks.
A reception for the speaker
will follow the service. Miss
Dorothy Herenton is the chair-
man. Miss Phyllis A. Reed is
co-chairman. Rev. A. L. Mc-
Cargo is the minister.
MT. PISGAH CME
Mt. Pisgah CME church Gos-
pel Choir is presenting a mus-
ical Sunday, May 22, at 7:30
p. m. at the house of worship.
Miss Mary Wadsworth of Cane
Creek will be mistress of
ceremonies. There will be no
admission. L. H. Johnson is the
director. Miss Onhelia Arnettis
The Women's Auxiliary of is pianist. Mrs. Maggie Douglas
Christ Temple celebrated its is the president. The church is
Eighth Anniversary recently. located at the corner of Park
Mrs. Melvina Ross of Gospel Avenue and Marchelneil st.
Temple church was guest
speaker. Her subject was
"Have You Counted The Cost?"
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
liere's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
itch, rectal itch. chafing, rash and eczema
with an amazing new scientific formula
called LANACANE. This fast-acting, stairs-
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
erms while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Set scratching-40
speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
.Gec LANACANE today at all drug stores.
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
AM Colors end Color
Combinations
des for Ushers sod
organizations
OMEN FURNITURE DEPT.
Polods, Pews, Come. Telles
Lowest Prices Avoiloblo
WRITE FOR FREE WALK
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
7111 M 37 Alabama It., S.W.
Weathers. Atlanta 3, Isar&
470-dienwoie
HEADACHE
For faster, more complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
—the combined action of severe
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
tight away. $,0 liescA 0,4
Test
STANBACK
against any
preparation
you've ever
used
EBENEZER BAPTIST
The Male Chorus of the Eb-
enezer Baptist church will ob-
serve its Seventh Anniversary,
Sunday, May 22, at 3 p. m. Rev.
H. Harvey, pastor of West
Caanan and Promiseland Bap-
tist churches of Millington,
Tenn., will deliver the Anniver-
sary message.
Both of his churches will ac-
company him. Trinity CME
church male chorus will also
be guest for the occasion.
Fletcher Parson is the pres-
ident and Thomas Harris is
chairman of the program.
The Ebenezer Baptist church
has chosen Sunday. May 29, as
its Men's Day. The men will
be in charge of the entire day's
service. Highlighting the morn-
ing service will be a pantomine
during the 11 o'clock service. It
is entitled "I Will Arise Rnd Go
Home." Dynamic Larry Risby
will marrate the pantomine.
Rev. 0. C. Crivens. pastor of
St. Stephen Baptist church,
will speak at 3 p. m. Clinton
Guy is chairman of Men's Day
and Alfred Hunter is co-chair-
._
man.
Other chairmen are Thomas
Harris, Eli Shaw, Rev. James
Trueheart. Jessie Bonner. sr.,
Leroy Munson, A. Copeland,
Leo Hunter, Fletcher Parson,
Ned L. Reed, L. D. Bradford,
Sidney Horton, Ervin Dyson,
Herman Haves, Johnnie Hay-
den, Jessie Horton, C. T. Har-
ris and Mrs. B. Hampton.
FRAT BALL
Beta Xi. undergraduate chap-
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha fratern-
ity, will present its annual
Graduation Ball, May 30. at
Currie's. The dance will stast
at 9 p.m , with Ben Brancii's
orchestra playing. Johnnie
Watson of LeMovne College as
Beta Xi president.
t.01(
Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8.30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL 11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. BOB
HUNKY
DORY
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4 :00 A.M.-6:00 A. M.
1 :30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
MINE'S AT STEIN'S
Fur Shop ... Protect YOUR valuable furs
This Summer. .. call the MID-SOUTH'S
ONLY Accredited Master Furrier. Bond-
ed Pickup service at ...
STEIN'S FUR SHOP
96 So. Main Ph. JA 6-1159
PILGRIM KING and Queen of
the Pilgrim Rest Missionary
Baptist church, 1484 Pillow st.
were crowned last week. Su-
perintendent of the Sunday
school, E. W. Boykins crown-
ed the Queen. Miss Debra
Jo Boyd daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Boyd of 89 South
Parkway Ir.. The king. Master
Emanuel Anderson, jr., was
crowned by Rev. Hammond in
the absence of the pastor,
Rev. J. L. Lindsey. Emanuel
is the son of Mrs. Alma An-
derson of 458 West Brooks rd.
Mrs. Anderson was also the
sponsor of the King and
C THOMAS PAIGE
"He came unto His own, His
own seemed Him not but as
many as received Him gave 
He them power to become
sons of God." John 1:11-12.
John speaks of Jesus as the
Word that became flesh a n d
dwelt among us. In his intro-
ductory verses he holds high
expectations of Jesus. He did
not go very far before dejec-
tion set in and he described
Jesus as coming to His own
and His own received Him not.
But here in the next phrase you
see the words which made Je-
sus Jesus — but as many as
received Him gave Re them
power to become sons of God.
The true spirit of Jesus must
be the spirit of each of us.
Many people with whom I
come in contact daily fail to
accept those who disagree with
them as friends. Jesus here dis-
plays the real spirit of a Chris-
tian. We are Christians only to
the point that we are able to
have our disagreements a n d
still maintain our balance. The
real measurement of a Chris-
tian is wrapped up in the fact
that we are able to be bigger
than our enemies.
The real mission of Jesus
would never have been realized
had He taken time to refute
His enemies. Today we live in
an era when we must forget
our enemies and strive to rise
above the small things that
haunt us daily. When we do
this our enemies are put to
flight. No one can make little
of us when we stand for that
which is right — so it was with
Jesus. The life of a Christian
is meaningful only to the ex-
tent that along life's highway
we exhibit those virtues that
make us bigger men. The big-
ger men of our day are really
the men who matter.
What a different world this
would have been had Jesus con-
cerned Himself with persecut-
ing those who rejected Him.
But this was not the case. Ile
centered His activities upon im-
pressing those who wanted to
be impressed. One of the big-
gest tragedies of today is wrap-
CANE"
COLE
Queen Drive. She Is superin-
tended of the children's divi-
sion. A flower pageant fol-
lowed the crowning of the
royalty at the church. It was
under the direction of M r s.
Alder Flynn, superintendent
of the adult division,
graduating seniors have been
granted teaching assistantships
which will enable them to study
for the master's degree. Both
are mathematics majors.
Ronald B. Anderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Anderson,
Women's Day
May 11 At
St. Stephen
The
Teaching Grants To
2 LeMoyne Seniors
Two of LeMoyne College's,Sr., of 1213 E. Trigg Ave., re-
ceived his assistantship to Uni-
versity of Southern California.
Benjamin Ward, step-son of
Walter Echols, 730 Walker Ave-
nue, will attend the graduate
school of North Carolina Col-
lege at Durham.
Both will carry teaching
loads, probably on the fresh-
man level, along with their stu-
dies.
Mr. Anderson is vice presi-
dent of Beta Kappa Chi Scienti-
fic Society, president of the Le-
Moyne Honor Society and a
member of Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity.
Mr. Ward is a member of
Who's Who and Phi Beta sig-
ma fraternity and president of
three organizations: Bette Kap-
Twenty - Second annual Pa Chi Scientific Society, 
p
Al-
Woman's Day of St. Stephen ha Kappa Mu Honor Society
Baptist church, 508 North Third an
d the Pre-Alumni club.
St. will be held Sunday, May
22. Guest speaker for the event
will be Mrs. Jennie Broadnax
Vance of Humboldt, Tenn and
a member of the First Baptist
church of Brownsville. The pro-
gram gets under way at 3 p.m.
Theme for the event is LOVE
For He that Loventh not know-
eth God; For God is Love.
Rev. O. C. Crivens, pastor;
Mrs. Bethel M. Hunt, chairman
of women's day; Mrs. Helen W.
West, chairman of Program;
and Mrs. Mildred McCoy, chair-
man of publicity.
HIGH ALTITUDE
Santa Fe — This ancient city,
the capital of New Mexico, is
located at a point with an alti-
tude over 7,900 feet
Nat, Sammy
Entertain Liz
LONDON — (UPI) — A cele-
brity cast of 262, including four
American performers, enter-
tained Queen Elizabeth and
Prince Philip Monday at the
31st annual performance of the
Royal Variety show.
The Americans, Nat "King"
Cole, Sammy Davis, Jr., Liber-
ace and Robert Horton, all
were presented to the Queen.
The twohour charity show,
televised for the first time, rais-
ed an estimated $87,200 for the
Artists Benevolent Fund.
PAT HARRIS
Sends, Youth
To New York
As Delegate
Patricia Ann Harvis wore the
key to the Baptist Congress to
Buffalo, N. Y., recently, spon-
sored by the Sunshine Mothers'
Child Welfare Circle of the
Stephens Baptist church, 508 N.
Third st.
Patricia, 14, is the daughter
of Mrs. Ruby McPherson Har-
ris and the granddaughter of
Mrs. Cola Hudson. She is a
freshman at Father Bertrand
high school. The proud little
delegate's hobbies are cooking
and music. She sings in the jun-
ior choir and is a member of
the intermediate Sunday school
class at St. Stephens.
Chicago—Corn is grown in
every one of the American re-
publics as well as in most of
the countries of the world.
peel up In the fact that there ,
are many people who do not
want to be impressed. To them
they have the answers to all of
life's problems. They do not
need anything outside of them-
selves to add fullness to life.
Life is full on to the extent
that we give Jesus a place in
our lives. Those people who fail
to give Jesus a place in their
lives usually end up doing
something drastic — jumping
off of bridges, turning on gas,
or shooting themselves. A
knowledge of Jesus or a fellow-
ship with Him prevents people
from doing these drastic things.
When people fail to allow them-
selves to sink to the realm of
doing the ungodly they also al-
low themsels es to mova up io'
the realm of becoming sons of
God.
To become a 'Son of God' one
must fully accept the spirit of
Jesus fully. Failure to do this
deprives a person of enjoying
the finer things of life. Accept-
ance of these enable us to have
life on its highest plane.
As many as received Jesus
were rewarded. If one must
live life at its fullest he mustl
follow Jesus. This does not car-
ry- with it following afar off but
rather following to the point
that we are in a position to
hear what Jesus has to say and,
feel what lie means to each of
us. The tragic thing about our
world today is that many pen-
pie follow but follow so far off
that their following is in vain.
The following experienced by
many people is only to the ex- ,
tent that we do the minimum.
Doing the minimum has little
I worth for any of us. There are
people thioushout the world to-
day who spend all of their timej
just doing the least they can I
iget by.
Jesus is the man who looks
'down upon each of us seeing
us doing what we can in terms j
,of the materials with which we
have to work. Countless thous-
ands people today could do
much to make this world a bet-
ter place in which to live
Treat the Family to a Delicious Sulu,/
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Be SPEASific... Ask ror SPEAS
Al Grocers Ertrywhore
Favorite Gift Stamps Of
This Entire Section
Of The Nation.
Home Makers SAVE More
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps And
No Other
Kind.
JANA PORTER,
Yes Madame,
Golden Brown Is Crepe
Nicholas with tender chop-
ped chicken rolled up inside
and piping hot cheese sauce
over all. So good, Dad and
the small-fry will enjoy them
made with Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour for sup-
per tonight. It only takes a
few minutes to ptepare this
delicious, tempting supper.
MENU
Crepe Nicholas
Broccali with Onion Sauce
Waldorf Salad
Coffee (for you and Dad)
Milk (small-fry)
CREPE NICHOLAS
1 C. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
2 eggs
1 tsp. salt
1 C. milk
Mix flour and salt, add
milk and stir until perfectly
smooth. Add eggs and heat
thoroughly. Heat 5 inch or
other small frying pan.
Grease with few drops of
oil and pour in just enough
batter to cover pan with very
thin layer. Tilt pan so that
mixture spreads evenly when
cooked on one side, toss or
turn with spatula and cook
on other side. Cook pan-
cakes one by one. On each
pancake place one table-
spoon chopped cooked chick-
en. Roll up and arrange
close together in shallow
baking dish. When ready to
serve pour over piping hot
cheese sauce and brown
slightly in broiler.
CHEESE SAUCE: Add 3-4
C. mild cheese grated or cut
in cubes to 1 recipe of white
sauce. Reheat in double
boiler until cheese melts.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
YOUTHFUL TALENT — These youngsters appeared re-
cently on the Big Star Talent Show over Radio Station
WDIA. Rig Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid.
South area take this opportunity every Saturday morn-
ing at 11:30 a. m., to present to the listeners of WDIA
and their thrifty shoppers this excellent program of fine
talented youngsters of the Mid-South. Talented young-
stars or groups are invited to come to the studios on
Thursday afternoons to audition for the program. The
program is emceed by A. C. 'Moohals. Williams. Those
on the above picture are: Carla Thomas, Percy Wiggins,
Payola Greene, Joy Harvey, Doris Porter, and Jerry
Mitchell.
1'1
like a Fashion Plate and Mrs.
C. T. Cook who was wearing
a most adorable pink and red
sprint chapeaux.
Willard Bowden of Universal
Life and President of Frontiers
club. Inc., brought Berry Simms
by to see me a few days ago.
I do think Universal has some
keep our friends of long stand- very outstanding men in its or-
Mg. I have known The Bar- ganization. Johnny Arnold washours for so long a time and here too. He is working hard
came to Nashville for Rev. Bar- now on Helene Curtis Cosmet-
bour's 10th Anniversary when
he was the pastor of First Bap-
"St. He has gone long ago to
eeeive his reward but t h e now in the advertising business.
memory of him lingers on here BiG BusimEgs
in Nashville and at First Bap-
tist.
THANKS, SARAH
Dr. John Thomas, Heart
Specialist at Meharry Hubbard
hospital has a sister, Mrs Si- men modeling for all kinds of
prah Hixon, who is a principalroducts Believe me this did'
of a school in Rome, Ga. She not just happen. It takes a lot
of know-how on the part of our
Advertising Agents like Johnny
Arnold and Bill Grayson who
handles the account for John-
son Publishing company.
NASHVILLE - One of the de-( dressed. Most helpful as a jun-
lightful things about working in ior hostess was little Karlyn
a college is the number of
charming and interesting people
one gets a chance to meet. We
look at our students every day
and try to get to know some- membership (interracial). I was
thing about them, but I- believe guest at their annual Closing
the best measuring rod ii-V-11,7 en Party this week which was held
we get to meet and talk with in the home of Mrs. Eddie Go-
parents. ins on Villa Place. The Clari-
Louise Beale's father, Dr.', net Trio under the direction of
Beale, from Los Angeles was Mr. Francisco from A&I State
in town a few days ago. He university furnished the music
had just flew in from St. Louis for the occasion. It was really
where he was attending a meet-excellent.
ing at Homer G. Phillips hos-1 Arna Bontemps is club presi-
pital. Louise is a freshman and dent, Mrs. John Work served
this is her first time away from
ome. She was really thrilled
despite the fact that it will soon
be time go to home.
as co-hostess, Miss Frances
Thompson read a meditation
taken from an article by Dr.
Vincent Norman Peale.
I went to worship at Firs tl Among the charming visitors
Baptist church on Sunday were: Mrs Corley from N e w
(Mother's Day) and was so hap-jersey, mother of Mrs. Thomas
PY to hear "Dolly" Work's Chil-1E. Poag, Mrs. William T.
den's Choir. They are really;Green, who won the "Use your
good and it is such a wonderful brainPrize," Dean Greene, Mrs
thing to have small children do- 1 W. J. Hynes, who always looks
Ing this kind of service in the
church. Congratulations First
Baptist and Rev. Kelly Miller
Smith.
When I left First Baptist, I
went home with Mrs. Lilliao
Barbour for dinner. We can
Live over some precious MO-
trents in our lives when we
gro Women held a most inter-
esting meeting on Sunday aft-
ernoon in the beautiful home of .
fMiss Pearlie Gassaway. There riends to road our page On
•N shville affairs. They mightere about 18 women present
ho spent Iwo hours discussing
Dur racial situation in Nashville
and pledging their support to
:he continued efforts of our ci-
tizen groups for full an dequal
ights of all citizens.
Mrs Charles S. Johnson, Dr.
Lua Bartley, Mrs. H. B. Johns,
Dr. Sara Perrera, Mrs. E. A.
Sasser, Mrs. J. A. Thomas,
Mrs R. C. Barbour, Mrs.
Baugh, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Ma.
folds Davit, Mrs. Gsssaway,
Mrs Whittier Wright and Mrs.
A. D Kelly joined in the dis-
Henry.
The Fine Arts club is really
a club dedicated to the Arts and
they have quite an impressive
ics account. Look for some tip-
top news about this very soon.
It is thrilling to see the trend
Big business is beginning to
recognize the value of the Ne-
gro market. This is evident in
Ebony where we see so many
beautiful girls and handsome
was one of my girls at Mor-
ris Brown college before I be-
came Mrs. Simms. The beauti-
ful roses she sent me on Moth-
er's Day made me know she
never has forgotten. Nashville is really becoming
The National Council of Ne- aware of the Tri-State Defend-
er. Thank you readers f o r
sending me such complimen-
tary notes. Please tell your
be surprised to read about
themselves.
Clifford L Miller, a graduate
of Fis' many years ago was
oae of our visitors during Fes-
tival week. He is the Author of
"Your Brother's Brother," and
his poems, stories and feature
articles have appeared in t h e
leading periodicals and news-
papers including The Boston pa-
pers where he lives. He is a
member of The Manuscript club
of Boston and gives an annu-
al scholarship award to a Fisk
student who excels in Creative
cussion I'llalnrleallY, the et?' Writing. This thought for the
cil has supported the ideals of week ie taken from one of his
cl,,mocracy and the struggle for
human rights. The Nashville
Chapter has been dedicated to
this program.
BRIDGE?
Leaving off the serious and 1Nation's fate."
*
ining in a most wonderful eve- _ 
nit with a group of pleasant
and charming young women, I 
•
sved bridge, yes, I did with
the Coterie club at Mrs. Karl
Henry's home. Dr. Gladys
Forde won first club prize and
Mrs Coyness Ennix won first
hooks - "Wings over Dark
Waters." I think it is very ap-
propriate for the time: "Act
now as if it's never too late!
Your action today may seal the
LODI BROWN models a bouf-
fant white little girl's party
frock and a jeweled white
sweater at Fisk university
Fashion Show for United Col-
lege Fund. Lodi is the daugh-
ter of Dr. Dorothy L. Brown,
Meharry Surgeon and Cancer
Specialist. Mrs. William H.
Fort, Instructor in Dressmak-
ing and Designing at A&I
State university is seen in the
background as she commen-
tates.
It Happened In
WALKER
HOMES
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
The first annual musical fes-
tival of the Shelby County high
schools was held Tuesday, May
II, 8:15 p.m. in the Mitchell
high school gym.
The auditorium was filled to
capacity and they all seemed
to enjoy the proceedings. Rep-
resentatives were present from
the Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty schools.
Participants were Mt. Pisgah,
Chapel, Woodstock, Geeter. A
contest was held between three
choral groups, Barret's Chapel,
Mt. Pisgah and Mitchell. All of
the contestants did a wonderful
job but Mitchell was highly hon-
ored to have been chosen by
three judges, who I am sure
had a very difficult job to per-
form.
Our hats are off to Mitchell's
chorus group because they are
less than two years old. I am
sure that all the parents in tne
area along with the entire fac-
ulty at Mitchell gives Mrs. J.
K. Pencier and Mrs. Alonzo
Weaver credit for working so
hard getting the group ready
and presenting them in the mu-
sical festival. Prof. Alonzo Wea-
ver is the principal of the
school,
GIRL SCOUTS
Troop 208 of Ford road schopl
held a very impressive Investi-
ture ceremony recently in the
school cafetorium.
Mrs. H. Peters (leader) and
the troop were at their best
in the ceremony. Twenty-three
girls received pens. Troop 221
of Mitchell road school and
their leader, Mrs. W. D. Dur-
ham were present. Also troop
208 of Walker school (county)
and their leader Mrs. H. Smith.
The principal, teachers, parents
and the fourth, fifth and sixth
grades were the guests of the
Troop 208.
Two girls from Troop 293
(Brownie) were presented
Brownie Wings for having com-
pleted their tenderfoot require-
ments. Mrs. H. Smith made the
presentation.
The History of Girl Scouting
was read by Sharron Luster.
Remarks by the Girl Scout
Field Director, Mrs. C. Walker;
Mrs. Smith, neighborhood chair-
man; ,Prof. I. Goodrich, Jr.,
principal of Ford road. Music
was by Mrs. Cole and Mrs.
Stevenson, who assisted.
The leader of Troop 208 wish-
es to express her gratitude to
the sponsors, the PTA and es-
pecially the president, Mrs. Ann
Wrushen, and the wonderful
committee members.
Scout ;eacier is Mrs. Johnnie
Mae Peters.
Troop 208 (Intermediate) hik-
ed Saturday before last to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Talley, 3574 Daggett rd., for
a cook out on the spacious lawn
of the Talleys. The girls pre-
pared a girl scout stew, pota-
toes, hamburgers, hot chocolate
and milk.
Saturday, May 28, Troop 208
will hike to Mitchell road
school for a similar cook out.
(Continued on Page 16)
Portrait Of Fred
HUMBOLDT TENN.
The Mother's Day classic held know of children of preschool
at First Baptist church in
Brownsville was a huge success
In every way. Mrs. Alberta
Jamison of 1)yer, was at her
best as Mistress of ceremonies
age to bit prepared to enter
when school opens in the Fall.
The teachers and students of
Stigall high school have start-
ed their Summer vacations.and the entire program w a s
worth anybody's effort made to School closed Tuesday, May 4.
see it. Some of the students have al-
ready left town on vacation.Little 11.year-old Anna Cath-
erine Long formed the first part Joyce and Gwendolyn Thomas
of
hers ethpaiTgrwaemre 
wbeithauftoduurilynumin: are
in Dayton, Ohio. Others .will be
in Illinois.. Peggy White is
terpreted. The second part was leaving soon. C. H. Williams,
a dedication to Mothers. Solos science teacher . at Stigall in
by Carol Ann Rawls (Ave Ma- making preparation to return to
ria, Jean Young, (For My Fisk university to continue his
Mother) and Anna Catherine study under the . Science Foun-
(Mother of Mine), were very dation Scholarship Program. I
good. Choral numbers were: am sure other teachers and stu-
She's My Nlommee by little dents will be going to sum-
ones from 5-7 years of age, with mer school will report them as
Beverly Landis and Claudette they leave.
Jones. singing a duet, followed Milton Bond, coach and phys-
by soios by Phyllis Rawls, Mary ice education teacher, a n d
Ann Winfield and Myra Reid, Miss Vivian Graves, the corn-
This number was composed rnerce teacher at Stigall, who
by Mrs. Vance. .The second resigned, were honored by the
choral number was a group of faculty of Stigall with a party
girls standing in the form of last night in the home of Mr.
an "M" for mother singing and Mrs. George Cooper. As the
"Wonderful Mother of Mine," guest arrived they found t h e
with Franeene Givens singing dining table laden with hot fish,
the solo part. spaghetti, pickles and other rel-
The third group was larger ishes,.bread, and an assortment
girls dedicating their number to of drinks.
the mothers of mothers singing Games were enjoyed. Present
"Mother of Pearl" with Sally Were Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F.
Burns singing the solo. This Jones, Mr. and Mrs. U. M.
part closed with a piano and Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Ballard,
clarinet diet by Jacquelyn Ann Mr. and Mrs William Basket-
and William Broadnax. ville, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bry-
The accompanists for t h e
program were Travis Burnette,
Bernita Farmer, Brenda Rawls
and Nanette Croom, and they
all did beautifully. The third
part was a duet by Anna Cath-
erine and her teacher M r s.
Vance, who played that famous
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody"
to a queen's taste.
People were there from Mem-
phis and as far north as Dyer
with Humboldt showing their
colors in grand style in support
of Mrs. Vance's program in
appreciation for the service she
has rendered here.
Mrs. Lucy Collier received
the prize for being the oldest
mother present. Mrs. Ruby
Starks Simmons for being the
youngest mother and Mrs. Eth-
el Shaw for having the largest
number of children. These priz-
es were presented by Mrs. Al-
gee Outlaw. The sourvenir pro-
gram, initiated by the Federat-
ed Women of Humboldt, was a
beautiful tribute to Mothers. All
mothers received an original
poem by Mrs. Vance and a
small kit donated by the North-
cross sisters. Gwendolyn Jones
presented Anna with a beauti-
ful basket of flowers and Jean
Young presented, Mrs. Vance
with a token from the students.
.The closing exercises for the
Gillespie Kindergarten was held
at St.. James Baptist church.
The Little Ones looked very
pretty and the entire program
was. a credit to the teacher Mrs.
Doris .Bryson. Their little songs,the kiddie band and the read-ings were beautifully done.
Mrs. Julia Landis give the
address and she was introduc-
ed by Mrs. Pecolia White. The
address was an admonition to
adults to give moral and finan-
cial support to this school. She
emphasized the fact that t h e
school was a civic project and
should be supported by clear
thinking citizens.
The teachers sang, "W he ii
I've Done The Best I Can" at
the cloee of the message.
We're looking forward to
more help with this school and
the board is asking any who
Douglass
guest prize I
looking so chic. Miss Charity
should have received honors for resented To Fisk By DuBoisthink Mrs. Addle iJaekson who won second prize
Mance was also guest and she
was- as usual very elegantly NASHVILLE, Tenn. - A
- — 
magnificent life-size portrait ofKaiser VP To Speak
JACKSON, Miss-One of the
nqtion's outstanding Industrie-
Lsts will be the speaker when
Jackson State College holds its
83rd Commencement Exercises
Monday, May 30, 1960 according
to an announcement by Jacob
L. Reddix, president of the Col-
lege.
0 
Chad F Calhoun, whcrig scho-
oled to speak during ceremon-
es when more than four hun-
dred students will receive their
diplomas, is Vice-President of
Kaiser Industries Corporation
and several affiliated compan-
ies in the Kaiser organization.
First Welland canal between
Lakes Erie and Ontario was
opened in 1829
••••••1,••••••
ihrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time 'clerk!, hiie found
▪ new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability 0 shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain - without
surgery. In case after ease, while
gently relieving pain, actual redac-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Stool
unseeing of all -results were so diet-
•ngb that sufferers mad• asteitiohlni
dicationeets (the "Plies have coast: ba problem!" The secret is a Wee
graling substanee
eovery of a world-famine roseate/
fristitate.This substance Is auroral!
able la ituppsieitory or piedmont fere
sailed Preparation 11*. At all drai
counters- wee.? but rearc.atao.
the great abolitionist, Frederick
Douglass, now hangs in DuBois
Hall, Fisk university. The strik-
ing picture was presented to
Fisk by W. E. B. DuBois, a
Fisk graduate after whom the
university's newest men's dorm-
itory is named.
The portrait has been in Dr.
!Viols' possession for 35 years.
It has been refinished and the
frame reconditioned. It holds
a commanding position on the
wall of the dormintory lobby.
In accepting the gift, Dr.
Stephen J. Wright, Fisk pres
ident, said: "This is a generous
gift from Dr. DuBois. We at
Fisk are grateful to him and
are delighted to have been
chosen as the recipient of this
portrait of a great man."
The following inscription will
be placed on the portrait:
"Frederick Douglass, Por-
trait From Life, by S. J. Eddy,
Rhode Island School of Design,
Gift of W. E. B. DuBois, 18,
and Yolande DuBois Williams,
In presenting the portrait,
Mn, Anna Bontemps recalled
highlights of Douglass' heroic
fight for Emancipation of the
slaves. He spoke of Douglass'
influence upon Booker T. Wash-
ington and noted that this in-
spiring portrait had previously
hung in the study of W. E. B.
DuBois for many years.
30 man" more ways than they
Bontemps the author of a re-
cent biography of Douglass,
urged young Negroes of today
to take a fresh look at this man
to whom they are indebted In
LIFE • SIZE PORTRAIT of
abolitionist Frederick Doug-
lass was recently presented
to Fisk university to hang in
DuBois Hall. Standing proudly
alongside the portrait are,
know. Douglass' fame does not
rest on hearsay, he pointed
out, and called attention to the
published speeches and other
writings that may still be read
rem left, Fisk President Ste-
J. Wright; Dr. W. E. B.
DuBois, Fisk Graduate ('itS),
who has had the portrait for
35 years, and who presented
with profit.
The portrait was accepted by
Kehakant Wimhark, president
of the Dormitory council of
DuBois Hall.
It to the university; and Ishii-
kant Nimbark, president of
the norniitory Council of Du.
Weis Hall, named after Dr.
DuBois.
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DYER
A pessimists definition of
Summer - A season hoped for,
but not to be realized in 1960.
A boost to the heating utilities
bills, a close-up of storage
houses for winter clothing. Yes,
we are shivering here.
However the children around
Dyer - Rosenwald are warm
with excitement for the 1 o n g-
awaited night is almost here.
This is the night that one young
man will be crowned Mr. Dyer-
Rosenwald and a young lady
will be crowned Miss Dyer.
Rosenwald. Wish I knew, good
thing I don't, I might tell you.
I promise I will tell you all
about it next week. Those young
persons that participated in the
Mother's Day Classic sponsor-
ed by Mrs. W. S. Vance in
Brownsville last Sunday were
John Etta Jamison, accompan-
ied by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs Johnnie Jamison a n d
grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Over-
all and Mrs. Eula Wilkins, Sal-
ston, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond lie Beatrice Burns, who was a
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wil- soloist in the closing number of
Hams, Mr. and Mrs. Henry the program, accompanied by
('room, Messrs C. C. Moody, Is. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Syl-
rael Beard, Mesdames Enid vaster Burns and two grand-
Sims, Velva Pulliam, Ora Gen- mothers, Mrs. Sallie Webb and
try, Mary Gillespie, Jewell Rid- Mrs Beatrice Ivie.
Icy and your scribe (Cottrell
Thomas).
Mrs. Nelda Williams present-
ed the honorees gifts from the
faculty expressing appreciation
for the fine work and for coop-
erating so wholeheartedly with
Others attending were Mr.
and Mrs James Wilhams, !lob-
ert Williams, Jacqueline Wells
and perhaps one or two other
children. This was presented at
Carver high school for the First
Baptist church, which is be-
ing the faculty. The faculty regret- rebuilt in Brownsville.VISITORSted to see them leave. Mr. Bea
Beard led the group in sing-
ing, "For He's a jolly good fel-
low," and "She's a jolly good
lady." Miss Graves gave words
of thanks for them both. A good
time was had by all.
The City Federation of Color-
ed Womens Clubs met in the
from various committees were
made. Plans were made to at-
tend the S.ete meeting in Dy-
ersburg, Tenn, June 7-9.
The three presidents were
elected as delegates, namely
Mesdames Cunningham, Mattie
Davis, and yours truly. Coco-
Colas and cookies were served
by the hostesses.
The High Society Girls club
met in the home of their ad-
visor, Mrs. Nelda Williams,
Tuesday night. Their reporter
did not send a detailed account
of the meeting.
Among the many visitors In
the Tri-Cities for Mother's pay
we found Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Nolan- and two children from
South Bend, Ind., visiting his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Nolan. While !Jere they were en-
tertained as dinner guests of his
daughter and family, Mrs. Rob-
home of Mrs. 4ucy Collier with ert Tyree and Mr. Tyree and
the Hawaiian Art club, hostess, children. Mrs. Tyree entertain-
Monday night. The president, ed the E. L. Nolan family also.
Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham p r Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Fisher en-
sided over the business. Reports tertained the Rev. Wm. Fowlkes
and many other guests Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. D. E. Bride-
man spent a great part of the
day with her father, Mr. Tom
Moore, who resides with his
other daughter, Mrs. Eddie Ball,
and Mr Ball. Rev. and Mrs. F.
M. Dickey, Mrs. Hattie Over-
all and Mr. Herbert O'Daniel
spent most of last week here.
They motored from St. Louis to
attend the meeting of the Gen-
e. al Board of the CME church
in Memphis.
Other visitors seen here and
there were Mrs. Elzata Wain-
wright of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
RUTHERFORD
Mrs. Willie B. Seat and Mr,
Mack Seat of Benton Harbor,
Mich., Mrs. Senaina hoe and
Virginia lvie of Ridgely, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lossie B. Barnett and son
of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Desota
Adams of Topeka, Kans., Mr.
and Mrs. Prince A. Danner of
Chi rleston, S. C.; Mrs. Lel a
Clark and Mrs. Katie Northeross
of St. Louis, Mo. Visiting with
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ellington
from St. Louis, was her broth-
er, Mr. Allen Wilkins.
THE SICK
Mrs. Annie Agnew, M r a.
Roma Powell, Mrs. Rueben Ad.
ams, Mrs. Martha Moore, Mes-
srs. Will Whitlock, Robert Cole-
man, Mrs. Willie Phillips. Mrs.
Monis Skinner • Jordan is do-
ing nicely.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of the late Mr. James
Landis, who died suddenly this
week; also to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Harris who learned of
the death of his brother in St.
Louis and finally to Mrs. La.
than Skinner, who lost her sis-
ter, Miss Lois Doyle. in Mem-
phis Tuesday.
THE CLUBS
The Neighborhood club m e t
with Mrs. Carrie Seat Wednes-
day night. Guests were seated
in the den upon arrival and giv-
en a card. This card told you
where to go. After finding your
place you were served a delici-
ous barbecue chicken plate,
macaroni salad, spiced apples,
hot biscuits that were oh, so
pretty topped off with sliced
cake and ice cream.
Members were given a novel-
ty napkin with the hosts name
and many other witty sayings
on it as a souvenir. Progressive
games were played that kept
one moving all evening. At the
close of the session prizes were
awarded to Mrs. C. B. Seat and
Mrs. Josephine Barnett.
The American Legion Auxil-
iary is taking advantage of ev-
ery opportunity to raise funds in
order to send girls to Girl's
State. Since only 11th grade
girls are eligible, I am sure all
Juniors at Rosenwald are try-
ing to get qualified.
CHURCH
Union Meeting. Providence
Baptist church, R: F. D. Tren-
ton, was the scene of the First
Union meeting of this sect for
this year. Elder Jimmie An-
drews is moderator and was
host pastor. The two-day sea-
(Continued on Page III
notice . . . notice . . . notice . . . COACHES
5 Days with the Nation's Best
TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY'S
SECOND ANNUAL BLUE RIBBON COACHING CLINIC
May 31 Through June 4, 1960
• . . Air conditioned building for all sessions.
• CLINIC CAN BE TAKEN FOR COLLEGE CREDIT
A picnic, and 20 sessions of more than 32 hours of the
latest techniques in the coaching of football, basketball and
organization and administration of athletics with these all-
time coaching headliners:
FLOYD "BEN" SCHWARTZWALDER I. B. "JOHNNY" McLENDON
He'd Football Coach
Syracuse University
WAYNE "WOODY" HAYES
Head Football Coach
Ohio State University
EDWARD "OX" CLEMENS
Heed Feetball Coach
Morris Brown College
BOB Pr;LK
Heed Coach
Vanderbilt University
Address All Inquiries To:
Dr. Carl M. Hill, Clink Director
Blue Ribbon Coaching Clinic
Tennessee State University Nashville 8, Tennessee
Head basketball Coach
Cleveland Pipers (NM)
BOB VANATTA
Heed basket:tell Couch
Memphis State University
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE ARE
A
Dan Inouye, Apostle 0 f Goodwill
Congressman Daniel K. Inouye's re-
marks before the radio program, called
AT RANDOM, which originates from
Chicago, were a refreshing interlude in
an otherwise gloomy and depressive
period in which race relations are strain-
ed to the breaking point.
His vivid portrayal of the racial har-
mony that exists in Hawaii was the
greatest contribution yet made by this
program to the cause of ethnic under-
standing. Mr. Inouye was not verbose,
though he was questioned at length by
the other participants in that informal,
unrehearsed early morning conversa-
tion.
His language was crisp and precise.
What he said about race relations open-
ed the eyes of that segment of white
America that heard him; the segment
that is dedicated to the indefensible
process of segregation.
He told how intermarriages took
place without disturbing social cairn. He
cited an exhilarating example of har-
monious family relations in tile case of
a Negro-Japanese family with four
children to bless the household.
The inference was inescapable that
intermarriage was the main spi ing con-
tributing to the stability and peaceful
co-existence in the new 50th State.
Congressman Inouye's views were
supported by the recent report of an
Advisory Committee to the United
States Commission on Civil Rights
which made a thorough investigation of
racial conditions in Hawaii. The Com-
mittee, appointed in January, 1959,
showed that racial discrimination is
nearly non-existent in the island melting
pot.
In a volume published by the Civil
Rights Commission summarizing civil
rights reports from all states and Puerto
Rico, the Commission was extremely
complimentary regarding the Hawaiian
situation and held up Hawaii as Ameri-
ca's finest example of harmonious racial
and religious relations.
It says, "the picture here is far more
favorable than anywhere else." Perhaps
Hawaii's admission to the union of states
may bring on a new racial climate and
attitude on the U. S. mainland. Mr.
Inouye may prove to be the greatest
apostle of interracial goodwill in Con-
gress.
Inouye is not only the first Repre-
sentative of the 50th State of Hawaii
but also the first American of Japanese
ancestry to be elected to Congress. He is
a celebrated War Hero who lost an arm
while winning the Distinguished Serv-
ice Cross in Italy. Holder of 15 decora-
tions, he won a battlefield commission,
and Was discharged from the Army with
the rank of Captain.
In him we have an excellent cham-
pion of human equality, and a pleader
of considerable weight in the cause of
human decency and fair play. We w sh
him Godspeed in his new legislative
career.
Is Religion Out Of The Campaign?
Senator John Kennedy's landslide
victory in the West Virginia preferen-
tial primary raises a host of questions
that perhaps only time might answer.
The religious issue which most observ-
ers believed would be paramount has
been buried under an avalanche of Prot-
estants votes. Since less than five per-
cent of the total West Virginia popula-
tion, according to reliable estimates,
may be said to have identification with
the Catholic *church, and Kennedy swept
the state with a sixty per cent total, it
goes without saying that the voters paid
no heed to the religious issue.
Those who have been saying that
primaries are barren of political conse-
quence have had to take a new look
at their prejudment. Kennedy's thun-
dering victory has knocked into a cocked
hat the belief a Catholic can't win the
Presidency.
The religious question will not be
completely waved away as though by
magic. It will be raised again and again
before the campaign is over; for it is
the one weapon left which the opposition
in Mr. Kennedy's own party will use to
stop him at the nominating convention.
The Truman-Johnson-and-Symington
combination is now being conditioned
into a well oiled progaganda machine to
derail the Kennedy train. The former
President from Independence, Missouri,
entertains no love for Mr. Kennedy;
and Lyndon Johnson and Stuart Syming-
ton must fight him to the last ditch if
Vice President's
Vice President Nixon received two
political gifts from the White House last
month. The first was Mr. Eisenhower's
blessing on the man who seems sure to
be the Republican nominee for the Presi-
dency and Ike's offer to campaign for
him. This was welcome, but Mr. Nixon
may have valued more Mr. Eisenhower's
assurance that the Vice President is free
to develop his own political program. In
any case, he has lost no time in taking
advantage of it.
Last week Nixon told a group of ed-
itors of Protestant publications that the
United States should provide informa-
tion on birth control to countries asking
for it — a stand which Mr. Eisenhower
oppoes strongly and which may em-
barrass Sen. Kennedy, the Roman Cath.
olic Democrat whom, the Gallup public
opinion polls claim, could beat Mr., Nixon
today! This bold initiative does mit bear
they are to have a chance at the nomina-
Though Johnson is not yet an an-
nounced candidate for the nomination,
he has assumed the posture just the
same. Highly placed Democrats are
whispering that he, Truman and Syming-
ton are master-minding the Stop-Ken-
nedy movement.
West Virginia has 25 convention
votes. Party, bigwigs are saying that
the delegation on the first ballot should
give Johnson eight to ten votes; Sym-
. •:Lon, four or five; Kennedy, five;
Humphrey, one or two, and Adlai Stev-
enson, two or three.
Unless Kennedy captures the nomi-
nation in the first ballot, the feeling
among experienced politicians is that
his chances will fade away by the second
or third ballot. As he increases his popu-
larity in the Presidential primaries so
will the opposition to him acquire great-
er momentum. In 1952, Sen. Estes Ke-
fauver won 13 primaries and got no-
where in the convention.
Despite all these ifs, Kennedy may
streak through and get the convention
nod. Politics and the weather can have
mystifying twists. Should he win the
nomination and the Presidency one ques-
tion would be settled once and for all,
that is Catholicism is no impediment to
a man's dream of occupying the White
Huse. Even the Pope would have to reg-
ister a benign smile at the broad sweep
American politics.
Own Program
out the commentators who have been
saying that the Vice President might be
at a loss now that he has been given his
head.
There is every sign, indeed, that he
is anxious to associate himself with
more forward-looking social policies
than the present budget-minded Admin-
istration will accept. Mr. Nixon knows—
and indeed has said — that the Repub-
lican candidate and his party will have
to make the fight of their lives to win in
November.
According to the Gallup poll, 47 per-
cent of the voters are Democrats, 30 per-
cent Republicans, and 23 percent are in-
dependents. Mr. Nixon himself said re-
cently that the party is weaker than it
has been since 1936. If he is to be elect-
ed. he must develop issues to attract the
independent voter.
Being Frank. ,
About Poona*, Places
And Probations
By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE — It is regret- Derby time when some 100,000
table that Louisville, which visitors converge on Louisville
was host to the world in the 
running of the 86th Kentucky 
of which some 20 percent is
Negro,
Derby, is officially guilty of 
ofo  business would thrive asid
condoning and sponsoring pub-
lic accommodations segrega- 
To be sure the Derby is not
tion. At no time has a city ad- 
the only reason why Louisville
ministration been so adamant 
should desegregate all of its
on the "status quo" nol so ag- 
facilities. Public relations-wise
gressively negative. 
the Derby is our most advents-
Such utter disregard for the 
ed event and how we treat peo-
rights of Negro citizens and 
pie during this peak hospitality
such brazen denial has given 
period is highly important. But
Louisville its worst publicity 
_ 
even the Derby itself would
a shame which amoutits to 
draw more people—Negro peo-
naught with the Mayor and 
pie if they were assured they
Board of Aldermen. 
could get the level of accommo-
Alderman Beckett's admoni-
tion, "Gentlemen, you a r 
dations they can afford at any
a time during the year.
blind," is very applicable to 
Consistent f a i r treatment
this Derby. Downtown hotels, would attra
ct more tourists and
easily our biggest profiteers conventione
ers the year-round.
from Derby visitors whom they Local Negr
o hosts and hostess-
charge a flat rate of $100 per es largely forced 
to entertain
room, whether they stay one at home b e
 c a u s e of restu-
hour or three days, are now rant and h o t 
e 1 segregation,
finding it necessary to solicit would have a ch
oice of accom-
reservations. modations. Negro 
organizations
. The reason? People are stay- that entertain annua
lly or more
mg at motels here and as far frequently, would use 
centrally
away as 100 miles, sleeping on located and more desirable
 fa-
parked pullman cars or corn. 
cilities.mg in solely for the race and 
leaving. 
Frankly, the business se..1.ion
This means, as a Third St. 
of Louisville proper is being
parking lot attendant told me, 
abandoned by suburban-minded
"The Derby ain't what it used 
and middle-class whites. Poor
to be to downtown Louisville." 
whites and Negroes are the fu-
As Alderman Beckett exclaim- 
ture potential of downtown busi-
ed, "Downtown merchants are 
nesses. Who is going to sup-
crying for business." plan
t those whites who live and
Obviously the only remedy is trade in su
burbia? The only un-
in attracting more customers tapped 
customers are Negroes.
by opening up every public fa-
cility to all people and in utiliz-
ing the full business potential.
Integrated public accommoda-
tions would definitely enhance
business in all periods. But at
But they will not come in ap-
preciable numbers until Louis-
ville has integrated public ac-
commodations. It is as simple
as that — but our aldermen
care not.
U.S. Investors
Bypass Hawaii
By ELMER C. WALZER
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ha-
waii has paid its bills over the
years and built up such an ex-
cellent credit rating that main-
land businessmen have come to
take our 50th state for granted.
They study the poorer credit
risks and when they want to
enter fields away from home,
they often go to the sections
they studied and ignore little
Hawaii which hasn't talked
loudly enough to bring in much
new business.
United States Investor in its
current issue observes that busi-
ness men "have found it unnec-
essary to keep abreast of con-
ditioes in Hawaii as in a for-
eign country because of her
prime credit position."
The study points out that iron-
ically while only a relatively
few U. S. corporations are in-
vesting in Hawaii, they are
startin, factories in Puerto Rico
at a ten-to-one ratio. And in
Argentina, Brazil, France, In-
dia and numerous other for-
eign countries three times as
rapidly as in the 50th state.
United States Investor sug-
gests that Hawaii follow the ex-
ample of Australia which in
1956 decided ''to go after it."
Australia's campaign in five
years brought in 650 American
companies which either negoti-
ated licensee agreements or
made direct investments in the
Commonwealth.
More business and financial
news is coming out of Hawaii.
Standard di Poor's devoted con-
siderable space to it in the
firm's weekly publication, "The
Outlook."
The tax foundation gives Ha-
waii a gold star in its "Monthly
Tax Features" publication. In
it's first year as a state, Ha-
waii has set a good example
for older sister sby reducing
taxes, says the foundation. The
tax cut is effective next Janu-
ary 1 and it amounts to 7 per-
cent.
Standard and Poor's found
mainland capital flowing to the
islands at an increasing rate,
notably in tourism which it be-
lieves will rise above sugar and
pineapples as the islands'
source of income.
It added "that opportunities
for favorable investment by
the average investor are limit-
ed" in the 50th state.
Hawaii has a population of
more than 600,000, about the
same as the state of Idaho.
Personal income is estimated
at $2,000 a person. •
About one-third of its income
is derived from federal expendi-
tures for defense purposes, re-
flecting the continuing impor-
tance of military installations.
Allen U. Grads
To Hear Prexy
COLUMBIA. S. C. — Dr. W.
B. Stewart, president of Ed-
ward Waters college, will de-
liver the 89th commencement
address to 140 graduates of Al-
len university Thursday May 26
hr Chapelle Auditorium, Presi-
dent Frank R. Veal announced.
A graduate of Florida AtaM
university and Hampton Insti-
tute, Stewart has also received
honorary degrees from Camp-
bell college, Allen university,
and the University of Monrovia
in Liberia.
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SO WHAT?
"There was a time when a tool on' his mone
y soon
ported . . . Now it happens to EVERYONE
.-
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week -
Simple Dreams Up A
"Do you know," said Simple,
"I drempt again last night that
colored folks had taken over the
South. Everything was just the
opposite of how it used to be.
In my dream, Jack, Negroes
was in command. I was setting
on my wide veranda sipping
a mint julep whilst white folks
was back in the kitchen of my
mansion working for me."
"You were dreaming up a
breeze, as usual," I said.
"I even drempt I had three
white mammies," said Simple.
"I know mammies has sort of
gone out of style in the South
nowadays — but as I drempt
every aristocratic colored
family when I were a child had
a mammy to look after their
children My old white mammy
were named Mammy Eastland.
My brother's were Mammy Tal-
madge. And Mammy Almond
just worked in our kitchen.
Now all three of them womens
has done got old, so I just keep
them around the house to do
light chores like cooking, wash-
ing and ironing. I don't like my
shirts done in no laundry."
"You mean to tell me you
dreamed that Mammy Eastland
washes your shirts?" I asked.
"Dear old Mammy East-
land," sighed Simple, "s h e
washes my shirts because she
loves me, not because I ask her.
Fhe's the sweetest old white
soul! Mammy Eastland had
Breeze
rather take care of me than
take care of her own children.
Her children are right nice —
to be white — but her grand-
children! Them young ones are
taking part in sit-ins! They
done got it into their heads
they want to set down at the
same counter with us to drink
a cup of coffee. What's getting
in to wnite folks thinking they
are equal to colored? I told
Mammy Eastland last night she
better teach her white grand-
children how to behave around
colored folks and not to be try-
ing to force their way to our
lunch counters Who do these
young crackers think they are,
anyway?"
'I always thought you were
a liberal," I said. "Now, here
you go showing your prejudic-
es, too."
"Negroes has taken over the
South," said Simple. 'How can
we rua things in the same old
way without being prejudiced,
or else turning the whole sys-
tem upside down — which would
be subversive? That is what
these young white folks is try-
ing to do — sitting down order-
ing something in a COLORED
restaurant, when they used to
be satisfied eating standing up,
or else take their food outside.
I said, Mammy Eastland, ex-
plain this to me."
"Mammy Eastland said,
'Lawd, Mister Simple, I don't
understand it neither. It must
be th atom bomb. I tried to
raise my grandchildren to know
they place but looks like they
done forgot my teachings. White
folks have got no business try-
ing to set down with fine color-
ed folks.'
" 'It makes us mad,' I said
to Mammy Eastland, 'and
you crackers will lose our
friendship.'
" 'Which is the last thing we
wishes to do, Mister Simple,'
said Mammy Eastland. 'Lawd,
I don't know what we white
folks would do without you good
colored folks — aristocrats
like yourself — that looks aft.
er our every need.'
" 'Mammy Eastland, do you
neea a few cans of snuff?'
" 'I does,' said Mammy East-
land So I told her to run down
to Woolworth's and buy herself
some. And if you see a picket
line down there, ignore it, just
go on in, get your snuff, and
bring it out before taking a dip.
Next thing you know, white
folks will be wanting to be dip-
ping snuff right beside Negroes.
I would not be surprised if you-
all would even be wanting to
play golf at Augusta.'
" 'I expect so,' said Mammy
Eastland.
" 'Give white folks an inch
and they'll take an el,' I said.
" 'El, yes,' said Mammy
Eastland."
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
In 1925 the late Dr. Alain
Locke of Howard university
edited a book which caused a
mild sensation hi intellectual
circles and it bore the title
"The New Negro."
Following the book's publica-
tion there were many debates
among Negroes about the auth-
or's contention that there was
at last a "New Negro."
If there were a new Negro,
the critics asked, what was new
ahem him? The answers were
generally unsatisfactory to most
of them
To assert that there is a
"New Negro" in America to-
day however, is to make a
statement that seems to have
real substance in fact which
everybody recognizes.
This is particularly true of
the Southern Negro and it is
at once apparent to anyone who
travels i the South today. This
has been most dramatically
demonstrated by the spontane-
ous and widespread student
protest movement. It is further
demonstrated by the support
these youngsters are getting
from their parents and the old-
er generation which has hereto-
fore always seemed fearful and
conservative,
This newness, however, is
not limited to the American Ne-
gro In a larger sense we are
living hi a new world with re-
spect to race and human rela-
tions.
The esfergence of new Afri-
can states and the general
movement toward independ-
ence and freedom on that
enormous continent have been
aptly described as a virtual rev-
olution. The impact of this
uevelopment is being felt every-
where.
At the coming summit meet-
ing in Europe which will bring
together the heads of the world
powers in an effort to ensure
world peace, the issue of the
new Africa is reported to be on
the agenda. Specifically, ac-
cording to press reports, they
will discuss the question of ban-
ning arms to the new African
states.
Last week in London, the ef-
forts oi Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan to keep the lid on
the explosive South African ra-
cial issue at the meeting of
Commonwealth Ministers were
doomed from the beginning to
failure There was no way to
keep the matter under wraps.
It is significant also that this
is the last meeting of the Brit-
ish Commonwealth in which the
so-called white member nations
will be in a majority. As corre-
spondents have pointed out. Ni-
geria and other African states
slated fru independence this
yeth- will change the complex-
ion of the Commonwealth when
they join up next year.
It goes without saying that
many whites, who are obsessed
with fear of what Lat., rop Stod-
dard many years ago called
"The Rising Tide of Color," are
becoming more alarmed than
ever today.
They seem to feel that they
have a divine right to rule,
that modern civilization is pri-
vate property, that non-whites
are a threat to the future of
this exclusive civilization. Per-
haps the most frightened peo-
ple in the world are the su
porters of the nationalist go
ernment of South Africa.
There is no way to allay their
fears Even the most peaceful
and non-violent efforts of t he
Aft-team to achieve some sem-
blance of freedom and human
dignity seem to drive them to
madness. Their itchy trigger-
fingers cannot be controlled.
Their brothers-under-the-skin
in ou own country have been
more vocal perhaps than vio-
lent but they too are obsessed
with fear. The big difference
kare, of course, is that the over-
whelming majority of Ameri-
can whites still retain some
sanity on the race issue despite
the popular prejudices.
The most hopeful sign in our
picture is that the whites who
are most prejudiced do seem to
have the capacity to control
themselves and occasionally
come converted. Winning m(
and more whites to the bann
of true social justice is our mis-
sion today not only for o u r
sake, but for the sake of our
country as well. a
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7 Million Homemakers
Aim For Better Livin
WASHINGTON — Nearly
, 500,000 white and colored
homemakers are recogniz-
ing their achievement of better
living for their families through
the application of the results of
home economics research in
their observance of National
Home Demonstration Week.
The celebrating homemakers
are those who take part in
home demonstration work.
Many live on farms and others
reside in towns and cities. They
are served by more than 4,000
County Extension home demon-
stration agents of whom close
to 450 are colored.
looThe observance is taking therm of achievement days, rec-
ognition ceremonies, special
meetings, and exhibits h i g h-
lighting the home demonstra-
tion program which is conduct-
ed cooperatively by the Exten-
sion Service of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, state
land-grant colleges and county
governments.
Honor Prof
For, Marketing
BUFFALO N. Y. — Dr. D.
Maynard Phelps, professor of
marketing at the University of
Michigan, this week became the
first to receive the "Marketing
lifducator c-f the Year" Award.t was presented to him by
National Sales Executives In-
ternational at its 25th Annual
"Silver Anniversary" Interna-
tional Distribution Congress
held here.
Dr. Phelps was chosen from
a group of outstanding educa-
tors in the sales and marketing
management field, nominated
by editors of leading publica-
tions.
MR. AND MRS. Henry Cat-
tail, tenant farmers of Bailey,
N. C., proudly show off their
!teeter full of food to their
borne agent, Mrs. Margaret
Colored home demonstration in-service training to keep tion last year on foods and nu-
agents are employed in the 17
States of the southern region
where they work with about
half a million homemakers.
They give them pointers on
home management, family eco-
nomics, foods and nutrition,
family relations and other as-
pects of improved home a n d
family living. The agents are
assisted by some 30,000 volun-
teer local leaders whom they
train for the assignment.
And although the agents
themselves hold college degrees
and in some cases graduate
degrees, they continue to take
DURING THE RECENT ob-
servance of National H o in e
Demonstration Week, empha-
sis was put on better living
Here a group of Florida coun-
ty home demonstration agents
improve their skill in making
slip covers. Left to right are
11. Wade. Freeser Is one of
the important steps in better
living, particularly on a
farm.
abreast of new home economics
research information, as well
as the latest methods of pre-
senting it to homemakers.
The research information is
developed through experimenta-
tion and other means by the
Department of Agriculture and
the land-grant colleges.
The studies range from im-
proved nutrition and bet t er
clothing construction to prefer-
ences for foods and fabrics,
RESULTS OF STUDIES
Armed with the results of
such studies, home agents and
volunteer leaders gave informa-
Mrs. Irk M. Clark, Tallahas-
see; Mrs. Gladys Wilkins,
formerly of Lake City; Mrs.
'della Kelly, formerly of Oca-
trition to more than 230,000
homemakers, on clothing to
205,000, and on family econo-
mics to 80,000. The information
related to such things as meal
planning, food preservation,
clothing construction, clothing
selection and purchase, a n d
family financial planning.
The homemakers who are ap-
plying the latest research find-
ings are improving their homes,
family meals, the grooming of
themselves and their children,
and in general are achieving
a better living for their fami-
lies.
Is; Mn. Leontine Williams,
Gainesville; Miss Floy Britt,
district agent, and Mrs. Ethel
M. Powell, Jacksonville,
Study New Plan
For Home Buying
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Congress will open public hear-
ings this week on an influential
bemocrat's proposal that every-
body be given a chance to buy
a house in the medium-priced
range with little or no down
payment.
In addition, the legislation
would tap the treasury to pro-
vide easy financing for non-
profit corporations to build
rental apartments for low and
middle income families dis-
placed by slum clearance. The
mortgage terms: no down-pay-
ment; two percent interest, and
60 years to pay off the mort-
gage.
Rep. Albert Rains (D-Ala.)
introduced legislation providing
for these and other far-reaching
revisions in federal housing
programs
Rains is chairman of the
House subcommittee on hous-
ing which will conduct the hear-
ings. Two weeks ago, he push.
ed through the House despite
administration opposition a bill
to tap the treasury for
$1,000,000,000 (B) in mortgage
money to stimulate hornebuild-
ing
The new proposal would ex-
tend "no down • payment" fi-
nancing — for which only vet-
erans now are eligible — to
houses costing no more than
$13,500 which are purchased
with FHA insured mortgages.
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Dear Mine. Chante: I have
been reading your column for
many years. I hope you can
help me find a nice man that
is sincere and means good and
understands life. I am in my
early 40's. I will answer all let-
ters. lf not sincere please do
not write. Send Photo in first
letter. Miss 0. Kelly, 6347 S
Kimbark Ave., Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: Please
help me find a mate. I am 45
years old, five feet ten inches
tall and weigh 198 lbs. I have
a very good position with a nice
income. I would like to hear
from all nice ladies. Noel S.
Delmar, 51 Gretna Green Ave.,
Hagley Park Road, P. 0. King-
ston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante; I am a
young woman 20 years of age,
of medium build, dark complex-
ion, good looking, and would
make a happy home. I would
like to correspond with anyone
willing to get married. Respect-
fully yours, Lylias Lamey, 27
Masfield Ave., Withfield Town,
P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante; I am a
native woman of 48 years and
very lonely. I am born of mixed
parents. I have no relatives and
am seeking through God,
through you, to help me find
someone with a home and a
heart who needs and will appre-
ciate love, tenderness and kind-
ness. I am educated, have tal-
ent, and much in the cultured
line to offer. I will consider a
widower with two children. Race
and color does not matter but
age does (131-69). Please will you
exchange photos and more in-
formation. Leoita Kevin, 404 W.
Tremont St., Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young divorcee, age 31 I am
shapely and intelligent. I seek a
man with means, who enjoys
life, sports, and traveling—one
who knows how to treat a young
lady with respect and kindness.
Age means nothing to me as
long as he has been on this
earth long enough to understand
God's law. Please contact Chi
Chi Woods. 6026 So. Ada St.,
Chicago, Ill.
20 Internating
Students Back
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. — The
28 interning students from Flor-
ida Normal and Industrial Me-
morial college, who completed
their supervised internship
training at one of the five coua
ty centers will return to t h e
campus for a series of semi-
nars and other special activi-
ties in preparation for t h e
commencement exercises.
Seniors who completed their
internship during the second se-
meste- are:
Jerry Bailey of Jacksonville;
Miss Melenese Barber of Cocoa;
Miss Albertine Barnes of Pana-
ma City; James Colbert of
Gainesville; Mrs. Teresa Ev-
ans of Marianna; Clifford Fel-
der of Daytona Beach; Mi ss
Rosa L. Ferguson of St. Augus-
tine; Miss Annie J. Foster of
Pensacola; Miss Blanche Gor-
don of Deerfield Beach; Mrs.
Dorothy Hart of Jacksonville;
Albert Hendrix of Gainesville;
Aaron Johnson of Mulberry;
Leroy Johnson of St. Augus-
tine; Mrs. Evelena Kitties of
Lawtey; Mrs. Ethel LaFe of
Jacksonville; Mrs. Arie B. Law-
rence of Miami; Mrs. Gustine
Mathis of Green Cove Springs;
Mrs. Lolits Palmer of St. Aug-
ustine; Miss Ernestine Penny of
Archer;
Mrs. Irene Pugh of St. Augus-
tine; Miss Evelyn Smith of
Jacksonville; Mrs. Claudy
Strong of Lakeland; R obert
Summers of Arcadia; Mrs. Al-
berta Watts of Jacksonville;
Miss Florida A. White of Ft.
Pierce; Miller Williams of West
Palm Beach; Mrs. Virginia Wil-
lis of St. Augustine; and Miss
Pearlie Wilson of Ft. Lauder-
dale.
Expelled Sit-Ins
To Receive Hel
BOSTON — A special schol-
arship program to aid Southern
students expelled from college
because of non-violent anti-seg-
regation demonstrations h a s
been initiated by Boston univer-
sity Faculty members.
The University's Faculty Sen-
ate has voted support for this
program in a motion calling for
voluntary contributions by fac-
ulty, students and other inter-
ested persons.
Chairman of the Faculty Sen-
ate is Dr. J. Philip Mason of
Westwood, M ass. , professor of
chemistry at the College of Lib-
eral Arts.
Explaining the factors behind
the Senate's action, Dr. Robert
S. Cohen of Watertown, Mass.,
chairman of the College of Lib-
eral Arts Department of Phys-
ics and Chairman of the new
scholarship fund steering com-
mittee, said:
"Some of us have met a num-
ber of students involved in the
unhappy situation to which tht
Senate action refers.
STUDENTS PRAISED
"Many of the these students,
both Negrc and white, are pr iis-
ed by their college teachers.
their fellow students, and eth-
ers as among the mos: able,
responsible, and conscientious
young people they have known
Some havt outstanding records
of scholarship.
"Indeed, because of their su-
perior intelligence and theii
sense of responsible leadership,
they have been actively con-
cerned with supporting Negro
protests against tbe violation of
civil and human rights, and
with directing such protest into
useful and non-violent channels
of expression.
"Many are of severely limit-
ed means," he continued, "and
their prospects of continuing
their education will be dim un-
less others help them to trans-
fer to Northern institutions."
Dr. Cohen reported that the
University Senate action has re-
received "immediate and en-
thusilastic support" from Bos-
ton university chaplains rep-
resenting the three major re-
ligious faiths, Revered Wiliam
A. Overholt, Protestant, Father
Norman J. O'Connor, Catholic,
and Rabbi Samuel Perlman,
Jewish.
Organized support from the
university's Student - Faculty
Assembly and Inter- Fraterni-
ty Council is also anticipated,
he stated.
Dr. L. Harold DeWolf of New-
ton, Mass., Professor of Syste-
matic Theology, at the Univer-
sity's School of Theology, has
been named treasurer of the
scholarship fund committee. In
addition to Professor Mason,
other members appointed to
the committee were Dr. Ralph
J. Garry of Wayland, Mass.,
professor of education in t h e
School of Education, and Dr.
David R. Mackey of Wellesley,
Mass. professor of Communi-
cations at the School of Public
Relations and Communications.
Airline Boosts Load
Continental Airlines will boost
its jet cargo capacity from chi-
cago to Los Angeles by more
than 30 percent during May, in-
cluding the company's fir s t
overnight jet service to Califor-
nia.
11'
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Poor Reading Can
Be A Hinderance
By MRS. LILLIAN R. WYNN
(Third In a Series of Four)
An underdeveloped art in a y
stand between you and a wealth
that's rightfully yours. In short,
maybe you're being robbed. The
thief: the underdeveloped art
of reading which keeps ,you on
the outside of the world's rich
storehouse of reading for valu-
able information and a wealth
of pleasure.
One reading expert has said
that at least 60 percent of
Americans do not read well.
Nor m an Lewis, author of
"How to Read Better and Fast-
er," says, "Slow readers a r e
poor readers (and) a person
reads fast because he thinks
fast, has good eye sight, a good
vocabulary and a wide back-
ground of information. M o st
persons who read 10 times as
fast as the plodder absorbs
much more of what they read
than he does."
A remedial reading teacher
of adults at New York City col-
lege, Lewis says that less than
four percent of American adults
cannot read at all and at least
60 percent do not read well.
DRAWBACK
A poor vocabulary is a draw-
back to rapid reading; however,
one should not stop to look up
every word in a dictionary, but
should try to decipher the mean-
ing of the word through the con-
text.
A child who does not read
well is likely to fail in school.
Mrs. Ruth McCoy Harris, con-
tends that "delinquents have a
long record of school failures,
beginning with reading prob-
lems."
According to Dr. Stella S.
Center, head of the New York
University Reading Clinic, the
chief reading faults are reading
one word at a time and turn-
ing back to re-read. Most per-
sons who read slowly vocalize
nearly every word.
To keep from vocalizing one
should read easy material fast-
er so that there is no time to
pronounce, and most important,
one should focus his mind on
the material at hand, the auth-
ors thoughts. This is the sur-
est way to keep from regress-
ing. One reads efficiently when
his mind and imagination are
captivated by what he is read-
ing.
CHECK YOUR SPEED
How fast do you read? You
may use your watch or your
clock to check yourself. Count
the words in a newspaper or
magazine article which inter-
ests you; note the number on a
watch or clock at the time you
begin reading, ant at t h e
time you finish reading. Divide
the number of words in the ar-
tide by the number of minutes
it took you to read the article.
The answer will be your word
per minute rate.
Do this for several weeks or
several months and you will be
surprised at the progress you
make. Each time you read,
make yourself go faster. Your
rate may increase from 250
words a minute to 650 words a
minute. Try it. It could be fun!
If you read 225 words a min-
ute, you are reading at about
the national average, and as
well as a sixth-grade student.
At this rate of reading, news-
paper articles and magazine
articles will not be enjoyable.
High school students get into
difficulty when they read be-
low 350 words a minute, and
college students who read be-
low 350 words a minute are
likely to have all kinds of trou-ble in preparing class assign-
ments.
For some jobs, employeeshave found that 600 words a
minute is too slow. Lewis, who
was mentioned earlier in t h e
article, reads faster than 800
words a minute, and is stillimproving.
CHEMISTRY Professor Moddie
D. Taylor, shown in his labora•
tory at Howard university, was
selected last week by the Man-
ufacturing Chemists' Associa-
lion as one of the six top col-
lege chemistry teachers in the
nation. He will receive a cash
prize of 81,1100 and a medal at
the Association's annual meet-
ing June 9 at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. Dr. Taylor has
served as a member of the fac-
ulties of the College of Liberal
Arts and Graduate School at
Howard since 1948. He is author
of a recently published text-
book, First Principles of Chem.
istry (D. VanNostrand Co.,
1959).
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"MISS ROTC" The attractive
arjorie Graham, Raeford,
N. C., a senior in business
education, is crowned "Miss
ROTC" at the annual Joint
Air Force — Army ROTC
ball held recently at A and T
college, Greensboro; N. C.
Charles Luther, Asheboro,
Joint Corps commander, does
the honors.
Plan Joint
Commencements
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. —
Presidents E. A. Smith and E.
E. Rankins of Rust and Mis-
sissippi Industrial colleges have
announced that the two colleg-
es will hold their commence-
ment exercises jointly at 10 a.
an., May 30 in Carnegie Hall
on the campus of M. I. col-
lege.
The speaker will be Dr. W.
J. Trent, jr., executive director
of the United Negro College
Fund, Inc., of New York City.
Dr. Trent has served as Race
Relations Officer of the Feder-
al Works Agency; Advisor on
Negro Affairs to PWA Admin-
istrate" and Secretary of the
Interior, Harold L Ikes; and a
'member of the faculty of Ben.
nett college, Greensboro, N. C.,
and his alma mater, Living-
stone college, Salisbury N C.
He is, among other organiza-
tions, a member of the Ward
of directors of the Public Edu-
cation Association, New York,
Child Study Association of
,America, New York; and ()me-
r ge Psi Phi Fraternity. He is a
native of Ashville, N. C.
The two colleges will hold
[separate baccalaureate servic-
es. Dr Robert F. Harrington,'
pastor of Mt. Zion Methodist'
church, New Orleans, La , will
deliver the baccalaureate ad-
dress for Rust college at 6
ip.m., May 29.
Memphis To Eye
Chicago Justice
MEMPHIS — (UPI) — The
Illemphis Commercial Appeal
carried an editorial captioned
"Murder In Chicago" relating
to the killing of John Jewell,
37-year-old Memphis, Tenn.,
truck driver, by teen-aged boys.
The editorial said ''. . .What
happened in Chicago could have
happened anywhere, but that it
did happen there will lead to
close observance of that city's
brand of justice as applied in
this particular case."
The editorial said "Chicago
has long had a habit of looking
down its nose at the South, of
belittling everything pertaining
to this section and especially
the South's judicial processes.
"This brutal murder by a
coule of young thugs will help
determine whether Chicago
practices what she has so bla•
tantly preached."
Jewell was beaten to death
Tuesday night by boys w h o
threw stones at his truck. La-
ter Jewel was hit over t h e
head, killing him.
Soles Supervisor
Thomas J. Wentland, 2125 N.
Alpine Rd.. Rockford, has been
appointed sales supervisor for
Life Insurance Company of
North America in Chicago. His
appointment was announced by
Leland T. Waggoner, CLU, vice
president-sales,
Paul Quinn Grads
WACO, Tex. — According to
the registrar's office at Paul
Quinn college, 28 candidates for
graduation are listed. Com-
mencement will be held May
26.
Urges NAACP To Act As
'Bee' In Housing Fight
By EDDIE L. MADISON, JR.
During their recent housing
conference officers and mem-
bers of the Chicago Branch'try ophaion and fear of inunda-
NAACP were told t hat they
might do well to become
"NAAC Bees" In order to "get
under the skin" or t hose
who would resist the breakdown
in segregated housing.
Luigi Laurenti, author of
"Property Values and Race"
and consultant in economics in
the San Francisco area, credit-
ed the NAACP with helping to
create an open housing market
in many parts of America.
"Freedom of residence is a
basic freedom," Laurenti de-
cleared "as believers in democ-
racy, we must maintain this
freedom." He said we must
eliminate "white f1 •'t" and
jim-crow mobility' in the
housing area.
DESTROY MYTH
Laurenti said
belief about the
lowing the night
bedroom while
found to be only
as we learned
is not harmful,
away with the
our ancestors
dangers of al-
air to enter the
sleeping was
a myth. Just
that night air
we must do
myth of race
regarding housing, he con-
Just what does happen to
prices when Negroes move
into a neighborhood? In an-
swering this question, Lauren-
ti explained that no single
pattern of price behavior can
be expected to follow the
break in the all-white com-
position of an area.
"If homeowners panic be-
cause they believe they are go-
ing to take a monetary loss,
and throw their home on the
market, they inevitably will suf-
fer a loss. We may pointedly
ask, however, was the loss
caused by non-white entry or
by self-induced panic," Lau-
renti added.
SELL IN PANIC
*Discussing further the factors
which effect the housing mark-
et, Laurenti said that studies
revealed that if a large num-
ber of whites sell in panic and
if there are only a few non-
tion by ghettoes as other im-
portant factors in the interracial
problem.
The former business admin-
istration and economics profes-
sor at University of California
said that a forecast of price
patterns in an area could be
made on the basis of the fol-
lowing factors:
I. Strength of the non-whites'
desire to mine in.
2. Strength of the whites' de-
sire to move out.
3. Housing open to non
-whites.
4. Housing open to whites.
5. Policies of real estate brok-
ers.
6. The time element as relat-
ed to influences by church-
es and other groups.
Laurenti, whose survey was
financed by a grant to the
Commission on Race and Hous-
ing by the Fund for the Repub-
lic, said whites may be reluct-
ant to move from an area when
more desirable areas are not
available. But, at the same
time, non-whites may be seek-
ing entrance into the all-white
area.
tinued. Most of Laurenti's studies
were focused on areas out-
side the central city areas.
Studies revealed that housing
segregation is more intense in
Northern cities than in many
southern communities.
white buyers, this would cause,
a decrease in values.
Laurenti, who was main
speaker for the luncheon
meeting at the Sheraton-
Blackstone hotel's French
Room, told the one-day con-
I.
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t.
ference that widespread fears
are at the root of the problem
In housing. Racially separate
patterns, fear of drop in social
status and deep-seated racial
prejudice itself are some of
the barriers which block in-
tegrated housing.
However, Laurenti emphasiz-
ed the point that often fear of
financial loss is used as "an
honorable position" for whites
so that they can feel "guilt
free" on the housing question.
He said that property values
can be used as a disguise for
many prejudices.
IMPORTANT FACTORS
Laurenti cited shifts in indus-
The price classification in
Laurenti's survey reflected the
following changes with regard
to the degree of non-white en-
trance into areas. Ii
1. Test prices showed no sig-
nificant increase — 46 per
cent.
2. Test prices increased — 15
per cent.
3. Test prices dropped — 15
per cent.
In many instances the price
behavior in areas following Ne-
gro entry was unaffected, Lau-
renti said. He said the odds
were four to one that prices
will keep up or exceed any
comparable all-white area, ac-
cording to survey findings.
Laurenti said studies from
the cities covered, including
San Francisco, Oakland and
Philadelphia, non-white entry
was usually associated with rais-
ing rather than falling prices.
Each case, however, must be
examined on an individual
basis.
WHITE REACTION
Cited as the most impor-
tant factor in interracial hous-
ing was the reacton of whites
to entry of their non-white
neighbors. "Evidence showing
where non-white entry has been
successful could strike at one
of the main factors against in-
tegrated housing," Laurenti
said.
This success story could re-
move the fear of loss in prop-
erty values and, as such, more
areas would open up, he added.
Continuing, Laurenti said, "If
small non-white entry could be
handled and retain the area as
an integrated neighborhood, this
would eliminate the condition
of developing more all-Negro
areas."
Laurenti said this evidence
would also prompt more fasor-
able attitudes on the part of
ending agencies.
Gary Student
Is Class Prexy
PASADENA, Calif. — At re- Bachelor of Divinity degree in
cent student body elections held
at Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena, Calif., John Joyn-
er was elected president of the quire a Master's degree and go
Associated Students Joyner is on for his doctorate in the field
to this post in the history of
the school.
He is a native of Gary, Ind.,
and is the son of Rev. and Mrs.
Ernest Joyner, 1740 Fillmore
St. His father is the pastor of
the Jerusalem Baptist church.
After graduating from Chica-
go Teachers college in 1958,
Joyner studied at Fuller Sem-
inary where he will obtain his members,
1961.
He then is planning to ac-
the first Negro to be elected of speech at the University of
Southern California.
Fuller Theological Seminary
is an accredited professional
school for the training of young
men and women for all phases
of Christian service.
Founded in 1947 bY Dn.
Charles E. Fuller, this interde-
nominational seminary h a s
283 students and 16 faculty
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Baton Rouge
BATON ROUGE,
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
At the Regional Council of
the 'National Council of Negro
Women meeting in Houston,
Tex., we saw many friends,
we had not seen for two
years. So in addition to enjoy-
ing the sessions we enjoyed
meeting members who a r e
friends of that and other organi-
zations.
Saw Mrs. Arnetta G. Wallace,
vice president who came down
from Chicago; Mrs. Sarah Dic-
kerson, corresponding secretary
from Mobile, Ala.; Mrs. Ethel
F. Turner, treasurer, from New
Orleans; Miss Corrine D. May-
buce, recording secretary, Bat-
on Rouge; Mrs. Lizzie W. Reed,
state assistant; Mrs. I. N. Giv-
ens, regional director, Baton
Rouge.
There were many other im-
portant committees that added
to the helpful sessions.
We were favored with a vis-
it from Mrs. Ramsey, director
of the Maggie Nance Ringgold
YWCA. It is encouraging to
know that now there is a di-
rector of Y Teens working in
the Y, who is helping to solve
problems, and advise young
groups.
Another new phase of helpful-
ness conducted in the YWCA
are the mother and baby care
classes, They are being con-
ducted also, in the M. N. Ring-
lgok. YWCA. Classes are c o n-
ducted by Mrs. Deola F. Cyrus,
former State Health Nurse, now
retired. These classes are co-
sponsored by the Baton Rouge
chapter of the American R e d
Cross. Registration shows that
many are interested in the help-
ful information being received
in them.
JOHN JOYNER, right, new
president of the Associated
Students at Fuller Theological
Seminary, Pasadena, Calif.,
the first Negro to serve in this
capacity, accepts gavel of
authority from Tom Erickson,
outgoing president.
TENNESSEE
ty C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Perkins,
744 E. Baltimore st., are the
parent., of a baby boy. He was
born on April 24. The young
fellow has been named Fred-
ric Barnard Perkins. The
mother and son were having a
nice time getting acquainted at
this writing.
The Rev. J. E. Poindexter,
pastor of Rock Temple Church
of God in Christ, returned to
Jackson, last weekend from
Nashville where he attended
the state workers meeting,
which was presided over by
Bishop J. 0. Patterson.
The Rev. U. D. Lewis, pastor
of Walnut Gro v e Baptist
church conducted a two weeks
revival meeting at Home Bap-
tist church, the Rev. T. Grimes,
pastor, May 8 through May 20.
The meeting was a success.
Several persons were convert-
ed an" added to the church.
Mrs. Adell Dawson spent
last weekend in Memphis as
guest of relatives and friends.
Mrs Dawson was very con-
spicious by her absence from
her Sunday School class at
Liberty of which T. R. White
is teacher.
The funeral of Leon Robin-
son, who resided on Wilson st.
Jackson. Tenn., and was a
member of nom e Baptist
I Rouge General hospital after a
long stay there as the result of
seriou3 injuries received in an
automobile accident.
We are so happy to find that
Mrs Malia Maxwell is driving
to and from her office again.
We hat: not seen her do any
driving since when she was so
kind to us in Los Angeles. But
after coming here we did not
see her doing any driving. So
we are very happy to see her
in a beautiful car going to her
office every day.
Our week spent in San An-
tonio, Tex., was like a tonic. It
meant eating more. Going more
and receiving more _ visitors
each day.
The young medical and phar-
maceutical groups are unhappy
over the unfavorable weather
conditions here. One day we
have almost summer weather,
another day is cold. Today it is
rainy.
Mrs Lizzie Williams died last
week. She was such a good,
faithful church and Sunday
school worker and always had
a kind word or smile .
Another death that has shock-
ed so many in our neighbor-
hood is that of our young friend
Dr. L. S Israel, whose beauti-
ful drugstore is on the corner
near us. His mother died a
short while ago, while his fa-
ther, Dr. L. S. Israel died some
time ago.
The newly - elected governor
has just been inducted into of-
fice. Hundreds and hundreds of
Louisianians turned out for the
We spent a pleasant half-hour event. This was one of t h e
with Mrs. Alma Cotton-Jacobs, beautifully arranged inductions No one Baptist church, the
who was released from Batoniinto office. Rev. D. B. Hard, officiating.
PICTURF.D is the represen-
tatives to the list Annual
American Association of
lege Business Officers
Col- at Southern
held 5-7. Newly
,
Amer k .+ n sso, i.rion Of Coller titgillecs Officers
2Iu Annual Meeting
Southern University MI 5 • 7, 1960
Ph.(. I3.
DPP kerrantArr runwesttureleiwrasr
University. May were G. Cletus Birchette. I. T. Crestwell, Fisk Univer-
elected officers Atlanta University, president; ally, vice • pre a i den t;
Charles E. Prothro, Jr., Tus-
ktgee institute, secretary;
and Charles W. Moore. Mor-
ris Brown College, treasurer.
Southern was tbe beet school
this year.
church, was held Sunday May
8, at 2:00 p.m. at Smiths Chap-
el, Summerville, Tenn. The
Rev. T. Grimes officiated with
Modley and Rivers Funeral
Homes in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Phelps an-
nounces the arrival of a baby
boy born to them recently. Mr.
and Mrs. Phelps are prominent
members of Home Baptist
church.
The Rev. J. E. Poindexter is
touring the state of Tennessee
In the interest of the state
Youth Congress of the Eastern
Division. It will convene at
Rock Temple church June 14
through 19. The public is in-
vited to attend these meetings.
An "Ole n'oiks Concert" was
given at Lester Grove Element-
ary school in Haywood county
Friday evening at 7:30. Rev.
D. D Crawfish of Chicago was
guest speaker. The affair was
sponsored by Lester PTA.
• The annual junior and senior
play of West High school was
held Thursday night in the
gym. The play w a s entitled
"Good Glory." It was filled
with mystery, excitement, ro-
mance and plenty of good
laughs.
The funeral of Mrs. Sarah
Anderson, who had been in
failing health for a number of
years, was held Wednesday at
I p.m. at Mt. Pleasant CME
church, the Rev. D. W. Bol-
ton and Rev. J. H. E. Stray-
horn officiating.
Burial was in Anderson cem-
etery with Ford Funeral Home
in charge.
Mrs. Anderson was a mem-
ber of Mt. Pleasant CME
church Survivors are o n e
daughter, Mrs. Vandelia Don-
ald: one son, James Franklin
Anderson of St. Louis, Mo.; one
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Marie'
Anderson; one neice, one nep-
hew 14 grandchildren and 34
great-grandchildren.
The senior class of Merry
High school presented its last
play Friday evening. May 6,
in the auditorium at 8 p. m.
The play was entitled " Or-
chid Limousine." The cast was
directed by Mrs. Fannie M.
Johnson and Mrs. L. Riley. The
play was great and was very
enjoyable, having been blended
with mystery, laughter and su-
spense. W. Cornelious McClure
was student director.
A "Smiling Fellowship Min-
strel" show was presented in
the auditorium at Blairs Chap-
el Elementary school last Fri-
day at 8: p. m. It was spon-
sored by the teachers and
PTA.
A family night services was
held at Salem C M E church,
Rev. C. J. Johnson pastor,
last weekend with the Rev. J.
P. Strayhorn as guest speak-
er. Ths occasion was sponsor-
ed by the Pastor's Aid club.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Nunn Roebuck were held
Tuesday at 1 p. m. at St. John
Illinois
UNITY
By MRS. MONETTE VAUGHN
The youth and junior choirs
of Mt. Zion Baptist church par
ticipated with other youth choirs
of Zion District in the welcome
program, Wednesday evening,
April 20 at Mt. Moriah Baptist
church, Cairo, Ill., where the
Baptist General State Conven•
tion of Illinois held its execu
five board meeting. The Re.,
H. H. Hall is pastor.
The woman's day progra
sponsored Sunday, April 2,4,
the missionary soniety of St.
James AME church, was sm.
cessful Mrs. Artie Jenkins is
president. The Rev. G. S. Mc-
Coy is pastor.
The musical program sponsor-
ed by women of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church, Sunday evening,
April 24, was a success in ev-
ery way. Mrs. Bertha V. Wade
is chairman. The Rev, I. H.
Wiggins is pastor.
The Christian Community
chorus held its second monthly
program Sunday evening, May
1, at St. James AME church.
The program was enjoyed by
all who were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley W ii-
hams and son, Wesley, jr., of
St. Louis, are spending their
vacation with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Williams.
Mrs. Cora Head of Cairo, Ill.,
is quite ill at the home of her
brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Webb.
Others on the sick list are
Mrs. Carrie Winston, Mrs. Sa-
rah Hayes, Mrs. Betty Si m-
mons, Mark Kay and James Mc
Ginnis, Sr.
A revival is being conducted
at Mt. Zion Baptist church. The
Rev. W. H. Clark of Carbon-
dale, Ill., is evangelist,
* •
'SANDUSKY
Funeral services for M r s.
Emma Fletcher were held Wed-
nesday, May 4, at Mt. Tabor
Baptist church of this vicinity.
Mrs Fletcher was found dead
in bed Wednesday morning,
April 27 by her daughter, Mrs.
Gussie Banks, with whom she
resided.
Mrs. Rubel Wade of Mobil.
community died suddenly Sun-
day night, May 1st.
The Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Kel-
ly of Lima, Ohio, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. 
-Herbert
Smith and their many friends
of this area. The Rev. Kelly
preached at the Mt. Tabor Bap-
tist church Tuesday night.
• • •
'MLA RIDGE,
ILL.
George A. Cross, grand
treasurer of M. W. Prince Hall
,Grand Lodge of Illinois, was re-
cently honored as "Mason of
Year" in a grand reception
given in his honor at Douglass
high school gymnasium,
Mounds, Ill.
There were many outstanding
people who 
appearedgram and aid tribute to he
on the 
pri 
masonie career in a "This Is
Your Life" program.
Officers of the country gov-
ernment, business, fraternal
civic, educational and religious
groups were represented on the
program. The plaque was pre-
sented by Henry Fort, senior
grand warden of Chicago.
Mrs. Hazel Stillwell, past
worthy grand matron of Eureka
Grand chapter, OES of Chicago
also spoke on the program.
Prof. J. G. Hopkins, past dep-
uty grand mister of Illinois
Print.: Hall Masons, presided.
Mrs. Luemer Algee is recov-
ering from a recent automobile
accident.
Mrs. Nannie Carter is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Earline Car-
thorm, in Carbondale.
Earl Hayes of Springfield
spent the weekend with his fan.
fly here.
Members of Mt. Zion church
and their pastor, the Rev. J. G.
Hopkins, ,worshipped with Mt.
Zion church, Unity, Ill. The
Rev. J. G. Hopkins, worshipped
with Mt. Zion church, Unit y,
111. The Rev. I. H. Wiggins,
pastor. .
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Fort
and Mrs. Hazell Stillwell of Chi-
cago were recent guests of Mr.
and Mr. G. A. Cross and fam-
ily.
Mrs. Elnora Pryor has return-
ed from Madison where she vis-
ited her son, Elder Leslie Pry-
or.
Mrs. Alberta Hopkins a n d
children, Carolyn and Victor Al-
len. spent the weekend visiting
relatives in Atoka, Tenn.
Ralph Waddy has purchased
South Center school for residen-
tial purposes.
Regular services were held a
the Bellfountain MB church, Le-
vings, ill. Sunday with the pas-
tor the Rev. J. G. Hopkins de-
liverLig the morning message.
Mother C. Eanes is recover-
ing from a recent illness.
Burial was in the church ceme-
tery with Stevenson and Shaw
Funera Home in charge.
A talen program was render-
ed at Home Baptist church
,Sunday afternoon at. The af-
fair wa., sponsored by the Red
Circle. Joice Lody is presi-
dent Virginia Curry, secretary
and the Rev. Grimes, pastor.
Mrs. W S. Vance presented
Anna Catherine Long an 11
year old concert pianist with
some outstanding vocal selec-
tion in a "Mother's Day Clas-
sic" ,at Carver High school
Brownsville, Tenn., Sunday,
May 8, at 4 p. m. It was
for First Baptist church ce
which the Rev. E. L. Curris
Is minister.
CARVER HIGH NDCC Battle Warren C. Jackson, jr., a n d pose betore
Group Commander Cadet Col. his sponsor Miss Diane Adair formation.
Carver High NDCC
Staff Photos By Hardin And Duncan
woad%
FOUR COLOR GUARDS are Carver NDCC. From left are Robert Lee Dobbs; Sfc. Willieamong the top cadets in the Sic. Marion Louis Brown; Sfc. B. Calvin and Sfc. Wilford
Jones,
TOP OFFICERS of the Car- life at Carver. At left front son Jr., the Battle Group Corn.ver High NDCC are also lead- is Cadet Col. Warren C. Jack- mander.
era in other phases of school
"kttAkt •
.*** •
CADET CAPTAIN Cuba John-
son, (center) drill team com-
LOVELY LADIES, alio act
as sponsors for NDCC gather
ADULT LEADERS directly
responsible for the NDCC and
sponsors at Carver high are
from left Capt. Harold E. Mc-
the battle group
mander, puts the drill team
through their paces demon-
in front of the modern school
building. Young ladies must
Rae, Instructor of Military
Science and Tactics; M r S.
Frances Hooks, sponsor ad-
visor and Prof. R. B. Thomp-
son, Carver principal.
ail
C H 0 0
strafing marching skills.
Ss*SsOsSit****IN
D 1 9 5 7
maintain a good average in
school work to be NDCC spon-
INFORMAL DISCUSSION of
firearms safety captures the
attention of company to m-
manders and their sponsors.
SOrS.
Prom left are: Capt. Richard
Shams, commander Co. A;
Miss Willie Ann Hughe y;
Capt. James Warren, corn-
mander Co. R, and Miss Di.
ane Smith; Capt. Cuba John.
son, Drill Team Commander
and Miss Carolyn Spight.
•
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yiavvxs SOCIAL club celebra• their reserved table at Cur- queen of the club, are: J. W. Mary Jane Nelson, assistant cial club. They are (1. to r.) vice-president; Mrs. Rubyenou of the queen. Some mem- re's Club Tropicana at their parker, treasurer; Horace secretary. In picture at right Joseph Wainwright, sergeant- Moore, 2nd runner-up; Tom-
, _
of the Hawks pictured at recent celebration for the Ferry, James Moore, Mrs. are officers of the Hawks so- at-arms; Freeman Burnett, ink Atkins, president; Mrs.
Willie Bradley, club queen;
Bill Smith, business manager:
Mrs. Bobbie Lambert, 1st run-
Der up;
son.
and member Joe Wit.
Merry
• Go-Round •
eirifi—saumsso•ow wawa
SOCIETY :May 19 Date
1 For St. 'Luke
Fashion Show
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •
!Nis • • •UNIII••••_•••sossill
Ile presence of Marjorie erts, °theta and Joe Shannon,
!Greene Handy and husband,
Weyer 0. of New York City,
gave rise to several interesting
gatherings of family, school-
mates and intimates of Mrs.
liandy. Her husband is t he
youngest son of the late famed
composer, and since they could
not be present for the recent un-
veiling of the Handy statue,
their two-week visit helped to
prolong the festivities which en-
sued over the auspicious occa-
sion.
To be sure, it was really a
grand family reunion. . .what
with the family Matriach, Mrs.
Hasolee Greene visiting from
San Diego, Calif., where I h e
now resides with her son and
family — Paul and Hertisene
Greene — who have built a
lovely home at Chula Vista, a
Evelyn Iles, Jolene and Windell
Sawyer, Melvin Conley a n d
your scribe. The feted pair left
Saturday night for the Gotham
city, where Marjorie is a su-
pervisor in the Psychiatric cen-
ter at Monteflore hospital and
Weyer is connected with the
Handy music firm.
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. L. Delores Scott w a s
hostess as the recent meeting
of the Entre Nous Bridge club,
held at Gay Hawk Inn. Enjoy-
ing a delicious dinner and
bridge were Mesdames Gladys
Anderson, Helen H. Bowen,
Gwendolyn Featherstone, Earn-
estine Gray, Clementine Ram-
sey, Marianne Roach, Carrie
Scott, Essie Shaw, Bernice
Smith and Nedra Smith. Guests
of the evening were Mesdamesguhurb of the Southern Califor- St. Elmo Hampton, Bertha P.
nia city. Marporie and Weyer's
time was divided between the
homes of her niece and hus-
band. Jolene Westbrook Sawyer
and her husband, Windell. . .
and her sister and brother-in-
law Dorothy and Joseph West-
brooks.
Among the courtesies extend-
ed were two parties feting the
interesting couple last week,
which showed two distinct fac-
ets of Memphis hospitality.
Mrs. Rubye Harris Gadison
entertained with a soignee cas-
ual buffet supper party that ga- ter, Christine Robinson, Olivia
th d M rjorie's intimates to Lewis Frieda Marr Dora Todd
an evening loaded with intellec-
tual conviviality sparked with
delectable food and drink, fine
reelsadings on the hi-fi, and
setrift of masses of floral beau-
ty.% the living room, den and
the dining room. Assisting Rub-
ye were her mother, Mrs. Rosie
Clark, her brother Hullie Har-
ris *ho handled the bar and
a smart picture in blue
hite floral lounge attire,
a ; the honoree in an outfit
of black and coral printed pants
outfit.
Interesting and soul • search-
ino0. was the chit-chat en-
sile-6 _ what with Althea and
HMS Price, Lionel Arnold
(Mahn we've mentioned previ-
ously) who kept open the line
of communication anent Le-
Moyne's activities about the
honoree's Alma Mater, Gloria
and Howard Simon. Helen and
.4/ Sawyer, Dorothy and Joe
rooks, Jolene and Wind-
ell Sawyer, Ruth and George
Mims, Marsaret and Fred Riv-
ers, Oscar and Jewel Speieht,
Leland and Julia Atkins, Mel-
vin Conley, Almazine Davis, El-
ale Thomas, Thaddeus Stokes
and "yours truly."
Friday night, found Dorothy
and Joe Westbrooks as hosts for
a party in the light vein,
where casual entertainment and
active fun was the order of the
evening. The Madison craze
made itself felt, and practical-
ly everyone got in on the act.
Center of much attention was
Mrs. Greene, who is loved by
everyone with whom she comes
in contact. . .and everyone kept
going back to the buffet table
which dispensed a superb spa-
ghetti supper, the culinary abil-
ity of the host.
Enjoying it all, and bidding a
fond adieu to Marge and Weyer,
the latter who likes our clean
and beautiful city and the prog-
ress that has taken place in the
years which have elapsed since
he lived here as a child. .
I were again, Margariet Rivers,' — schoolmate at Fisk wherehe attended undergraduate, schabl, and her husband, Fred
. . .Jacqueline and Edward
Kniglit, Thirkell Stovall, Bessie
.1
I
and Joseph Stovall, Earl bus
ton, Helen and C. C. Sawyer
Butrye Gadison, Joan and Joh
Johnson, Mary and Jack Rob•
Ray and Frances Hassell. Priz-
es were won by Carrie Scott,
Helen Bowen and Frances Has-
sell.
COBRA CLUB
One of our best known bridge
clubs of long standiing. The co-
bras, was the guest of Mrs.
Elizabeth Shaw at her lovely
home, 337 Burdock St., last
Saturday at a party featuring a
delicious menu and lovely priz-
es. . .enjoyed by Mesdames Sa-
die McCoy, Maydella Reeves,
Allie Mae Roberts, Jana Por-
The Annual Fashion Show and
Tea of the Greater St. Luke
Baptist church, 1280 North
Stonewall will be held Sunday,
May 29, from 4 till 6 p.m. The
affair will be sponsored by the
No. 1 and 2 choirs, presidents,
Mrs. Bere:ce Brown and Miss
Josephine Boyd respectively.
The No. 2 choir is honoring
their president with a fish fry
in order that she may be able
to go to the Congress in Buf-
falo, N. Y., June 15. The fry
will be held May 21 on the
church lawn from 11 a.m., un-
til. The president, officers and
members of the Macedon-
ia church, 2159 Griggs ave., will
be special guests. Rev. L. M.
Morganfield is pastor of Mace-
donia.
Friends of St. Luke may call
BR. 6-4037 and order sandwich-
es. Beauty, Barber shops and
businesses may call Miss Jos-
ephine Boyd, who expresses
her sincere gratitude in ad-
vance for the support.
Other officers of the choirs
are Miss Maxine Curry, secre-
tary of No 2; Miss L. Mosby,
director of No. 2; and Mrs. L.
M. Bland supervisor. Rev. T.
Buckner is pastor and Rev.
I. Reed, jr., is booster.
p.m., at Currie's Club Tropica-
na.
The featured fashions for the
show will be courtesy of Mr.'
and Mrs. Earl Thompson of
Kansas City, Mo. The Thomp-
sons sell a fine line of clothing
in their shop in Kansas City.
These fashions will be model-
ed by local lovelies.
The highlight of the evening
will be the presentation of "Ten
of the Best Dressed Women of
Mem his " These 
ere a 
• 
p . winners willAlzora Haste and guests Aret- be selected by a distinguishedpanel of judges. The following
categories will be used In the
selections: Business women,
professional women, house-
wifes, working girls, business
and professional wives.
Proceeds from the show willbe used to sponsor worthy girlsin the summer session of theGirl Scout camp. Tickets are
on sale for $1.50 in advance.
COLOR IS IT
Springtime is fashion time.The most colorful season of theyear is the inspiration for LaRita Homemaker's Social Club'sforthcoming show, when they
will sponsor their 11th Annual
evening of cham, "Color Is It."
The Flamingo Room, on May22, at 8 p m., will be the time
and place. The Star model willbe Mrs. Juda Eiland, and guest
models Mrs. Denice Rochelle
and Mrs. Lorice Van Pelt. Thedirect° and narrator of t h eMims, Jessie McNeely, Thelmal
Harris, Grace Collins, Mary
Pruitt and Helen Prater. Priz-
es were handsome su mmer
handbags. . .one of white straw
featuring shells went to Alma-
zinc. . .beige straw and shells,
won by Ruth Mims and a de-
lectable white pearlized evening
bag won by Mary Pruitt.
FINE ARTS CLUB
The Memphis Fine Arts club
met at the lovely home of Dr.
and Mrs. N. M. Watson, Lem-
uel on Walker Avenue — the
club's headquarters. A large
group of members were pres-
ent, with program participation
by Mrs. Ester Esters, w h o
spoke on Decorations, cultural
and creative at home and dif-
ferent nations. Mrs. Lucy Pet-
erman rendered a solo, accom-
panied by Mrs. Dorothy Gra-
ham, both of the faculty of
Owen colitee. The dining room
of the lovely home was striking
with the table highlighted with
an arrangement of white and
red roses, arranged by Mrs.
Watson. Prizes were given for
winners of games and to the
first person present. Serving as
hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Etta Page, and Mesdames
Payne, Patton and Phillips.
LES V OG ETTES
ta Polk and Willie Mae Gordon.
Prizes went to Mesdames Mc-
Coy, Roberts and Haste . .and
guest consolations to the two
guests.
SEQUINS MEET
Tony's Inn was the scene of
the lovely party given for the
Sequins Bridge club by
Mrs. Rose Nell Iles last Satur-
day night, where members
were tree chic in Spring and
early Summer attire. Rose re-
ceived her guests in a Chanel
type suit of brown and white
checks with a white linen
blouse. Ida Mae Walker, one
of the nation's best dressed
ladies was striking in black
and white bold checks the
bodice featuring bell sleeves.
Others present were Gloria
Howard, Rubye Gadison, Bev-
erly Ford Wallace, Almazine
Davis, Juanita Brewster, Ruth
•
T II E EVERETTES — The
Everette Social club "threw"
one of the biggest and most
fabulous formals ever held in
Memphis recently and here
they stand in their arch de
triumph after being introduc-
ed at the lavish affair in
Foote Homes auditorium.
They are standing from left,
Mrs. Jean Ingram, Mrs. Kat-
Top Honor To Douglass Grad
te Hill, Mrs. Vera Taylor,
president; Mrs. Gertrude Wal-
lace and Mrs. Irene Cathey.
Seated, from left are Mrs.
Ethel Bilges, Mrs. Vernia
Watkins and Mrs. Dot Hardin.
Smith, who is now doing
graduate study at the univer-
sity. was recently awarded a
National Science FoundationThe Ohio State UniversitylSmith as a member. He was fellowship for twelve monthsChapter of Phi Beta Kappa, na- initiated in recognition of high toward his doctorate degree,
$2200, plus
tional scholastic recognition•attainments in liberal scholar- wits a stipend ofsociety, has elected Alphonselship. !tuition and fees.
show will be Mrs. Martha Jean
Steinberg
NEW COETTES
At the recent introduction teaheld by the members of the
Memphis chapter of The Co-
ettes, four new charming mem-
bers were added to the roster.
They are Miss Rickie McGraw,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. McGraw Miss Carolyn Bran-
don, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
0. L Brandon; Miss Elizabeth
Prudent, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Prudent, and Miss
Yvonne Owens, daughter ofMrs. Frankie Owens and the
late Mabron Owens. Guiding the
planning is+ the lovely tea held
in the Lounge of LeMoyne's
Bruce Hall were Miss Erma
Lee Laws and Mrs. A. A. Let-
ting, advisor and co-advisor re-
spectively
JUGS PLAN
The J-U-G-S were the guests
of Miss Erma Laws last Satur-
day, where they are deep in
plans for the installation of
heir first chapter in Winston
Salem, N C. Mrs. Carolyn
Posy of that city, a classmate
of Miss Velma Lois Jones at
Columbia university, a n d in
whose wedding she was a brides
maid a couple of years ago, is
the contact for the new chap-
ter Mrs Peay is formerly ofLes Voguettes Social club williEort Worth. Tex., and now re-present its annual fashion show, sides in the North Carolina city,
"Ten of the Best Dressed Worn- where Velma Lois visited onen" on Sunday, May 29, at 8 weekend party last Fell.
Everettes Club Gives
Gay, Lavish Formal
Foote Homes auditorium was
the setting for the Everette So-
cial club's annual formal recent-
candles.
The club table was a master-
piece with a center-piece of
white glads and snapdragons
and gold candlelabras with
white candles. The edge of the
Mtable was draped with running r. and Mrs. Ernest Redeemer,
smilax. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Huff, Mrs.
The band stand was a minis- Lois Clark, A. N. Wallace, Mr.
ture flower garden. and Mrs. T. Love, Mr. and Mrs.
crowd. Some of the "old
timers" were heard to remark
that this was the most fabulous
yet by the Everettes.ly. With walls of ivy and basket Guests included Mrs. Ernes-
of glads throughout the building, tine Taylor with Leonard Young,
the entire dance was lighted by Miss C. Jean Willette, Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
John Pope, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Bonds, Miss Georgia C.
Banks, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Parks
of Nashville, Miss Erma Mor-
ris, Boysie Buggs,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martin,
While the band played the
Club's Song, ''Trees" the mem-
bers were introduced as they
appeared through an archway
bearing letters spelling out the
club's name. They were all
beautifully gowned, wearing roy-
al blue brocades satin pumps
and rhinestone accessories with
white gloves and carnation cor-
sages.
CAPACITY CROWD
In spite of the torrential sho-
wers there was a capacity
Delrinas Set
Whist Party
The Delrina Social club Is
sponsoring a whist party Satur-
day, May 21, at the home of
Mrs. Walter Grady of 1536
Birdsong st. There will be
plenty of refreshments and
fun galore.
A case of beer will be given
away to the person holding
the lucky ticket.
Mrs. Catherine Grady, presi-
dent; Mrs. Amia Ingram, sec-
retary: and Mrs. Gladys
Dortch, reporter.
The party will be from 8
p. m. until.
Joe W. Green, Mr. and Mrs.
James King, Mr. and Mrs. Brad-
ford Holmes, Miss Beatrice
Parks, Eugene Watkins.
Miss Juanita Franklin, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Peoples, Mr,
and Mrs. Melvin Williams, Mrs.
Eardean Dolley, Miss Cleo
Shorter, Mrs. Evenlyn Hunter,
Edward Jackson, Mrs. Dorothy
Wheeler, Willie Moore, Miss
Anita Thomas, Mrs. Irene Cole-
man, Joseph Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
John Winters.
Mrs. Versie Butler, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Thomas, Jr., Mrs.
Sarah Branch, Mrs. Ruby Hen-
derson, Miss Deloise Tiller, Sol-
omon Wright, Clyde Williams,
Mrs. Helen Holey, Miss Lillie
Wesson. Andy Nunnall. Mrs.
Willie M. Story, Mr. and Mrs.
James Parker, Jr.
Mrs. Sadie Kinse, Givan Kin-
se, Jr., Mrs. Myrtle Gardner,
Milton A. Jones, Mrs. Pauline
Reed, Willie McFarland, Rudell
Gray, Mrs. Mussett Pickens,
Miss Dorothy Gary, Mrs. Mick-
ey Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
thur Martin, Charles Hill and
Tyree Hrrdin.
Among the clubs present were
the Triple A's, the Shirlettes and
the Excelsiors.
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"Carnation is the milk that whips like cream—with far fewer fat calories," Miss Thrift explains to a
student. "I prefer it to any other brand for recipes like Whipped Sundae Salad." (Recipe at right)
Home Economics Director tells why...
"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
-with 1/2
 
the fat calories!"
Miss Pinkie Thrift is chairman of
the home economics department at
Southern University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. "In class we use Carna•
tion to make favorite dishes taste
extra special—as if they'd been made
with cream," Miss Thrift explains.
"Wonderfully smooth cream sauce,
for example. Meat loaf that stays
moist through baking. And an easy,
delicious cheese sauce that needs
no flour or butter because Carnation
itself is so creamy-rich. It whips,
too—higher than whipping cream!"
A special method of evaporation
gives today's Carnation the con-
sistency of golden country cream
—with 1/2 the fat calories.
"I rant Contented Cowl"
"Cream itself couldn't make coffee taste
richer—yet Carnation has only 1/2 the fat
calories," Miss Thrift emphasizes. Carna-
tion in the red and white can is the world's
favorite brand of evaporated milk.
recipe:
WHIPPED SUNDAE SALAD
(M Outs 6 servings)
To Whip Carnation: chill 1 cup undiluted
Carnation Evaporated Milk in refrigerator
tray until soft crystals form around edge
of tray (15-20 minutes). Whip until stiff
(about 1 minute). Add 2 tablespoons
lemon juice. Whip until very stiff (1-2
minutes longer). Makes about 3 cups.
1 3/4
 cups canned pineapple chunks
I cup pineapple syrup
1 package lemon gelatin
1/2 cup chopped nuts
1/2
 cup mayonnaise
I cup chopped celery
3 cups whipped Carnation (above)
Drain pineapple. Heat syrup to boiling.
Pour over gelatin. Stir until gelatin dis-
solves. Chill until thick and syrupy. Add
nuts, mayonnaise aril celery. Fold the
whipped Carnation and the gelatin mix-
ture together. Alternate leyeesectwhipped
gelatin mixture and pineapple in tall
glasses. Chill, garnish and serve.
4
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PLANNING COMMITTEE for
the successful "Breafast For
Milady." sponsored by th e
Memphis Alumnae Chapter of
; "k • 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority at
Currie's Club Tropicana Sat-
urday morning include, left to
right, Miss Elsie Thom a s,
breakfast chairman; M r s.
Raychelle Carhee, chairman,
- library awards; Mrs. Maxine
Smith, chapter president;
I Mr,.. Addle Jones. May Meek
chairman.; Mrs. Hattie House,
, publicity director; Mrs. Vern-
ice Nabrit, "Mother of the
I Year" chairman.
STRIKING MODELS take I showing. Mrs. Willie Ann Tay- cocktail dress while M r s. I ing lounging ensemble.spotlight at Breakfast fashion lor, left, shows a beautiful Gladys Greene wears a fetch-
apseasaismiaros 
LIBRARIANS WHO received
copy of the book, Mary
Church Terrell, Respectable
Person, pose with some mem- brit, Mrs. Rebecca Biram,hers of the sorority. Left to Mrs. Rosnlind Hayes, M r s.
right are Mrs. Vernice Na- Addle Jones, Mrs. Frances
Hooks, Mrs. Malcom Weed
lad Mrs. Raychelle Carhee.
Breakfast For Milady A Hit
Staff Photos By Hardin
MRS. FLORENCE HAYES, Year" as a highlight of the
second from left, is honored Breakfast. With her are her
as Delta "Mother of the two sons, Taylor C. 0. Hayes,
MRS. VERNICE TERRY, i the prettiest hat. Making the
left, takes home the prize for announcement is President
left, and Thomas Hayes, Jr.
At right is Mrs. '1'ernice Na.
brit, "Mother of the Year"
Smith. The ladies left the hat from random from the midi.judging to three men picked ence. Mrs. Terry won a prize
last year for the prettiest bat.
MRS. LOTTIE BROOKS, ceives the prize Mr having s Delta Sorors. Mrs. Harriette
right, herself a Delta, re- the most daughters who are Walker presents the priz e.
Mrs. Brooks was the Dells
"Junior Miss" chairman.
PORTION OF CROWD that t Milady is shown enjoying the tare of the 'affair. The event activities.turned out for Breakfast For fashion shqw which was a fea- climaxed Delta's May Week
A&M University broke
a meet record and wan nine
events to dominate the 34th an-
nual Tuskegee relays held in the
Alumni Bowl.
In the senior women's divis-
ion, Tuskegee had the field vir-
tually alone, inasmuch as Ten-
nessee State university and
Mayor Daley's Youth Founda-
tion group of Chicago failed to
appear.
The Florida A&M cindermen
took top honors in the 120-yard
high hurdles, sprint medley re-
lay, and all the other relays that
were run. The Mercurymen also
took all the places in the famed
hioten Mile.
James Denmark, crack pole
vaulter of A&M, set a new rec-
ord of 14 feet in his event, eras-
ing the 1941 standard of 13.6
held by Walter Farmer of Xav-
ier university. Denmark wiped
out the yard stick with the bar
at 13 feet, 7 inches, then con-
tinued to shatter it with suc-
cessive tries until he erected
the final mark.
Monroe Stewart, Alcorn A&M
college, upset favored Eugene
Kennett Tops
Lincoln Prep
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa.
— Lincoln university was host
to its fifth annual relays, a'
track and field event for high
schools of southeastern Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland on Lin-
coln's track on May 6 from 1
to 5 p.m. Twelve sechools par-
ticipated.
Kennett Consolidated High
school retained its first place
trophy from the relays of last
year by gaining four first places
and five second places out of
eleven events. Kennett Consoli-
dated was led by Don Webster,
who was voted the outstanding
athlete of the meet. Webster
anchored the winning 440 and
880-yard relay teams of Ken-
nett. Webster also set a new re-
lay broad jump record of 21.21/,
breaking the old record of 20.6
set by Viscount Nelson of Ox-
ford in 1956.
D. Biddle of Westtown set a
new distance of 43.10.5 in the
shot put, breaking West Chest-
er's R. Bunnel's record of 43.71/2.
J. Taylor of Kennett Square
vaulted 10.6 to establish a new
record; the old record of 10
was set in 1956 by Detain, also
of Kennett. A fourth new recent
was set by E. Christy of Havre
de Grace, raising the old stand-
ard of II" to the new height
of 6 1 1-4". The previous rec•
erd was set by M. Rayme of
Kennett in 19
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Negro A.L. To Open May 29
The Negro American League
will open its 1960 Baseball sea-
son on two fronts Sunday, May
21, when the Kansas City Mon-
archs invade Rickwood Field at,
Birmingham, Ala. to battle the
Birmingham Black Barons.
The Raleigh Tigers will travel
to New Orleans to take on the
transplanted Detroit - New Or-1
leans Stars. The teams' owners
have been greatly encouraged
by the turnout of fans in exhibi-
tion games played thus far, andj
are looking forward to a banner,
year at the turnstiles.
On Sunday, better than 6,000
fans came out to witness a well-
played game between the Ral-
eigh Tigers and the Birming-
ham Black Barons at Birming-
ham. All of the League's teams
started spring training on April
24, with the accent on develop-
ing young ball players, since
each of the teams were suc-
cessful in selling some of their
players to major league clubs
last year.
, Greater efforts will be made McKnight, catcher; -and Tommy Rufus Gibson, a player man-
toward a youth development Taylor, ace right hand pitcher.' ager also, has a squad of 24
program. The Kansas City Mon-
archs, under the leadership of
a new manager, Sherwood
Brewer, a star infielder for a
number of years in the league,
has been training a squad of 26
players at New Orleans.
Brewer has such standout
players back from the last
year's squad as:
Nathaniel Dancy, infielder;
Jesse Mitchell, outfielder; Ira
The Barons managed by Jim
Canady, one of the all-time
greats of the league, have been
drilling a squad of 30 players
daily in Birmingham. Returning
players are: Jesse Bass, James
Ivory, infielders; Brown, Jack-
eon, John Mitchell, outfielders;
Willie Smith and Phil Welch,
pitchers.
The Tigers, the new addition
to the league are managed by
players in training at Bessemer,
Ala. Gibson has such veterans
as: Eugene Holmes, ace right
hander; Bob Worthington, catch-
er; Ralph Fortson, infielder;
and Jimmy Durante, infielder.
The Stars also have a new
manager, Wesley Barrow, a for-
mer catcher with the Baltimore
Elites. The Stars have the larg-
est squad in training with 40'
,players at New Orleans, La.
Ike Honors Big O's Mother
Receives Key
To Cincinnati
GAY TIME — With his team
not scheduled to play, New
York Yankee ballplayer Els-
ton Howard (center) has a
whale of a time taking his
kids to the circus at Madison
Square Garden. The kids are
(left) Elston Jr., 4, and Shir-
ley, 2. Entertaining the young-
sters are clowns Paul Wenzel
(left) a n d Jackie Gerlish
(right). The little Chihuahua
pooch (center) is unidentified.
UPI Telephoto
Florida AIM U. Wins
Annual Tuskegee Relays
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. White Rattler speedster in the
century with a time of 10.2, one
tenth of a second off the existing
world record of 10.1, shared by
a handful of U. S. athletes.
Florida A&M also won the Al-
len Washington Gambrel' trophy
which was donated by Clarence
Johnson of Chicago, in memory
of a former Tuskegee student
who was killed in World War II.
MEN'S SUMMARY
120 HIGH HURDLES — Acey
Peters, Florida A&M; Edward
Jinks, Florida A&M; Lorenzo
Gleaton, Clark. Time 15.5.
100 METER RUN — Monroe
Stewart, Alcorn A&M; Eugene
White, Florida A&M; John Rob-
ertson, Alcorn A&M. Time 10.2.
SPRINT MEDLEY — Florida
A&M (Willie Poole, Robert Har-
ris, Clarence Childs, Ralph
Johnson); Alcorn A&M (Lee Col-
lins, Monroe Stewart, John Rob-
ertson, Willie Simpson). Time
2:21.8.
400 - YARD RUN — James
Blue, Florida A&M; James Bet-
tenon, Florida A&M; Jimmy
Burge, Alcorn A&M, Time 51.4.
TWO - MILE RELAY — Flor-
ida A&M (Charles Holmes, Wil-
lie Westbrooks, Maceo Jennings,
ISamuel Rivers; Tuskegee (Rich-
ard McCurty, Houston Johnson,
Steve Monroe, Al Seals; Ala-
bama State (Herbert Smith,
Henry Gilliam, Robert Greene,
Ernest Washington. Time 8:55.2.
Ida A&M (Willie Poole, Robert
UPSET !!! — Unheralded
Doug Smith (right) of Occi-
dental College edges Ray
Harris, Ralph Johnson, Eugene
White); Alcorn A&M (Lee Col-
lins, Monroe Stewart, Willie
Simpson, John Robertson); Fort
Benning (Ed Murry, Lawrence
Harris, Roosevelt Johnson, Rob-
ert Martin.
880 RELAY — Florida A&M
(Willie Poole, Robert Harris,
Clarence Childs, Ralph Johnson;
Alcorn A&M (Leo Collins, Mon-
roe Stewart, Willie Simpson,
John R.-bertson),
MILE RELAY — Florida A&M
(Sam Rivers, Willie Poole,
James Blue, Ralph Johnson);
Alcorn A&M (Jimmy Burge,
Lee Collins, Willie Simpson,
John Robertson); Clark College
(Sam Wright, Coleman Starks,
William Dallas, Frank Ed-
wards). Time 3:32,
MOTEN MILE — Charles
Holmes, Florida A&M; Eugene
Mason, Florida A&M; Wiley
Lane, Florida A&M. Time 4:51.4.
Signs With Hawks
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Len
Wilkens, 6-1 Providence, (R. I.)
college senior guard, has sign-
ed with the St. Louis Hawks,
general manager Ed MaCauley
announced.
Wilkens was the first draft
choice of the NBA western di-
vision champions and was on
the second team of United Press
International's All - Ame;ican
selections this year.
Norton to win the leo yard
dash in the West Coast Re-
lays at Fresno, COIL, with
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI)
— Mrs. Mazell Robertson,
mother of Cincinnati basketball
star Oscar (Big 0) Robertson,
was honored by the University
of Cincinnati, the city of Cin-
cinnati and President Eisenhow-
er.
The shy woman was present-
ed a citation from the Univer-
time and best wishes."
University President Dr, Wal-
ter Langsam said that "de-
spite what are presumed to have
been great financial induce-
ments to Oscar to turn profes-
sional before completing his col-
lege program, this devoted and
far - sighted mother guided her
noted son so that he did not
sity for her "devotion and i drop-out."
Mrs. Robertson was present-
ed with an album containing let-
ters from the community's out-
standing educators praising her
stand.
She told the post • mother's
day luncheon in her honor that
she insisted on Oscar finishing
his education ''because in years
to come, if you don't have an
education, there's not much you
can do."
Mrs. Robertson was also pre-
sented a key to the city by May-
or Donald Clancy. But perhaps,
the highest tribute came from
Oscar himself who told the gath-
a wisdom of the highest order. enng that "I'm thankful for the
Please give her my congratula-1 guidance she game me."
courage" in seeing that her son
completed his college education
and spurned lurative profes-
sional basketball offers.
President Eisenhower sent a
telegram to UC officials. It
read in part:
Mrs. Mazell Robertson, who,
by encouraging her talented son
to complete his college educa-
tion and by her many sacrifices
for him along the way, has set
an admirable example for par-
ents throughout the land. In
deep appreciation of the value
of education to each citizen and
to the nation, she has revealed
Southern Takes
Track Laurels
Second In Row
BATON ROUGE, La.—South-
ern university held fast to
their Southwestern Athletic
Conference track and f I e Id
championship when they re-
peated for the second consecu-
tive year by piling up 54-points
over second place Texas South-
ern who had 44.
A total of nine records fell
In the 22nd meeting of the eight
members of the SWAC, with
Southern University performers
coming for nine of them.
Stone Johnson of Grambling
college ran his second 100-yard
dash of the season in the South-
ern university stadium when he
finished ahead of TSU's Homer
Jones for a new mark.
Johnson ran a 9.4 in the Peli-
can Relays held here in March.
Southern university's sprint
medley relay team became the
first record smashers in t h e
meeting when they shaved two-
tenths of a second from their
3:29 2 set last year, turning the
event in 3:29-flat.
For three-fourths of the way,
It was a dog-fight for leader-
ship between Southern and Tex-
as Southern, with Prairie View
within striking distance, b u t
when the Jaguars scored a one-
a time of 9.4. Smith head-
ed Norte,' his first defeat
la 3$ races. (UPI Telepbe$0
two-three win in the javelin
throw good for 10-points, t h e
end was in sight.
John Thomas won the javelin
toss with a heave of 192-feet to
erase a mark that had stood
since 1941, a 190'6" effort by
Evans Butler of Southern.
George Narcisse came in sec-
ond and Cyrus Lancaster third,
to give the Jaguars the b I g
points. All three are quarter-
backs on the football team.
Jack Yates high school of
Houston, Tex., took the high
school, invitational track an d
field meet held eac;i year in
conjunction with the SWAC
championships.
Yates posted a total of 38-'
points to take the crown from
Worthing high school, also of
Houston.
Norris Wins
Service Title
Fort Carson's classy light-
weight boxer, Leslie Norris, won
the inter - service championship
at Camp LeJeune, N. C., when
he defeated James Richardson,
Fuchu Air Force Base, Japan.
Although Army copped four
championships, the Air Force,
with 22 points, won interservice
honors, according to Army
Times. Army netted 18 points;
the Marines, 12; and Navy, 8.
Norris had a hard time in the
first round as Richardson jab-
bed sharp left hooks and then
danced out of range.
In the second, however, the
Carson man became the aggres-
sor and caught Richawlson on
the chin with well-timed com-
binations. Each took turns trad-
ing hooks but Norris clearly
won the round.
Richardson began to tire in
the third and at this point Nor-
ris forced the fight all the way
to take a decision.
Norris, 27-year-old wire main-
tenance man with Headquarters
Troop, 16th SkyCav, was 1959
All-Army light welter champion.
He was defeated at Army lev-
el this year but was selected
for interservice and won.
He won the European welter-
weight championship in 1954 and
the light welter crown in 1957
there. He copped the Fourth
U. S Army title in 1958
STILL FLYING — Boston
University's record holding
John Thomas clears the bar
At seven feet in a dual meet
between Syracuse Univer•
sity. Thomas was forced to
atilt at seven feet because
the standards were extended
to their limit. (U P I Tele-
photo)
Trotters To Try
Rules Changes
The Harlem Globetrotters
will experiment with rules
changes, including a three point
score on special long shots,
which might be used by the
new American Basketball
League, owner - coach Abe Sa-
perstein said.
Saperstein, who will own the
San Francisco franchise in the
new league, which he said
would start in the 1961-62 sea-
son, outlined rules changes he
had discussed with other own-
ers as possibilities for the
league.
Among them will be to score
three points on shots taken
from outside a line to be drawn
21 feet out court from the bas-
ket.
Other experiments to be
made by the Globetrotters will
be to play 40 minute games,
to widen the lane under t h e
basket to 18 feet, the Olympic
standard, instead of the usual
12, to established a three foot
wide area behind the basket to
allow maneuvering, to delay
pay from three to five seconds
after each basket, to eliminate
the bonus rule, and to allow
hand guarding with contact of
players driving for the basket.
Saperstein said that two addi-
NCC Netters
Drop First
In 35 Meets
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
DURHAM, N. C. — North
Carolina College's tennis team
lost their first dual match in
over three years, succumbing to
Johnson C. Smith University by
a 7-1 score in Charlotte. The
loss by the Eagles broke a con-
secutive win streak of 35 con-
secutive dual victories amassed
over a period of three net cam-
paigns. It was the first loss by
a Jimmy Younge - coached
squad since 1057.
Napoleon Horton, playing in
the No. 3 spot, won the only
match of the day for the
Eagles when he toppled Baron
Stroud of Smith in three sets.
Horton lost the initial set, 5-7,
but bounced by with a tre-
mendous all - court effort to
win the match with 6-3, 6-4
seta.
NCC's top singles pair, Maur-
ice Handy (No. 1) and Zack
Davis (No. 2) fell under the
potent rackets of Smith's Den-
ton Johnson and Drew Williams
in that order.
Handy, in losing his third sin-
gles test of the '60 season, ex-
tended Johnson, a fresh man
from Detroit, to three sets be-
fore losing in the re-match be-
tween the two top-seeded net-
ters. The NCC junior, winner
of the first meeting between the
two, dropped the first set 7-5,
bet rellied with consistent
smashing serves to win the sec-
ond set, 8-2. However, Johnson
took the third set, 6-2, with a
strong net game and powerful
service, winning the match.
Davis, a finalist in the CIAA
tourney in '59, lost ti Williams
in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3. Wil-
liams' cutting shots and court
cunning proved fatal to Davis
in the second meeting between
the two. Davis took an earlier
match from the Smith netter.
The win by Fmith asserted
them as a strong contender to
Ikl,,reis is the son of Mr. and ahakp t h e Eagles from their
Mrs Thomas Norris, 930 N. dominance as the kingpin of
Gilmore, kaltimore, Md. CIAA tennis.
•
•
•
•
•
tional cities, Portland, Ore., and
Pittsburgh, Fa., had been grant-
ed franchises and would start
the schedule in 1961-62 along
with the original members, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Kansas
City, Washington, D. C., Cleve-
land and Chicigo.
Saperstein said that Cleve-
land, Washington, Kansas City
and San Francisco wanted to
start the league this fall, but
that the other four members did
not have arenas available for
play and that it was decided to
defer the start until all eight
teams could begin.
Pick Mumford
Top Coach
BATON ROUGE, La. — A.
W. Mumford, head football
coach at Southern university
will be cited as "Coach of the
Decade" at the 100 per cent
Wrong Club's annual banquet of
champions to be held in New
Orleans May 21.
Mumford, who has headed
football at Southern for the past
23 years, has built up a record
of 160 wins, 56 losses and 14 M
ties to rank him among the na-
tion's top mentors in winning
During the 1959 season, the Ray Nortonpercentages.
Jaguars under Mumford rolled
to an undefeated record in the
Southwestern Athletic Confer-
ence to take the championship,
the first since 1955. Previously
the Jaguars were SWAC cham-
pions in 1946-47-48.49-50 and
1955.
For three straight years. 1948-
49-50 and again in 1954, Mum-
ford led his Jaguars to national
championships.
In 1958, Mumford was named
to the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of
Fame in the football category.
Presently, Mumford serves on
the executive committee of the
NAIA, the top policy - making
body of the association.
J.DSmifh •
Speaker At
A&T College
GREENSBORO, N. C. — An
all-time great athlete at AleT
College will deliver the main
address at the annual All-Sports
banquet to be held at the col-
lege on Friday evening, May 20.
J. D. Smith, former Aggie
fullback, now an All-Pro back
with the San Francisco "Forty-
Niners" and who last season
ranked number two in rushing
in the National Football League,
will speak at the dinner meet-
ing.
Seventy • five athletes, mem-
bers of varsity squads for foot-
ball, basketball, track and base-
ball, will receive the official
monogram, emblematic of var-
sity competition a n d several
others will be singled out for
entrcial awards for extraordi-
nary performance during the
current seasons.
The affair will be held in
Murphy Hall beginning at 7:30
p.m., and dancing will follow
at the Charles Moore Gymnas-
ium.
Motor Leagues
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pct. GB
San Francisco 18 8 692 —
Pittsburgh 17 0 .654 1
Milwaukee 11 9 .550 4
Cincinnati 13 12 .520 41/2
Los Angeles 12 15 .444 61/2
Chicago 8 13 .381 71/2
St. Louis 9 15 .375 8
Philadelphia 10 17 .370 814
Saturday's Results
Philadelphia 5, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 4 (11
innings)
Chicago 4, St. Louis 0
Los Angeles 2, San Francisco 1
Big Ten Picks
Mini, Wolves
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
(UPI) Michigan and Illinois,
perennial Big Ten track pow-
ers, are favored to capture top
honors in the conference cham-
pionships here next Friday and
Saturday.
Michigan is the 1960 indoor
titleholder with Illinois the run-
nerup while the Mini are the
defendng outdoor champions.
Michigan finished second in last
year's outdoor competition.
Michigan State, the third.
place team in 1959, is considered
a good bet to repeat last year's
performance and Minnesota is
also rated highly.
Four individual champions
will be defending their titles.
They are John Brown, Iowa, in
the 440; George Kerr, Illinois,
in the 880; Bob Lake, Michigan
State, in the mile and Larry
Schmalenberger, Ohio State, in
the discus.
The Illini will be defending its
mile relay title with Ted Bees-
tall, Del Coleman and Kerr re-
turning from the 1950 champion-
ship team.
Old Ball Players
Elect Officers
In Special Vote
With the unexpected resiems-
lion of president Maurice Wig-
gins, the Old Ball Players held
their special election Saturday.
Wiggins offered his resignation
due to his inability to perform
because of the press of business
matters.
Elected to the presidency of
the group was Albert McEndree,
one of the founders. Simon Bu-
ford, former baseball and Colle-
gians basketball star, was elect-
ed vice president.
Other vice presidents elected
were William H. Jones, Larry
Gem and Sandy Thompson.
Officers re-elected were El-
wood 'Bingo' DeMoss, treasur-
er; Maurice Davis, recording
secretary; Carter Wilson, finan-
cial secretary; William Bacon,
corresponding secretary: Billy
Harris, auditor; and William
Jones, sergeant-at-arms.
Members of the board of di-
rectors are George Bennette,
Oliver W. Dixon, Joe Green,
Joe Montgomery, Marion Thom-
as and Bobby Anderson.
State representative William
H. Robinson will install the of-
ficers at the group's anneit
May party Saturday night Ilaig
14 at 3506 Vincennes ave.
ith Upsets
By HAL WOOD
FRESNO, Calif. — (UPI) —
Gary Stenlund of Orgon tossed
the javelin 260 feet, 41/2 inches;
Doug Smith of Occidental up-
set Sprint King, Ray Norton qi
the 100-yard dash; and the
Santa Clara Youth Village
team set an American record
In the medley relay as high.
lights of the West Coast Re-
lays.
With a crowd of 15,000 watch-
ing in balmy waether, the 19-
year-old Stenlund made the sec-
ond-longest throw in the coun-
try this year to win the "Out-
standing Athlete" award for
th, Relays.
But the. crowd thrilled more
to the feat of Smith upset-
ting I'orton in the 100 with a
clocking of 9.4 seconds.
Norton had been unbeaten in
29 straigh, races, taking on the
world' hest. He was double-
winne) in the Pan - American
Games last summer and had
not los a race in a year.
Orioles Buy
Valmy Thomas
BALTIMORE, Md. — (UPI)
—Valmy Thomas, the catcher
optioned to Indianapolis earlier
this spring by the Philadelphia
Phillies, was purchased by the
Baltimore Orioles for cash and
a player, who will be sent to
Indianapolis later. The amount
of cash involved was not dis-
closed.
Thomas will boost the club's
roster to 27. The roster must
be cut to 25 by May 18.
The Orioles needed catching
help because their No. 1 receiv-
er, Gus Triandos, is sidelin-
ed with a hand injury,
The Phillies obtained Thom-
as, a native of the Virgin Is-
lands, from the San Francisco
Giants in December 19514 The
Phillies also got pitcher Ruben
Gomez in the trade while the
Giants obtained pitcher Jack
Sanford.
-1 70 t_Ji JGEIt SET
ENGAGED — The engage-
ment of Miss Patricia Gale
Edwards to Horace C. Goode
III has been announced by the
bride • elect's mother, Mrs.
Sadie Edwards. The wedding
Miss Edwards
Mrs. Sadie Edwards anncunc-
She engagement of her daugh•Miss Patricia Gale to Hor-
ace C. Goode, III.
Miss Edwards, a senior at B.
T. Washington High school, is
a popular member of the young
social set. She is a member of
the School's glee club and the
Deb Teens Social club, a n d
plans to enter the John Gaston
Hospital School of Nursing next
fall.
Mr. Goode is the son of Mrs.
Johnetta Goode of Memphis
and Horace C. Goode jr., of
will be held on Saturday, June
4, in the Prayer Chapel of
Mt. Olive CME church, with
Rev. H. C. Buntyn officiating,
and will he attended by mem-
bers of the two families.
To Wed Goode
Detroit, Mich. He is a former
student of St. Augustine school
and a veteran of the Korean
war. He was inducted into the
Army in his junior year of high
school and completed his high
school training in service and
is a medical technician.
The marriage, a small family
affair will be solemnized Satur-
day, the fourth of June, in the
Prayer Chapel of Mt. Olive
CME church, with the Rev. H.
C. Bunton officiating.
The couple will make their
home at 419 Glucose Road.
B. T. W.
°School Notes
By
MARKHUM STANSBURY
"Last night's prom was the problemfor those
best one that I have seen in !yet undecided.
Washington's history and I
have been connected with the
school since 1952" were t he
words of one of the faculty
members as J arrived at school
Thursday morning.
He had reference to the
Junior-Senior Prom held at Cur-
ries Club on Wednesday night.
Mardi Gras was the theme
and Queen Phyllis Smith and
King John Tenot reigned over
the celebration.
sfew of the many couplesi at the affair were; Rob-
bie Barnes and Leotha Palmer,
Oita Reed and William Turner,
Marion Evans and William
Chapman, Hazel Bonds and
Robert Russell, Elizabeth
Thompson and Tyrone Smith,
Ethel Vann and Travis Jones,
Theresa Tribble and 1,enard
James, Patricia Mitchell and
Claude Jones, Lucille Thomp-
son and Nathan Anthony, Mar-
tha Jones and Lazarus Stin-
son.
Other couples there were;
Barbara Smith and Tyrone
Wills, Claudine Stansbury and
Frank James, Loerine Davis
and Robert E. Davis jr. Doris
Hunter and MacArthur Wil-
liams, Bernestine Pruitt snd
David Porter, Ann Hines and
Herbert Marshall, Nancy, Ber-
borne and Tommy James, Ber-
i0; Smith and James King,is Ingham and Charlesnnon, Dorothy Nubia a n d
Frank Gates, Noblene Nubia
and Robert Gatlin, Clyde
Esther Joyner, and John Gar-
rett.
Officers of the class, advised
by Mrs. C. R. Johnson and Ray
Thomas are: president, Bobby
Collins; vice-president, Eddie
Jones; recording seci..2tary,
Claudine Stansbury; corre-
sponding secretary, Geraldine
Gray; financial secretary, Bar-
bara Taylor; treasurer, Roy
Hopkins; chaplain, Rose Anna
Quinn; business manager,
George Jones; sergeant-at-arms
Willie Jerry Williams and par-
liamentarian, Rochester Payne.
The class' motto is "Courage
. . . that la the complexion of
virtue."
AFTER GRADUATION,
THEN WHAT?
ow is the time when most41h school senior are at the0itical period in their lives.
The question of college of the
worlding world after gradua-
tions, presents a tremendous
who are as
In this age of missiles a n d
atomic power, man can no
longer exist securely on a mea-
ger education. Standards are
constantly rising.
The ability to get into college
and stay in will require hard
work and sacrifice, but the
benefits will be well worth it.
To the thinking student we now
present a challenge; College ed-
ucation-accept it.
KNOWN SISTERS
Canary and Eunice Williams,
Elizabeth, Janet and Hellen
Prudent, Dorothy and Evelyn
Works, Addie and Clarnet
Crawford, Noblene and Doro-
thy Nubia.
but most emphatically buy top
quality. Top quality fish has no
odor; it is moist, firm and elas-
tie; the eye are bright, full and
never sunken.
Properly cooked fish is always
flaky and slightly moist, over
cooking makes it dry and hard.
If you use fat or oil in cooking
fish, don't let the fat smoke. It
not only means the heat is too
high, but it carries the fish odor
to other parts of the house.
"Fishy" dishes should be
washed in a strong solution of
salt and water to remove the
odor before using soap, scald
thoroughly.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is
a service provided to the reader
of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Home
Economics at Manassas high
school.
Hail storms may cause seve-
ral times as much property
damage in the U. S. as torna-
does in a year.
'Capleville Capers
May 12, the Capleville juniorj
high school music department
presented the Capleville Band
in concert.
As the curtains slowly part-
ed the student band director,
Mariane L. Young, came to the
front to sit with the band. After
the first number, Stars and
Stripes Forever, she capably
gave the baton to Charle Keel,
band director.
The guest artist was Harry
Winfield, band director for Por-
ter, who played-a beautiful se-
lection on the piano, Brahms
in G Minor.
The band queen, Little Miss
Shirley Niter, a third grade stu-
dent, was crowned. She was es-
corted to her throne by Elmer
Johnson, Captain of drums and
crowned and given her flowers
by Miss Shirley Flemming,
band president. May her reign
be a long and successful one.
The Majorettes danced t h e
Mexican hat dance and t h e
Dance group danced to the tune
of "Madison Time."
The theme was variations in
music and dance with the set-
ting of a colloaseum of ancinit
Rome. The girls were dressed
in beautiful formals and t h e
boys in white shirts, ties and
dark pants.
Some of the numbers they
played were Moonlight Sonata,
Canadian Sunset, Redwood Ov-
erture, Swingin' with the Nets
and many others.
The principal. faculty, band
and bend director wish to thank
everyone who supported t h e
concert. The band wishes to give
special thanks to Charles Keel,
band director, for his time and
efforts, the faculty for their
support and our parents for be-
ing with us all the day.
Velma Dandridge: Miss Ver-
satile. A very active, talkative
young lady, she is a member
of the school band and plays
the bell lyre. She is also a
member of the NHA, cheerlead-
er, secretary of the student
council, assistant parliamentar-
ian of 10-2 class and a member
of the joint Biology club.
She lives at 7156 Holmes rd.,
with her grandfather, Isiah
Dandridge and aunt, Mrs. Be-
atrice Simelton.
Her future plans are to be-
come a dietician and study at
a well known university.
s The best of luck to
dear.
WEEK'S THOUGHT
"Boast not thyself of tomor-
row; for thou knowest not what
a day may bring forth." Until
next week. .
you,
Revoke Bar's License
The license of the Interna-
tional tavern at 9257 Cottage
Grove ave., has been revoked,
Mayor Richard Daley announc-
ed Monday. A charge that
liquor was sold to a minor had
been lodged against the tavern
sA horse eats food from enough
land to feed four average per
sons.
What's Happening in
lute
tatioll
MABLE YOUNG
REBECCA DAVIS
Hello, make yourself feel atl
east and dig our jive if youl
gkase.
WEEK'S MOTHERS
Mrs. Alice Cotton and Mrs.
Sarah Wilburn.
CHURCH
There was a great musical
program given at the New Phil-
adelphia Baptist church under
the auspices of the "Ushers An-
nual Day." The guest church
was the Mt. Gilliam Baptist,
pastored by Rev. Bates.
Y TEEN
NOW DIG THIS
Recently a group of Teenage
young ladies met at the home
of Miss Doris Macklin to begin
a social club in the community.
Miss Dolly Calloway acted as
chairman until the girls decid-
ed upon a worthy president.
Without too many preliminaries
Miss Mable Young was elected
president.
Other worthy officers a r e
Marjorie Crutcher, vice presi-
dent; Rebecca Davis, secre-
tary- Doris Macklin, assistant
secretary; Gloria Calloway,
treasurer, and Mary Patrick,
business manager.
Since the ladies are going to
represent all the girls on the
community they have chose to
Call themselves the Stationettes.
Mrs. LaCre Steverson, who
resides at 4911 William Arnold
rd., is advisor and Charles
rose high school has been chos-
en . Sweetheart.
We assure you that you will
ettes more and more.
Recently the eight children of
Tom Brooks surprised him with
IiiiMilmirnineutoutuinottitsimiustA GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
tamananomimulinaliaaaalitiehl,,,mum.
A local reporter stated that
high winds and a cold snap, and
everything that the weatherman
could devise was thrown at
weekend fishermen, resulting
a sharp curtailment of angler
success on most Mid -South
waters.
But every fisherman's mate
knows that as soon as the wa
ters are calmer and the weather
warms up a bit the refrigeratar
or home freezer will be chugged,
full of fresh fish from local
lakes. In the meantime, the
butchers' showcase is lined with
fish and seafoods caught by
professional fishermen.
A purchase from this counter
is an investment in good health
because fish meets our dietary
needs by supplying generous
amounts of protein, vitamins,
fats, minerals, and carbohy-
drates.
Whether you are plowing or
typing at a desk, you need abo
the same amount of the efficient
protein and other nutriments
found in fish. However, you
need different amounts of calo-
ries. Your caloric need may we
lean or moderate fish. All forma
are available in local markets.
Science has found that cer-
tain unsaturated fatty acids
found in fish are essential to
normal healthy skin, liver and
kidney functioning. Also, these
fatty acids influence the cho-
lesteral level and its dispersion
in the blood, so intimately as-
sociated with heart disease.
While scientists are learning
new and beneficial things about
this under water animal, mod-
ern homemakers are experi-
menting with new and tasty
ways of preing fish and disspel- 1
ling the old wives tales and
that have followed this food
throug the centuries. For ex-
ample, the modern Mrs. not
only feeds her family fish l Freernan, a junior at the Mel.
milk. Creamed fish baked fish
with sour cream sause, fish
poached in milk add variety to
fish dinners and food value to be hearing from the Station-
the dietary.
There should be no compro-
mising when buying fish—when
you buy it, buy the best. Not a successful birthday party giv-
neccessarily the most expensive, en in his hems. -
Among the sponsors were:
Mrs. Rosie Brooks Jamerson,
Mrs. Clara Brooks Williams,
Franki, Brooks, Willie L e e
Brooks, Sadie Brooks, Mrs. Mil-
dred Brooks McDonald, Mrs.
Lillie Niae Brooks Garrett and
Clarence Brooks.
Some of the distinguished
guests were Mrs. Maggie Lee
Reed, Mrs Lula Page, Mr. and
Mrs Booker Coleman, Mrs.
Mattie Bell Teil, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Norfleet, and a host of
grandchildren and many others.
The affair began promptly at
p m., and ended at approxi-
mately 12:30.
Tr -City News
(Continued From Page 5)
sion began Saturday afternoon,
May 7 with Elder C. P. Mose-
ley of Union City delivering the
Introductory sermon. Other ser-
moes delivered the two - day
meet were: Elders J. D. Brown
and R. J. Ward of Chicago,
Fayett Huddleston, Edgar Ward
and J. C. Ward of Trenton, Ben-
nie Bell and George Watson of
Indianapolis, Edgar Ward jr., of
Paris, A. Florence of Browns-
ville, Jessie Jordan of H UIn-
boldt.
Among the many persons that
attended were the wives of the
Elders named, Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Walker of Chic-ago, Mr.
and Mrs. Ervin Ward and son
of Fort Wayne, Ind., and Miss
Freddie Ward, Elder and Mrs.
Rucker of Jackson. The second
union Meeting is scheduled for
July 16, 1960, at Mt. Ararat,
RFD Milan., Tenn.
Day Celebration and worship
service was all day.
The morning message at Hul-
brought by the pastor, Rev. M.
H. Hardin, after which they re-
cessed for dinner. The after-
noon program with participants
from th.: following churches, Mt
Orange M. B. Johnson Chapel
CME. The day was climaxed
with tokens given to the young-
est mother a Mrs. Catherine
Sharp and the oldest mother,
Mrs. Laura Fowlkes. Mrs. Lily
Robinson, president and Mrs.
Lovie Taylor served as mistress
of ceremony.
The morning message Hut-
lum's Temple CME church was
delivered by the pastor, Rev. W.
C. Rogers. For the afternoon
services all mothers were given
a special place of honor. An or-
chid was presented to the old-
est mother, Mrs. Dora Madi-
songill and the youngest, Mrs.
Pauline Wright.
EDMONTON, England
— The city council in-
stalled metal grills on counters
behind which treasurer's clerks
work after several angry tax-
payers had climbed over the
counters and attacked t h e
clerks.
Mr. Brooks, a member of Col-
umbus Baptist church, celebrat-
ed his 78th birthday and is
wished to have many more just
as bright.
TOP COUPLES
Gloria Galloway and James
Brewer, Ruth Patrick and Jun-
ior Crawford, Carolyn Dukes
and Matthew Burkina, Fannie
Gaines and Roy Bonner, Le-
roy Davis and Carolyn Davis,
Ralph Williams and Magalene
Moss (Lester), Vicky Mitchell
and LeAndrew Davis, Madalene
Garrett and. , .Lavell Garrett
and. • .Charles Freeman and
Margaret Sherrod (Melrose).
TOP FELLOWS
Charles Freeman, Eugene
Lane, Eddie Walls, Carl Smith,
John Garrett, Ralph Williams,
Percy McKinney, Richard Jam-
erson, Arthur Jones and J o e
McKinney
COEDS
Doris Macklin, Lorene Cotton,
Joyce Harris, Sandra Desarz-
ant, Mary Jamerson, Geneva
Fleming, Doris Farley, Hazel Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
Wicks, Willie M. Kearney and and Mrs. George Blanton of
2108 Curry,
Son, Wardell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wardell Hampton of 284 Lu-
cerne.
Son, Turry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Townsend of 279 Weaver.
Daughter, Med& to Mr. and
Mrs. James Speaks of 961 Sax-
on.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Gladney of 31 Farrow.
Daughter. Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Green of 1466
Norris.
Daughter. Jacquelyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Moore of 1340
Texas.
Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mn.
Sherman Mason of 3451 Raines.
MAY 8 
Daughter, Leola, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Mathew/ of 1475
Victor.
Son, Clyde, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Flowers of 687 Whithaven
Lane.
Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Poindexter of 2155
Turley.
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Pruitt of 113 Dove.
Son, Nathaniel, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Johnnie Jones of 2710
Spottswood.
MAY 9
Son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Harris, sr., of 385 Al-
len.
Son, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Woodall of 298 Walker.
Daughter, Renee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Scott of 289 Dixie
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Mall.
Among persons receiving de. Daughter, Marilyn, -to Mr.
grees at the Spring Commence. and Mrs. James Richardson of
Col-
lege, Sunday, May 8, were Gil-
ment of Philander Smith 1 
GREEK BANQUET •
bert Gaylord Caple, Willie The Pan-Hellenic Council of
Pearl Lee and Joyce Ann Tate LeMoyne College, at its all-'
of Memphis; and Alice Johnson Greek banquet, announced gills
of West Memphis, of $40 to the United Negro Col-
Dr. James P. Brawley, presi- lege Fund $25 to the collece
dent of Clark college Atlanta library fund, and ash trays f:.,r, ,
delivered the Commencement the Student Lounge.
Address i Officers of the council a r e
•
Stork Stop s
%LI
Ora Hokes.
HIGH SCHOOL ROUNDUP
City - Wide Fellows: Mark-
hum Stansbury, and Booker
Wade (BTW), Robert Flynn and
Ben Freeman (Hamilton),
Cleveland Cox and Elton Gate-
wood (Melrose), Robert Walls
and Carlos Harris (Manassas),
Leunzie Strother, Milton Burch-
field and Willie Ryan (Lester),
Thurman Brooks and Cuba
Johnson (Carver), Robert Man-
ning, Jack Ballard and William
Brown (Douglass).
City-Wide Coeds: Sandra Peg-
ues and Jackie Gibson (BTW),
Maxine Foster and Essie Boyd
(Hamilton), Fratakie Coleman
and Rosie Brewster (Maness-
sag), Stella Smith, Ann Blake-
more, Louise Willett and Lelia
Myers (Lester), Bernadine Bal-
lard and Barbara Perry (Mel-
rose), Maxine Draper and June
Rainey (Father Bertrand),
Dorothy Powell (Carver), Arn-
etta Rainey and Katie Bolden
(Douglass).
Philander
Degrees For
3 Memphians
One of Methodism's most dis-
g laymen, Dr.
ley has been an official dele- 'Eliza Young, secretary; End-
gate to the following Church da Adams assistant secret ,ro
bodies: The Methodist Ecumen-,and Chester Cade, treasurer.
ical Conference, Oxford, Eng-! 
I d  th 
 
 
C -
Bora At E. H. Crump Hospital
APRIL 29, 1960
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Dickerson of 2251 Shan-
non.
APRIL 30
Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Stricklen of 569
Hampton Pl.
MAY I
Daughter, Soniian, to Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Martin of 1958
Carver, Apt. 5.
MAY
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Pollard of 374 Rich-
mond.
MAY 3
Daughter, Ardath, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Campbell of 1998
Carver, Apt. 1.
Daughter, Louise, to Mr. and
Mrs. K. C. Cannon of 30 W.
Fields,
Daughter, Margaret, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Anderson of 954
S Mansfield.
MAY 5
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
.Toshua Thomas of 1081 Azalia.
Born At John Gaston Hospital
MAY 7
Daughter, Eunice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Savage of 3642 Dem-
ocrat,
an 1951, e Generalo n
ferences, 1948-60; and the Juris-
dictional Conferences, 1948-60
he has also given leadership to
the Church through service on
the Commission to study Social
Action and Industrial R e I &-
dons, and the Board of Social
and Economic Reletions.
IHelen Cunningham, president,
'Johnnie Watson, vice president
Words of the Wise
Honest differences of views
and honest debate are not
disunity. They are the vital
process of policy - making
among free men.
—( Herbert Hoover)
STARTS
SATURDAY!
5-Bld DAYS-5!
Presented ey WARNER BROS. s SING
pv nsPiTO44• KAREN STEELE • EU [Y_ RT • by JOSVI4 LAP40011
328 N. Manassas.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr and
Mn. L. C. Gray of 1702 Harri-
son,
Son, Maurice, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. George Shepherd of 644
Nonconnah.
Daughter. Simone, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Reed of 84 W.'
Armstrong,
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny McCray of 1537
Florida.01s
MAY 
Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ozell Brown of 772 Buntyn.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Daniels of 2887
Tutwiler.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Williams of 116 Winches-,
ter.
MAY It
Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Holleman of 3519
Rvionccahee.stetre.rourh , Denita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Bass of 769 Pro-
Daughter. Marcia, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Van Hooks of 1574
Brookins.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Wilson of 1321 Michigan.
Daughter, Vannette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Isom of 1903
Person.
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Barber of 578
Leath.
Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cwhooadrl.ie Maclin of 410 Grace-
Son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Woods of 1544 Pillow.
Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Porter of 2163 how-
ell.
Son, Patrick. to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Hunter of 642 No. Front.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Norvell of 537 Austin.
MAY 13
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leotra Lofties of 3068
Crystal..
Son, Frederick, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Alvin Johnson of 1996
Swift.
Daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. H. R. Williams of 3005
Crystal.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Bland of 1547 War-
ford.
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Peete of 262 Cir-
cle.
Son, Lavaniel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Sutton of 629 Stephen-
son.
Daughter, Lavada, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Booker of 633
Gillis.
MAY 
 
11
Son, Edwin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Morris of 314 N. De-
"Lunt., Lead, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Shead of 911 Neptune.
Daughter, Sidney Regina, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts of
364 So. Fourth.
Son, Jethro, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jackson of 1588 Brook-
ins.
Daughter. Darlene, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Small of 2121
Henrietta.
Son, Wilbert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert Cummings of 852 E. Mc-
Lemore.
Daughter, Clara, to Mr. and
"
Mrs. Freeman Blair of 565 St
Paul.
Daughter, Starleida, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Davis of 222 N.
Manassas.
Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hudson Boatman of 1971 Silver.
Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Keller of 587 Linden.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Foreman of
64 W. Fay,
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. James Gary of 1519us
Monsarrat.
Son, Dwight, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ike Mayfield of 955 Grove.
Son, Aaron, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Totten of 2116 Farring-
ton.
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
complete line Bicycles & Parts
All work guaranteed
Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
repaired,
23S1 Deadrick FA 3-8808
Rawer at Airways)
BE SURE!
Millions of women wouldn't
dream of using home-style
douches! They know that
"Lysol" is so much surer!
Because "Lysol" kills germs on
contact—the very germs that
cause odor! -
Because "Lysol" keeps you
sure of yourself—sure you're
sweet and nice inside!
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
Free booklet on
douching. Write le
"Lysol," Bloomfield,
New Jersey, Dept.
D259.
IIRAND DIIINF/CTANT
A Wu' & 11,4 Prowls*.
Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application,
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as ytiii desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest.
humid.weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's chart-
er, coarser hair.
SIG TWO OUNCE JAR $ 1 2 5
min 140,2114.r
Conipiete Huns Sit Si IPS Out Fed Six
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS
•14 DEFENDER
Sat., May 21, 1960
Vivo 
byB4miminsefr Anna C. Cooke
both Lane 
time is here for
college and Merry
high school, both coming within'
the same week. As it has been
said by one of my great col-
4agues, To the graduates,
commencement means arriv-
e" and readiness" for work
and success. To us as teachers,
it means a culmination of corn-
bined public school and private
college efforts toward education
of future leaders and contribut-
ing citizens."
Class Day exercises for Lane
college are set for Friday, May
20. Baccalaureate will be Sun-
day, May 22 at 11 a.m., in the
college gymnasium with C o m-
mencement on Monday morn-
'rig, May 23 at 10 a.m.
For Merry high school, Ves-
per Services will be the begin-
ning of the Commencement
Week activities on Sunday aft-
ernoon at 4 p.m., May 22 in the
school gymnasium. Mond a y
night at 8 p.m., will be the
class night exercises. Tuesday,
the Awards Day program will
begin at 9 a.m., for students,
ether than graduates. Also in-
cluded on the program will be
the dedication of gifts by the
senior clasr of which Clarence
Dixon has served as president.
The M" club banquet is set
for Tuesday night at 8 o'clock.
At this time students who
engaged in athletics this past
year and former athletes will
be honored. The affair will be
held in the school cafeteria.
Graduation exercises will be in
the school gymnasium Wednes-
day night. May 25 at 7:45 p.m.
yOuNGFR SET
The "Miss Springtime Ball"
was presented at Merry High
school on Tuesday night by the
Senior class. Featured artists
were Phillip Reynolds and his
orchestra, The Pipes, headed by
0. C Cole, jr., and the Swans.
An added attraction to the beau-
tifully decorated gym was the
crowning of Miss Springtime
The young miss selected by
popular vote was Miss Beverly
Kennedy, a senior. You will re-
member her doing her ballet
dance in the Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant. 0 t h er
young misses aspiring for the
title were Miss Cleo Thomas.
Miss Janice Bell and Miss De-
lores Perine.
On Monday night, the Berean
Baptist Church Kindergarten
and Day Nursery presented the
wedding of Tom Thumb and
Jennie June under the direction
of Mrs. A. L. McGee assisted
by Mrs. Scottie Caldwell a n d
Mrs. Cholette Allen.
Playing the part of To m
Thumb was Bernard Brooks
with Sharron Smith as Jennie
June becoming his bride. Mark
Allen and Rebecca Ann Berry
played the part of Mr. and Mrs.
June, mother and father of the
bride. The maid of honor
was Thelma Berry with Arthur
Frierson serving as best man.
Flower girl:. were Linda Ewing
and Audry Frierson; ring bear-
ers, Orlando Greer and De-
Wayne Roebuck.
Bridesmaids included Angela
Harrison, Marva L. Grimes,
Myra Davis, Evonne D a vi s,
Marcia L. Delk and ushers.
Raymond Woodson, Dermeritt
Delk, Joseph Allen, Michael
Collier and Tony Brooks. One
of the soloists was Norveil L.
Robinson and Ernest Carter Jr.,
officiated at the ceremony,
which was a double ring. The
little bride was beautiful in her
floor length white satin gown
and the groom wore tails. He
had to stop in the midst of re-
peating his vows to get the au-
dience quiet for he didn't see
anything funny about the moth-
er of the bride being required
to do the cooking and the fa-
ther supporting the home. The
children performed well.
SOCIALLY
The Jackson Alumnae chapter I
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
was entertained at the regular
monthly meeting at the home
of Mr . Essie M. Perry with
Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Grace
Bradley serving as hostesses.,
Conducting the meeting w a s Hi there everybody, this is Lose as if you like it, win as
president, Mrs. Alfreda Martin.Gloria and Betty here again if you are use to it. .. Be cool
with the following sorors pres-with the latest happenings all in everything you do and you
ent: Grace Hunt, Lillian Barri-, around the town concerning will command everybody you
son, Bertha Collins, Mildred you, you, and you of course. know? • .It is better to be
Hay, Johnnie Reid, Cottrell COMING ATTRACTIONS along than to be in bad corn-
Thomas, Crinia M. Barksdale,1 The Counts Social Club pre- pany . • Politness costs nothing
Ernestine Jeffries, Cynthia sents a "Graduation Ball" June but gains everything, so why' 
pes urri Club Tro icana JRawls, Christana Mitchell, Al- 1st at C not try it, you'll like the results
ice Moore, Lucille Fuller a n d from --ro 'til 2 featuring Ben • • • And last but definitely not
least, the only way to have a
friend is to be one, right? ...
Minor Burns,Cuts
Zemo. a doctor'a formula, liquid
er ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching, SO
aids faster healing. For stubborn
eases, get Fairs Strength Zemo.
plans to further her education,Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson
at LeMoyne where math and
Ze1110 Great for of this city, was presented in a English will be her majors.irecital on Tuesday night in the
I.ane college chapel as part of She is a member of the honor
 society and is also the adver-
tising editor of the yearbook
staff. Mary is an honor student
and the Valedictorian of the
senior class.
She has achieved several
schoolarships. Her hobby is
sewing. When asked about boys
she had no comment.
• 
 TEENAGE ETHICS
will be held this year on May dale, Memphis, Tennessee.
20 in the Merry High school ON THE SPOTgymnasium. The spotlight this week falls
A delicious menu was served'ion Mary Louise Ayers. She is
by the hostesses following .the a 17-year-old Senior at Melrosebusiness session of the meeting. high school in room 12-1 of
which Mrs. L. McKinney is her
homeroom instructor. She re-
sides with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ayers at 673 Bun-in the home of her niece, Mrs.
Juanita Bell who had prepared
for the group a most delicious
menu. Mrs. V. F. Walker cap-
tured first prize by piling up
high score Second prize went
to Mrs. Gertrude Ford with
MISS FREDDIE CLARK
'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
Miss Freddie Clark
To Be June Bride
Miss Freddie Lue Clark and
Grady Black, jr., will be mar-
ried June 12, in a double ring
ceremony at St. Paul CME
church in Jackson, Tenn. This
announcement is made by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Douglass Clark of Jackson. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Gra-
dy Black, Sr., formerly of Be-
mis, Tenn.
Rev. J. D. Atwater, pastor of
St. Paul CME church and pres-
ident C. A. Kirkendoll of Lane
college, will officiate at the
ceremony. The bride will be
given in marriage by her fa-
ther.
Miss Clark was graduated
from Merry high school where
she was an honor student, ac-
companist of the glee club, ar-
tist of the student newspaper
staff, member of the student
council, and recipient of three
scholarships to Lane college:
$100 for Excellency in Glee
club, $20 for a piano ren-
dition, and $50 from Jackson
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority.
She graduated from Lane col-
lege on the accelerated pro-
your scribe. The five members
of the graduating class who are
presently affiliated with Beta
Branch and the Largoes, so
come on out and join the fun.
MUSIC CLUB CITYWIDE TOP FOURTEEN
Chi chapter were invited andl
' There is a newly organized GIRLS
were presented gifts. Those who
club around town called the Hortense Spillers (Merose)
remain in this area will be wel- Honky Dory Music Club. The Vivian Bonda (BTW), Cara
corned into the Jackson Alum- president is Annie Thomas. So Smith (Merose), Bonnie Ingram
nae chapter. if you would like to become a (Carver), Eddie Mae Smith
Plans were completed for the member, address your letters (Hamilton), Eleanor Williams
annual Peppermint Ball which 'to Annie Thomas, G20 Lauder- (Betrand) Addie Holmes (Man-
ansas).
Serving as hostess to the Cri-
terion Bridge club at the last
bi-monthly meeting was Mrs.
Julia Sheegog. She entertained
FORTUNE'S
TV SERVICE
545 1 Mallory at Lauderdale
WH 6-7133
Dependable TV Service
SERVICE CALL
DAY—NIGHT
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
This FJ is wort% $1 00 toward service
so any TV repot,
RCA Auttootizod Sortito
tyn.
She is also a member of the
Church of the Living God where
she is a Sunday School teacher
for the number 11 class. Her
favorite subjects are English
Mrs F. A. Dobbins receiving and math. Her minors are sci-.
the booby ence, and social studies and
IN RECITAL her major is math.
Miss Fannie Walker, niece of After finishing school she
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SERUTAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took SERUTale daily
under medical supervision. In case
after case SERUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try SERUTAN, powder Or granular.
ERUT
"Riad it isckwitrtis"
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
-Everybody Likes 'Err-
Rosil Hickory Smoked —Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Two Truer Old Country Morns 98c per Lb.
Sie M•nth Old Country Hangs  
 
 80c pi, Lb.
One Tear Old Country Nome 
. 90c per Lb.
Threw Tow Old Country Hems Bl 10 per Lb.
Reel Country Hickory Srnok•d Sousao• to 4 Lb. Iloso) 15c per Lb.
Leon Hickory Smoked Bacon '4 to 10 Lb SIsb/ 
 SSc per Lb.
Sliced Country Mom $131 sod $I SS ow Lb.
'PLUS POSTAGE)
WI SNIP COD OR SEND CHEEK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
JIMMIE SIEMENS COUNTRY NAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152. Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152
•••.
mom.
11110.m.
genm,
••••••
•••••
Om.
• It's Convenient
• Fast
Safe
=11.- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
F-5-7fiumuptimmilim111111111111111111timintsommitim11111110
her requirements for the Bache-lor of Arts Degree which she isto receive this spring. Miss
Walker, who won a scholarship D. Hawkins, and Mrs. Lola Mos-to Lane college through h e r ley with Mrs. Lola Bryant,beautiful voice, was one of the president of the Board givingstudents named this year to remarks. All persons appear-Who's Who in American Uni- Mg on the program were moth.versities and colleges. She ers which made it very fittingwore the title of MISS LANE for the day. Serving as mistressCOLLEGE for this school year of ceremonies was Mrs. Rebec-and has been very active in ca Berry.
many school activities, includ-
ing her membership in Alpha
K appa Alph a Sorority.
Mother's Day was very en-
Jeyable for some and sad for
'others as the many Mother's
'Day programs were presented
in the various churches. At Lib-
ferty CME church a special pro-
gram was presented by the Ste-
wardess Board No. 1 at 3 p.m.
when Mrs. Rosetta McKissack
served as the guest speaker. In.
troducing her was Mrs. Adaliah
Gilmore, member of Berean
Baptist church. Mrs. McKis-
sack's membership is at
St. Paul A reading was given
by Mrs. Daisy Shaw with solos
by Mrs. Jean Paxton of Mem-
phis and Miss Pauline Murray.
The program committee con-
sisted of Mrs. Maude Trotter,
general chairman. Mrs. Susie
Mrs. Maude Trotter who re-
sides with her daughter on
Stonewall St., was made a
proud mother on that specialday when her son, J. B. Trot-
ter of Memphis, Tenn., came
over and spent the day.
The mother of Dr. W. R. Bell,
Mrs P. Gilbert, came to
Jackson to spend the day witb
her son. With her was her sis-
ter, Mrs. B. Rihy of McKenzie,
Tenn. Also visiting in the home
of the Bells for Mother's Day
was Mrs. Marie Moore, now of
Birmingham, Ala.
Another proud mother w a s
Mrs. Lula Mosley on Hays ave.,
when she was visited on Moth-
er's Day by her daughters Mes-
dames Jean Paxton, Ada Mit-
chell and Jeanette Hemphill
and her eight grandchildren,
all of Memphis, Tenn.
-73) BeTWO MILK"A
Family
STA SUM
FOR
"FIGURE"
and make
BOTH
,L 1 F MILK
FOR
VIGOR
FOREST BILL J
gram and received her bache-
lor of arts degree. While at
Lane she was president of the
Pre - Alumni club, Editor-in-
Chief of the school paper, ac-
companist of the college
choir, a member of the college
band, English club and a Delta
Sigma Theta soror. She par-
ticipated in dramatics, appear-
ed in the 1959 edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities,"
and achieved the scholastic hon-
or of "Magna Cum Laude."
Miss Clark was winner of the
Shriner's "Beauty Talent Con
test" in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
June 1959, and received a $100
scholarship. In Feb., 1960, she
won second place in a voice
contest held at Union universi-
ty, Jackson, Tenn.
At present she is a music
teacher at Carver high school.
Memphis, Tenn.; organist at
St. Paul CME church in Jack-
son for the Youth Choir, and a
voice student of Mrs. E. J. Fos-
sey, Jaco's School of Music in
Jackson.
Mr. Black was also graduat-
ed from Merry high school
where he was a member of the
band and glee club. He receiv-
ed a music scholarship to Lane
college where he now is a sen-
ior scheduled to graduate in
His major is music education
ior scheduled to graduate in
May. His major is music educa-
tion with emphasis on band in-
struments. His activities have
included the college choir, col-
lege band, freshman counselor,
and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterni-
ty.
Both are members of St.
Paul CME church in Jackson,
Tenn.
Last Meet For
Porter P-TA
Porter PTA will hold the last
meeting of the school year,
Thursday, May 19, at 7:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria.
Important on the agenda will
be reports of the annual State
convention in Murfreesboro, Ci-
vil Defense Information, P T A
Tea and Workshop plans for
next year.
The president, Mrs. C. D.
Fill, Mrs. 0. S. Shannon and
Mr. A. B. Owen, jr. are urging
all parents to be present.
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SAILS
04.4 NAME 1. ADDRESS LABELS 61 00
Pocket Rubber Stamp 8190
SRC Book Company. Box No. 3233
Naahville 3, Tenn.
"U S. COINS notionr.
Bend Colna, Will Send Clasck. Not Pleased,
Return Check
Bought
CCHNS• Sold Serious Mg. Invited
Appraised
FAVATA'S COLN EXCHANGE
43-44 195th St., Flushing 511.
Member A.N.A.
BUICK — 1954
ROADMASTER-RIVIERA
Air Cond-power equip New paint-big
luxury car for fraction 01 colt.
5706.00
It. I. KEITH-PH, Mu. 2-1151
VI--REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CASH TALKS!
WILL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. II priced right.
BR. 2-1240 EL 7-7728
IL B GODWIN & COMPANY
1348 Monroe A 
1061 CUMMINGS 8-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX — $750 Crab
1368 Monroe Avenue
SAO 00 Month
J. W. ORR 1111. S-11411
BR. 8-7783
R. H. GODWIN & COMPANY
1348 Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3083 Calvert. Only $500 Down
$75 Monthly — Notes Plat
W ORR BR 2-1240
ER. 4-7743
E. B. GODWIN COMPANY
2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mix-
ture of tigereye, amethyst, °helium,
aglt! other $3 96 pound postpaid. V.
Bru I cc, 5318 W. L-12, Lancaster, calif.
JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
2356 Park avenue
PA. 4-9148
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2355 Park Avenue
Appointment FA. 44148
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 So. Third St. EX 7-0525
GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS $75
17.50 down and Easy Terms
EX. 7-8780 Bites a Sundays
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL, Printed Forms, GUARANTEED!
Any State Names, Dates, Oniztted. Used
as Oririvals. Duplicate, copies or gifts.
$2 each ,threei $5. Prompt. connctenUst
postPaid Service.
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami SS, Fla.
Jazz In.Church
ENCINO, Calif. — (UPI) —
The Rev, Lawrence Hinshaw,
pastor of St. Paul's Methodist
church, announced a jazz band
will provide background music
for his hour-long sermon, May
29, from a score written for the
sermon. The minister called it
"a serious 20th century expe-
riment in the worship of God."
Dee, Williams Prove
Schenley 'Top Pickers'
Although American industry
is employing Negro salesmen in
an increasing number of re-
sponsible positions, relatively
few have been elevated to na-
tional sales posts.
Two are presently serving
with subsidiaries of Schenley
Industries, Inc., a pioneer in
this regard among distilling
concerns. Many believe th a t
Schenley, traditionally known
for its high personnel stand-
ards, picked the "cream of the
crop" in appointing Frankie
Dee and Charles T. "C h u c k"
Williams as national sales
representatives. Significantly,
each of these men, now head-
quartered in New York City,
came to Schenley with interest-
ing and outstanding back-
grounds.
Mr. Dee, who has been affili-1
her crocodile tears and alliga-
tor fears since the big split up
between her and H. S. If its
really love between Bobbie
Settles and Charles Smith?
Will a certain person pass in
Math? ... If it is really Wed-
ding Bells for Shirley and Sid-
ney? What is standing be-
tween John Murray and Bar-
bara Wilson? .
WEATHER PREDICTIONS
Stormy "Betty Coe and Willie
McCloud. Sunny Melvin Will and
Bernestine Proitt Windy—Mary
Hobson and Tommy Barber Cool
— Everlyn Spencer and Calvin
Davis Hot — Henetta Nelson
and Leroy Strickland.
DEDICATIONS
(1) All I could was cry to
Percy Ward from Mary Mont-
gomery (2) That you love me
to Marion Brown from some-
one special (namely Gloria) (3)
You got the power to Clara
Terrell from Carlos Harris (Car-
ver) (4) Lead me on to Ever-
lyn Crawford from Walsh Al-
len (5) Lonely Soldier Boy from
someone special to Gulvester
Woods.
Once again it's time to split
the scene, so until next week
you're looking good ... So long.
BOYS
Tyrone Patterson (B T W)
Avarice Wilson (Hamilton),
Crawford Scott (Douglas),
Frank Reynolds (Betrand),
Carlos Hariis (Manansas), Ma-
rion Brown (BTW), Walter Bell
(BTW).
I WANT TO KNOW
Why Hazel and Barry are so
close? Why Leroy Strictland
is playing it so cool? (You're
going to freeze) Who made
the mysterious phone call to
Betty? Why Irma McCraw
is so late getting home every
evening? . Why Quincy turns
around when she sees a cer-
tain fellow coming down the
hall ... Why the Washington-
ians have such good times at
talent shows? .. If J. S. really
thinks he's getting by? ... What
R. S. would say if a certainfellow would make his come-back? . Would a certain fel-low get angry if he found out
about Robert Savage? ShouldI reveal the secret I found
about a certain Washingtonboyfriend? More about my
secret admirer . . Could lovebe as serious as Shirley andCharlie Boy make it? If 
If S. S. ever recovered from been acclaimed 
since 1940, has also 
ated with Schenley Distillers
for his theatri- brought with
the Seniors are graduating "
cal performances, having dis-
played his talents in suc h
FRANKIE DEE (left) and
Charles T. "Chuck" Williams
have made notable progress
himaWorld
War II combat record that in-
cluded seven battle stars, t h e
productions as "The Wizard of Air Medal and the Purple
Oz" on film and "The H o t Heart Despite brilliant records,
Mikado" on Broadway. When, the gifted duo, nevertheless,
Mr. Williams joined Melrose hadto prove its professional
Distillers Company in 1951, the competence in this highly corn-
former Air Force Lieutenant' petitive assignment.
HAMPTON, Va., "PAS DE
DEUX," the classic ballet for
fern, was one of the several
dance selections performed
during the annual spring
dam-. recital presented by
the Igampton Institute Dance
Group, recently on the col-
lege campus. The ballet was
performed by Jacquelyn P.
Washburn, a junior English
major from Memphis, Tenn.,
and Arthur W. Fisher, a
Junior speech major I ram
Leaksvillra! N. C.
with the Schenley organisa-
tion.
As goodwill ambassador for
such popular brands as "I. W.
Harper" and "Ancient A g e"
1Bourbons, Mr. Dee's numerous
sales and merchandising cre-
ations quickly won him recog-
nition as one of the most versa-
tile and capable men in h i s
field. Only recently the Langs-
ton (Okla.) University graduate
was presented an "Edgar"
award, the liquor industry's
equivalent of Hollywood's "Os-
cai," by Ed Gibbs, publisher
of a long-established industry
newsletter.
The energetic salesman still
finds time to lend his talents to
such worthy groups as the Na-
tional Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, Negro Actors Guild,
National Association for t h e
Advancement of Colored People
and the National Association of
Market Developers, of which he
is a founder.
Mr. Williams, who a little
more than a year after joining
Schenley was a recipient of the
President's Cup Award f o r
outstanding achievement, has
also made notable progress in
the organization. Foremost
among the sales emissary's
many successful promotions are
the "Ancient Age Roving Re-
porters ' column, which appear-
ed in many of the markets he
visited, and a West Coast com-
munity service award a n d
scholarship, which won wide ac-
claim.
Last summer, the competent
salesmat, was named assistant
national sales manager for
Long John Scotch, one of Mel-
rose Company's distinguished
brand„ and now teams wit h
that unit's president in direct-
ing sales operations for t h e
brand in m j 0 r parkets
throughout the country.
0
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In lownil DEFENDERSot_ May 21, 1960 15
•
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
Ackson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
Memphis Business
Service Directory
•
REMODELING ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work end Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ave. JA 7-0328
IP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL 
-
vts,t FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 1365
• ,rnay. Addle Grant Mgr. - Otssle
Le ter. Operator
MARTINS FISH MARKET
1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR
Henrietta
Martin
Owner &
Operator
DAV, NIGWT SUNDAY
TV Service
21" Olais Picture Tube
GL. 11-1755
  $21 95
'7" Glass Picture Tube 
 617.96
Installed
City Wide TV Serve.
3404 Chelsea
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines 30c
3 lines 45c
4 lines 
 60c
5 lines   75c
5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SAME RATE so 2
Roes ordinary typo.
10 pt.
18 PT.
24 PT. 
36 PT.
SAME RATE n 4
WWI ordinary type.
SAME RATE AS
S ordinate
free.
SAME
RATE AS
7 Non
ordinary
Her
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box sum
ben - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad-
vertisers mad received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
'Ill'ellm'EPMIIP•M-2"-NTW•111"T11•"11E"111PME•Hlre-
4
4
4
4
4
RUMNESS illEaVICE
NEAT IRONING
V KM want your tracing done nice-ly. call JA. 44013 se any, hour,
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOPINO, roots repaired SUM an,leak Carpen.air work, floors leveled.
Chimneys. ',Mere cleaned, repaired.
Mimeo. concrete, plaster do My own work.
Pier eat Reaaonahle price.
T. E Spencer BR. 64643. BR. 6-2930.
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm vystent. Efficient and in-
expensive. For home and business. Shelton
Distributing Co. 111111 Linden Office No. 106.
Phone BR. 6-3406.
- -
f'-"`""""-"0""."-'4%-v..•;•fe.:411:,•-•••Ty., frm
ig-1;1-6 iW 
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Ug4.118".` 9 f.
Gil Gabrielli TO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World Stf Valuer"
• AUTO SC:100._
-OVERTIME() dPEC1A LTAES
• PRINTIqG Miai40OlitA.PHINO
• RUBBER STAMPS • StALS
• DECALS C *LEND* ral
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yookers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO Service charge
in city All Work Guaranteed. Call
R&M Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR. 44050
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing 8 Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
JA530 Linden Ave. 6-4756
Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No exuerience necessary grammar
school education usually sufficient
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours high Pay, advancements. fiend
name, address. phone number and
time home Tri-State Defender, P.O.
Box 311
 •
* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAcksou 4-2884
MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED
15c
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
No it Lines rows 2 Tlates
2 30c 60c
3 45c 90c
4 60c 1.20
5 75c 1.50 1
4IM al, AM diall• •■••• MINIM
ADS
Figure
S Average
Words To
The Line
CLASSIFICATION .......... .................._....(TWO LINE MINIMUM)
101111•10
NAME 
 
 
TELEPHONE .....
ADDRESS 
 
CITY 
Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON MEMPHIS,
Tri-State Defender
TENNESSEE
11--SPECIAL SERVICES
1000 Imbossod liaise= Cords
at $3.99
tro -1 I lines-1 color Mack Sr Sluel
Business Cards • ADM. Cards
Personal Cards
$1 50 vain* at the new low price of
53.56 per 1.000.
Write me for 'amine cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
1621-TRI East 33rd St Lorain, Ohio
INSTRUCTIONS
11.1_11 1_113NUP '-"r1E17-401.31*1114
tarl=
13=133321
Distinctively serving! the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Reel Estate and
Court Reporting Courses
Since 1940
Dry rod Errol. Odom
\ Veterans ApprovedRehab ilitation Students WelcomedOut- of-town Students Invit•el
(Celtic, rpm trie•iti
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
4448 Washington Stiouis 8, Mo.
5PIRmTAL krivisoR
STOP SUFFERING! ! I
Post $1 00 NOW Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF' Health Center, Ade-
laide Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Air-
mail)
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Incluaing Secret Master Cog*, Favorable
Numbers. and Dart - Combination Codes,
3 Melt Fieures, etc. Pelee mos.
VICTORY
174A ClYrte Ave Chicago 49. ni
ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLEC1 UNUSUAL POSTCARDS. II
FOR $1.00 START TOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD ta CENTS. P. 0.
BOX 43. A"4110NIA STATION N. T. 23
N.
r-it-ii-inty-oueisTrox-d-stestriael TOpass written test for drNera lictins• in
NEW YORK STATE Send 73 eetall to
cover cost tit mailing and Plantains -
plus self add d & stamped •nevelesee.
SET 
_ R PRODUTS CO. BOX 123
SNIVINIA STATION. NEW YORE 23,
N. Y.
We will also include free charge the
inclosed License Holder with every order
-eceived.
HOW TO WIN1 LOVE. MONEY. ETC.
Send birthd itia and dime for information
sealed, SIMS. 1310-6th Ave.. ChicagoHeights Ill
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES 
•
vakir CHRIST
SINAI amr. ZION
FOR BLESSED AMULET, EELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED. RUSH $2.00 DONATIONNOW), JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE: WELOVE SO MUCH.. CHICAGO 53. ILL. ..
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ELECTRONIC - HYPNOTIZER $14.00 -
Transistor Radio 6111.95. Pocket ear ClasGun - $9.96 - Extra 33 caliber shell's61.50 taco - Radio Walkie - Talkie$19.95 - Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
Transworld Elestronica - Post Office Box135 - Indio California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over money maGers,
strange unnatural evil influences? Are YOUtick? rnen write WHIM Baker EncloseSLOP love offering There is help for Mirtroubied soul. You can be numessfui Write
BISHOP BAKER
3172 Prospect Ave.
Suite 100
Cleveland. Ohio
For Sale Misc,
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tess any ettin head or taiN as YOUcheese-Any coin! Anytime! Any Place,
-A startling statement, • as less flare-ling performance. Tills tally masteredteennktue in • eopyrighted manual sentyes immediately for II AFRO-PLIP-CRAFT. Bea 1163-0, nrieseeert 1, cenn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for 51.00 - 10 for $2.00
Foster Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Theiropli Tiro
Science Of Numerelegy. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-
ly NUMBER Card. Doily Viiseatietne
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS. STOCKS & BONDS,
Solite, Etc. Stets Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (Pie Checks Mose).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Am
Chicago 49. ill.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUNITOREE And Enjoy Lite A
dietary- Preparation RUMTORIX takes up
where nature leaves oft. A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. only 15.00 for a 2-week sup-
ply. Money-back It not aatlated after 3
bottle Bend C 0 D Check or Money
Order NOW!
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 11 Silt St. - Bea 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
Washing MachinesF
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1001 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TRAU'S MAGIC BATTORY POWER
AND MOTOR TIINSUPI
Instant stare in any weather , . Leer)
batteries fully charged In 50 below zero
cold . You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure Mon
winter miles per gallon on gas Biasing
new power, pep. SIG ester :TO FOR
AOENTS1 Send 11.9$ for sample and de-
tails . . And get FREE 30 day supply
of THAU'S (31.1 Potency Tablets) A Men-
tal and rep Stimulant - the very best.
Thou - 020 Vernon Chicago 37, pl.
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
MAO. Refundable. Ed Rumbols. Pleasant
Dale. Nebreals.
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialize In gool used pianos.
SIS down will put a piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Plano Sales
1199 Linden - BR. 5-0354. Also
Nights It Sundays,
DR. 6-0356
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
Specializes in Hair Styles Of
All Kind
Tinting Bleaching
Booths For Rent
A good business In downtown le.
colon
Susie Walker JA, SIM
R•wident - FA 4-110041
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitae•ints, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pap up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Writ* to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
--
VALUES (3ALOIREI *ales look 36e.„ (Re-
fundable) with coupon
ALTON WATMART SI, PA
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
where to bur material and how to
manufacture cheaply. Send Dm menu-
I texturing Specia)ties, ilicklervflle. N ,4.1)
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This la her now office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to Hay in her new borne
ire you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
You lost filth In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are vote
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, ::0M1i let MADAM BELL advise you at once She
will read the to you Just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business Is sot a success If you bays
failed in Me rest come see MADAM BELL at one*.
Located on Highway 51 South, Dist over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSete Motel Re sure
to look for Um RED BRICK HOUSE and retell Find her there
at all times. (She never nad an office in West Memphis I
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaves State Use and get
off at Staq. Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BF,LL'Il
HAND S1101.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a m to I p.m
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't Maks any home calls or answer any letters Be eUTO
to look trr the right sign and the right name
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW ANAllPi6 'BAIL POINT GUN
APIPIPMONsian
?retire. ilea Yoe carry in Tata Parse
Startle an-I distract ',rotten. would-
.* 'Markers with tills cleverly de-
signed Sall Point
Own. Meg .72 cali-
ber blanks with ex-
tra lead revert Ca:'be heard for miles $4.95
around. No Permit
needed. Airmailed grAegs14
romoletely assembled front our fae•
tot, in Europe. Send 3l°'3 call,
enmity order or cllaic to:
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CD,
2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,
sMck. easy Details either one $3Box 506. 'Moans. BC. Mexico 15ef
AMAZING. LISTED for life for Mc. StopPaying out dimes' Quarters, dollars for
one time listing Your name in our tiles
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples, big mall, etc forlite Detail*, for self-addressed ..ternPed
envelope. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T,
Bryson City. N C. (4111
POR SALE, JACKS, TOOLS, AND COM-
Ple.e elulpment to run a garage, WIll
rent building to reliable person. JAckson4-03011
- -------- 
-
1.000.000 BOORS 10c Each! Free Cats-logs Hallway. Box 134-T. NYC-9
---
REBUILT I B 161 electric typewriter stillin factory crate $10.00 Guaranteed.Southeide Printing, Box 5491, DT Hunt-ington 3, West Va.
BARGAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOG
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices
Big *wiry isving catalog 115c (refund-
able). a Is J Co Box 434, Levittown 9,
Pa.
ADULTS, INTERESTING MAIL, earnings,
Photos, booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
. 41/c Gift with order Alvin - Box354-TAD, Hicksville, Long Island, N. Y.
WE NEED names. Will Pay YOU Its Per
mute for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list. Complete instructions sent, tor$1.00. Harry M Young, 117 Broad Street.
Bristol. Ten 
'Amethyst pendants. earrings, bracelets).111.25 each item, postpaid. V Brubaker.
.,111$ W L-12, Lancaster. Calif."
• CUSTOM MADE
• REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
• ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED
• SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE
Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1576 Getweill
IA LOANS & MORTGAGES
NIENNOWMIIIMW, 
NEED CASH?
-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with vs.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment end desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Oralf FIN Cu
Home owned - Home operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
Ilie to say yes t• eau,
loan Tensest"
Es &mined and supervised by the
stat• Dettartment of insurance Wad
Ilanlvn•
3 LOCATIONS
lel A. Main JA. 5-1351
ISI Madison JA. 54611
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR' JOINS Y
Gil PREEERENflAl
SERVICE
22 Furnished Rooms
- -
Room for rent furnished or anfurn1sh.
ed WHitehall 5-8210 1342 Lutham Street
Cali after 6 30 or before 7:6* A. M.
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
east-Cosy Stony Conveniences Suitable
for Prof. woman
Call CIL. been Mtn 4 p.n.
30 Moving & Hauling
^
M&M MOVERS
MU, 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving
MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 JA. 7-2597
W. P. SHELTON
I Lowest Flat Rates In City
Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507 GL. 2-5474
Best Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
4 Special Service
ATTENTION!
Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With
Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
1314 :Wane Ave.Chicle* AL
Phone LI.
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
WCMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND APRONS HOME
Earn $24.16 Dosen-Spare Tint.
Write-Accurate Mfgrs,
FREEPORT. NEW YORE
We have openings for salesmen to
sell Maim' Household Assonances. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 166/
Lamar - BR. 4-6050,
Female Ilelp Wanted
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
Wrap-A-Round Aprons Rome. Earle$25.15 Dosen-Rpare Time. Write -
ACCURATE strait's
REEPORT, NEW YORK
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
Maids $35-$60 Week
Maids needed for better homes in
New York, New Jersey. Boreal. Mass..
Hartford, coon., and Birmingham,
Ala. Guaranteed lobs, free r00:11 arl4
board Eavt money. Tickets sent. Can
or write.
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1630 4th Ave., N. Binning,
ham Ale FA 3-5746 A SOUTIEERN
Agency serving &MIMI/in Parole.
Situations Wanted
EFFICIENT WOMAN
Desires Job As Typist Or
Secretory. E perienced A s
Switch-Board Olfperater. Will
Also Take Typing In My
Horne. Call Between II A. M.
And 12 P. M.
WH. 6-5452
MRS. ELSIE PAYNE
CHILD CARE in my home while par.
entr work. j. Wright, experienced.
BR. 4-7611.
TYPING done In 1117 home. Short term
papers and stencil cutting acceptable.
vrm. isAttart
WOULD LIKE to have five dors or less
house work, or lob as babysitter. Mrs.
Rosemand Williams WH. 2-5060
HOUSES FOR RENT
ORANGE MOUND
2362 Progress At Lamar Shot/011S
Center, Melrose School. I rooms MI
bath. •Inly 45600 - Must Sell.
1340 ISARECHALNEIL
Seautlful, 10 rooms, 3 bathe, many
ertrat in this tine 110ale
e UNIT APARTMENT
1051 So Wellington. North of Ur
Lemma. completely furnished.
Mrs. noppennemer - OL. 2-17,1
ltemmons Wilson Realty Co.
1742 Lamar - tIL
1165 SO. WELLINGTON
PHA APPRAISED
Ma is a very tine white stucco bungalow,
ttas 6 room, and tile bat* downistalra and
very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
solitaire. Forced air hest In large ban-
meat Hardwood floors. Pentad rear lot.
Garage Price 411,001.01. 0.110.00 each
inehtellne chiming cost Shown by apsollab
agent C W Henry. in. 1114370.
WOW Galbreath Co
&WS 111 BR 114516 1241. Comm
Apts For Rent
eOR RENT
INNS Sunset-Douglas Sub-division. One
aide of Duplex 3 rm.. h bath-hot-cold
water oas heater in front room. rime:
11311 month.
Ptinne PA. 44072
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out aro:midi:1 catalog. Kent 10g:
cent from orders. Proven sellers.
mils, sample catalog $1.00. Paltiskus. LIST
TIM Z 33rd. Lorain. CrIlo.
BEER Sc A QUART
Make It yourself We show you how,
Save 50 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
easy instructions $5 .00. FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers, Wil•
Ham Brown. Cross Country Publications.
200 Eat 30th St. New York IS, It Y.
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Women Aga 111-70 - Sell Issuillr
Group Rondtal Insurance. Make Us* of
Your Arateem
SC A. Adkins-District Mgr.
continents) Casualty Company
JA. 6.53115
6 Correspondence Club
BI00711T MAILS you ever got. List your
name 1 soar 211c World', Mall Trades
76 W Nth.. ladle City 341. N E. G.
Dept re
IF YOU WANT A HUSS AND, wife,
sweetheart or pea-pal send $1.00 for
• /is of names to 0. R. King. P. 0.
Box 10382 McKellar Stotton. Memphis
& Tenn
Pt
k
M, 11••• MIMMIP
▪ .1•1••
•
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TV Highlights
For The Week
THURSDAY, MAY 19,
7:00 to 8:00 a. m. GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
Featuring N e w s, Weather,
Music and ALMANAC-De
Gaulle Offers to Lead France-
1958.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Thiev-
es Fall Out" with Eddie Albert
and Joan Leslie. Lovers famili-
el own rival mattress factori-
es, causing serious romance
problems.
6.30 to 7:00, BORDER PAT-
ROL "Case of the Cockeyed
ing way, Drama set in a hospi
tal in Hainey, Montana, tells
the story of a patient who di
verts himself by observing an
other patient - a Mexican
Gambler - and a nun, and by
listenin . to the radio. Richard
Conte, Eleanor Parker a n d
Charles Bickford are starred.
10:00 to 11:40 LATE MOVIE
"Outward Bound" with Leslie
Noward and Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr.: two young lovers
join a group of people who
slowly realize they are dead
and are •)ri their way to either
Parakeet" with Richard Webb heaven or hell.
as Deputy Don Jagger. A
search for disease bearing
parakeets leads deputy Chief
Don Jagger to a Mexican vil-
lage full of birds drunk , on
tequila.
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUT-
TON SHOW, Goldie harbors a
lost waif in the Strickland
mansion until the juvenile aut-
horities discover her where-
notes.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, "In-
cident of the music Maker"
with Eric Fleming and Clint
GO, A suave, gloved stranger Eastwood. A swiss gunsmith
falls in love with a dance hall sabotages the guns of the cattle
girl and is forced to use hisldrovers in an ingenious plan
knowledge of Karate, oriental,I to rustle cattle.
art of hand combat, to protect
her from being mistreated byl 7:30 to 8:00, HOTE
L DE
a saddle bum. Don Durant and PAREE, "Sundance 
and the
Mark Goddard star. iBarren soil" with Earl Holli-
'man. Sundance wins a worth-
3:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY less piece of land in a porker
THEATRE, Dennis Hopper, game, gets involved with a
Everett Sloane and Ben Co-, young couple down in their
oper co-star in "The Sunrise luck.
Gun", story of a crippled gun- 8:00 to 9:00, EYE WITNESS
fighter win, seeks vengeance TO HISTORY, Full - hour ap-
against an old enemy thru his prasal of the Big Four Summit
son's skill with a gun, Frank Meeting in progress in Paris,
Faylen is featured, with special material filmed
8:30 to 10:00, BUICK ELEC- and video-taped both in West-
TRA PLAYHOUSE
GAMBLER, THE NUN- 
r, 
ern and Eastern Europe ex-
clusively for this program.
THE RADIO. By Ernest Hem- 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
 ZONE, Jack Klugman stars in
FRIDAY, MAY 20,
7:00 to 8:00 a. m. GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
Featuring Music, News, Weath-
er a n d ALMANAC - "Lind-
bergh Flies the Atlantic-1927."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Three
on a Match" with Warren Wil-
liam Joan Blondell, Bette
Davis, Ann Dvorak. Three girls
shouts. Gigi Perreau, Richard who were friends early in life
Miles and Dennis Joel star, meet later in life and compare
Candy Briskin, 11 year old
daughter of Betty Hutton plays
the waif.
7:30 to 8:00 JOHNNY RIN-
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5-6348
'A Passage For Trumpet." A
down-on-his-luck trumpet play-
er gives up the blues for booze
until he meets a girl on a
tenement roof and gets anoth-
er chance. Mary Webster,
John Anderson, and Frank
Wolff are featured.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
Angels with Dirty Faces
with James Cagney, Pat
SLEEP 8 HOURS-
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a rod night's sleep, do you
still feel tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then it's
needless for most women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
. daily for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day! Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood ... to restore strength
and energy so you feel fine again
fast! If your blood is so stard
for iron that you Just di..g
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS - Famous Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
sbie discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
young gangsters in New York
tenement section.
SAT MAY 21,
10:00 to 10:30 a. m. LONG
RANGER, Gold Freight".
The Lone Ranger shows up just
in time to save a wrongly ac-
cused mar. in a violence-rid-
'den mining town.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING,
Co-starring Kirby Grant and
Gloria Winters. ''Rodeo Round-
up". A yearly rodeo and a
'mock hold up pave the way for
l a real robbery.
I 12:15 to 3:30, BASEBALL
GAME OF THE WEEK, New
York Yankees at Chicago
White S •
3:30 to 4:00, PREAKNESS,
Second of the big races in the
triple crown of racing. 83rd
running of the $150,000 added
race over a distance of a mile
and three-sixteenth. Bryan
Field will describe the running,
Chris Schenkel will do the col-
or and Bud Palmer acts as
emcee. (From Pimlico Race
Track, Baltimore).
4.00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Angels with Dirty Faces"
with James Cagney, P a 1
O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart,
Dead End Kids. Drama of
young gangsters in New York
tenement section.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MA-
SON, "The Case of the Ominous
Outcast" with Raymond Burr,
Barbara Hale and featuring
William Hopper and Ray Col-
lins. Perry defends an orphan
WONDERFUL, Wonderful,
was the acclaim that this
mixed chorus got when it ap-
peared of a recent Big Star
Talent Show heard each and
every Saturday morning over
50,000 Watt WD1A. Big Star
Food Stores of Memphis and
the Mid-South take this oppor-
tunity to present to you, the
listeners of WDIA and their
store shoppers this excellent
program of fine young Mid.
South talent. Talented young-
sters, or groups such as this
one, are invited to audition
for the show. In the above
chorus are Carol Shipp, Doro-
thy Phillips, Verna Adams,
Quentula Jones, Dollie Echols,
Pearline Reynolds, Hester
Davis, Celina Robins, Carlo
Nulley, Venette Roberts, Ber-
nice Walton, Dora Towner,
Naomi Golf, Quenola Reyn-
olds, Shirley Hardin, Emma
LaSue, James Franklin, who
is the director; Dora Davis,
Bobby Bowens, Charles Pay-
ton, Grover Laurence, Burt
Alexander, Eddie Londo n,
John Richmond, Charlie Ray-
ford, Willie Boyd and Leonard
Oliver.
Too Many Pursuing Teaching
Careers, Says UL Executive
Too
dents are seeking careers in the
teaching profession, Rev. J. A.
McDaniel, executive director
of the Memphis Urban League,
warned the student body at
Owen junior college last week.
Speaking at the first campus-
wide Career Day program spon-
sored by the Student Affairs
Committee, he advised the stu-
dents to explore opportunities
in chemistry, Science, Mathe-
matics and Engineering.
many Negro college stu- ed during the chapel program ton, chairman of the Student
by Rev. Charles L. Dinkins.
The speaker advised the
young people to plan on doing
graduate work for masters and
doctorate degrees before begin-
ing careers in order to meet the
current demand for better-train-
ed personnel.
The purpose of the program
was explained by Charles M.
Bell, Dean of Men. Devotional
exercises were led by two stu-
dents, James Bumpus and Gov-
Rev. McDaniel was introduc- ernor Johnson. Rev. Fred Lot-
school, Music; Mrs. Leontyne
Affairs Committee introduced Lucas, Kennedy VA hospital,
the consultants.
Consultants were Rev. C. J.
Gaston and James Stallworth,
Griggs Business college,
Accounting and Business; Elder
Blair T, Hunt, pastor of
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
church and retired principal of
Booker T. Washington high
school, Education; Rev. S. A.
Owen, pastor of Metropolitan
Baptist church, Ministry and
Religion; Thomas Doggett, band
instructor of Hamilton highileges.
INursing; •
LeMoyne college, Science; Mrs.
Ruby Davis, Tennessee Depart-
ment of Public Welfare, Social
Work; Dr. John E. Jordan, Med-
icine and Dentistry; and Rev.
J. A. McDaniel, Miscellaneous
fields.
Owen college is one of the
city's youngest institutions of
higher learning and is accredit-
ed by the Southern Association
of Secondary Schools and Col-
O'Brien, Dead End Kid 3,1who goes to a small town in
Humphrey Bogart. Drama of California with hopes of finding
his people, but is accused of
homicide instead.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED,
DEAD OR ALIVE, Josh Ran-
dall with the job of saving a
respected banker from lynch-
ing when the robbery of his
bank threatens his town's exi-
stence. Steve McQueen stars.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY,
The success of a fast and sim-
ple holdup aboard the Fortuna'
II befuddles Mr. Lucky until
he realizes the bandits had
some inside help. John Vivyan
stars
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN,
WILL TRAVEL, Paladin agrees1
to help a man prove that his
twin brother is guilty of mur-
der, but suddenly Paladin finds
he isn't sure which man is
his client which the murderer.
Richard Boone stars.
SAT. MAY 21,
9:00 to 9:30 GUNSMOKE,
Two Indian hating brothers
ive a joke of the town until
they carry their hatred a little
i too far, James Ames stars.
! 9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
ISLADE "The Golden Tunnel".
'A lucrative gold mine becomes
a battleground for a band of
men and a woman who want
it bad enough to kill for it.
Scott Brady stars.
10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO
9, Dan Adams searches far
and wide for evidence to prove
that a suicide is not a murder
in "The Spinster of Nob Hill",
Rod Cameron stars. Jocelyn
(Available in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida)
new idtCQM phone
Styled to the modern taste, and small to save you
space--that's the charming, colorful Princess phone.
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
and goes beautifully. The dial glows softly in the
dark so you can find it quickly and then, when you
lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
easy. The Princess phone comes in your choice of
five attractive decorator colors-white, beige, pink,
blue and turquoise. Just call our business oflice, or
ask any installer-repairman.
Scputherr-1 BEII
1
The Princess nhone with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies a day after a one-time charge. Your choice of five colors.
Walker Homes
(Continued from page 5)
Mrs. Howard Peters, leader.
Recently, an aspiring pro-
gram was given at the New
Philadelphia Baptist church,
533 South Mendenhall by the
mother's board. The program
began directly after Sunday
School. Some of the invited
guests were the East Memphis
Soft Singers, The Gospel Har-
monizers, The Harris Singers
and the New Philadelphia Har-
monizers.
Officers of the Mother's
board are Mother Rebecca
Bell, president; Mother Lena
Davis, vice president; Mother
Mary Turner, assistant secre-
tary; Mother Willie Reed,
treasurer; and Mother Silvie
Young, chaplain.
WEEK'S MOTHERS
Mrs. Elnora G ibson and Mrs.
Mary Frances Turner.
WEEK'S SONG
You Got the Power.
SPOTLIGHT
We proudly bring to the scene
a young man who is a senior
at the Mt. Pisgah high school
where he serves as a member
of the Glee club, Library staff
and a host of other organiza-
tions.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Davis, sr., and is none
other than Leroy Davis. In his
religious life he is a member
of the New Philadelphia Baptist
church where he served as
Bulletin Board clerk of the
Sunday School. He is an active
member of the BTU and last
but not least he is a chorister
of the junior choir.
His latest honor was being
chosen as "Mr. Zo-Zo" for the
year of 164X) and 61. After
finishing school this year Le-
roy plans to attend Tennessee
State MU university. So good
luck to such an intelligent
young gentlemen.
IT'S NEW!
Miss Mary Garrett, Miss
Mildred Walker, Miss Mary
Patrick, Miss Mary Cotton,
Miss Julia Jamerson, M iss
Luvenia Hunt, Miss Mable
Flemming and Miss Everitte
Jones.
TOP GENTS
Eddie Walls, Percy McKin-
ney, Richard Jamerson, Ar-
thur Jones, Bobby Rutherford,
Albera Thomas, Roy Bonner
and Joe McKinney.
TOP COUPUSf.. mFB
TOP COUPLES
Gloria Calloway and James
Brewer, Doris Macklin and Otis
Knox, John Garrett and Mari-
lyn Grier, Eugene Lane and
Lavern Howard Ralph Wil-
liams and Ernestine, Doris
Farley and Theron Holliday,
Albert D avis and Gloria Snips,
Robert Walls and Willie Mae
Ke a rnye
HOW ABOUT THIS???
Directly speaking girls, there
is a handsome newcomer to
our community whom we think
Brando is featured.
10.30 to 12:30, MILLION
DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE, Dou-
ble Feature - BULLDOG
DRUMMOND'S REVENGE
with John Howard, John Barry-
more, Louise Campbell and
Reginald Denny. Stolen secret
formula, a dead scientist and
a human hand.
CHARLIE CHAN AND THE
DRAGON - WITH Sidney
Toler and Benson Fong,
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
YOUNGER
LOOK 10 YEARS
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.00
for full results Jar.
EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 38, Florida
Sammy Davis Speaks° I.
Out On His Religion
When Pete Martin commenc-
ed interviewing Sammy Davis,
jr., for an article in the c u r-
Mrs. Mary Lake, advisor of
the Charmette Ball last Friday
night, thanks everyone for com-
ing out in the rain and hopes
everyone enjoyed themselves.
They all seemed to enjoy the
music of the "Blazers,' a new
group in town.
The lucky couple for Miss
most of you will be interested,
namely, Percy Jones.
But of course information
about him wouldn't apply to
Carolyn for Matthew has said
"I Got My Eyes On You" Bl
the way, James Coger, where
are your eyes these days?
Does anyone know when and
where Theron Holliday will set-
tle because a certain party is
hoping it will be here and soon.
William Flemming, when are
you going to make up your
mind about a particular fresh-
man at Patterson?
Excuse us if you already
have because we are just
curious. Speaking of curiousity,
Earl McKinney, you have been
visiting Doris Farley pretty
regularly here lately. Or does
not it seem that way to you???
Seemingly, the entertainments
given are to Eugene's advant-
age, if you know what we
mean.
rent (May 21) issue of T h
Saturday Evening Post, he
warned his subject that there
were going to be questions about
why he adopted Judaism.
Sammy replied, "The word is
'converted.' I was converted
because of one fact. Inside of
every man there is a need 1111
try to reach God in his o w
way.
"My dad is a Baptist, my
mother was a Catholic. H e r
maiden name was Sanchez. She
came from Puerto Rico, I tried
Catholicism, but while it's the
answer for millions of people,
it was no answer for me.
"Nor did I change to Judaism
because any of my friends in-
fluenced me .
"The thing I found in Juda-
ism which appealed to me is
that it teaches justice for ev-
eryone."
"Is that the important word
in your religion?" Martin ask-
ed.
"It is to me," Davis replied.
"Also, there's an affinity be-
tween the Jew and the Negro
because they've both been or.
pressed for centuries."
Charm and Mr. Esquire were
Miss Mamie Eisom and Charles
Temple of the senior class.
The Junior and Senior 'prom
was held Friday night, May 13.
The kids had the biggest time
of their life. A. Bradley a n d
Samuel Lee were in charge.
Funeral for Miss Julia C. Wil-
son was held Thursday, May 12,
3 p.m. Rev. Fenner officiated.
She was killed last Frida y
morning in an auto accident be-
tween Covington and Ripley,
She was a teacher from Pal-
mer Turner grammar school in
Hennings.
U. Brown, from Tucamba,
Ala., music teacher at Halls
Consolidated school, was acci-
dentally killed in an auto acci-
dent east Friday morning. He
was brought to the Lauderdal
County hospital where he wall
pronounced dead on arrival.
Is Sammy Davis Jr.
anti-Negro?
In this week's Saturday Evening Post you'll hear
Sammy Davis Jr. - one of the most versatile per-
formers in show business today - answer charges
that he's anti-Negro.
You'll learn why he's been accused of prejudice
against his own race - and why he denies it. Find
out the reasons behind his conversion to Judaism.
Discover how he feels about Harry Belafonte,
Jackie Robinson, Nat King Cole and many other
celebrities. Be sure to read "I Call on Sammy
Davis Jr." in this week's Post.
The Saturday Evening
POST
May 21,1960
A CURTIS MAGAZINE
•
It's another wonder ful
week in the Post . . .
articles, 4 stories, 2 se-
rials, many cartoons and
exciting photographs.
Get your copy today-
wherever magazines are sold!
zrr
Enjoy BOURBON'S finest hour.
with OLD ( HARTER
'
• •
Tick-tock, tick-tock...
the BOURBON that didn't watch the clock .. .
for seven long years!
eye,.
Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to dart with the',
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to pertectim. kemember the best
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellower and smoother
Do all these things then taste Old Charter!
OLD CHARTER
KENTUC. rc v r- •RiEsaT ER..)61 1111Rue4
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 7 YEARS olD db PROOF AL, ,.:HARTEk DISTILLERY ;(i KY.
1
